
CHAPTER - III 

Ao THE NATURE OF SELF 

At th e beginning of Chapter II we had noted that 

although McTaggart adduces our direct perception of t~e 1 

self as the g r ound for belief in t he existence of the , self , 

he does not regard this evidence as conclusive. The reason 

why he so rest r ains himself, w~ added, is t~~ t he is mind

ful of the possibility of errone ous percer tiono The addi

tional re son, t~erffore, ~hich he puts forth to demohsi

r a te that the self exists, is to show that the self has a 

certain nature; to show, in other words, that the self can 

have parts within pa rts to in f inity. And since infinite 
I I 

divisibility involves a viciou s ne ss unless dete r mined by 

determining correspondence - as di scussed in Chapter II -
~ 

McTaggart tries to prove that the relation of determining 

correspon~ence holds within spirit, and that, therefore, 

spirit exists. In fact, according to him , among the t ~ree 

claimants for t~e title of substance- viz., matter , sensa , 

and spirit - it is only spirit which truly deserves the 

name of s ubstance, and there is not th e same ground for 

re jecting spirit as there is for rejecting matter and sensa . 

Our concern in this chapter will be to discuss McTaggart ' s 

view of the nature of the pelf (or spirit) which , accor

ding to him, affords the ground for admitting the self to 

be real and, therefo~e, to be subst an ce . But since this 

would involve, as per his own strategy , examining the 

relative claims of matter and sense-data to substancehood, 

our initial effort would be directed towards dealing with 

the reasons McTaggart advances to show that neither of 

these two fulfils the metaphysical requirements of authen

tic e xi stence which a s ubsta nce must fulfilo 
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I 

B~lief in the reality of matter is a l most universal 

and is so deeply embedded in the common man's mind- despite 

protestations from quite a few philosophers - that any 
I 

attempt to deny it is likely to invite scorn or r~dicule. 

Tables, chairs, bodies, rocks and mountains are regarded as 

standing evidence of the existence of matter, and denial 

of their reality appears nothing less th f'l n scandalous . nut 

it is also true at the same time that t hrouQhout the history 

of thought, there have been thinkers - Berkeley, Leibniz, 

Hegel, Bradley , and of course, McTaggart - who have for 

one reason or other, rejected th e real ity of matter . So 

far as McTaggar i r concerned, he considers the quest ion 

of the reality of matter in terms of two conditions, which 

he thinks every 1substance, if it is to exist, should comply 

with. They are, as discussed above, (i) divisibility into 

parts of parts to infini ty and (ii) determination by deter

mining correspondence. (In m~tter of fact, these two 

" t og .:' ther cons ti tut'e one _condition, viz., infinite di vis i-

bility because, according to McTaggart, infinit e divisi

bility can hold only, and can avoid contradiction only, if 

the parts of substance are determined by determining 

correspondence.) The reality of matter, therefore , could 

be proved only if it could ~e shown that it is infinitely 

divisible and that its parts are determined by determining 

correspondence. McTaggart tries to show that this is not 

possible and that therefore matter can not exist. The 

argument about materiality is contained in NE as also in 

SDRo In NE, again, we come across two treatments of the 

question from different angles. The first is contained 

in sections 354-363(of NE)and the second in sections 

364-366 and 370-371 of the same. The second argument is 
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very much similar, both in language and conte nt , t o the 
\ 

one found in sections 65-76 of SDR. This sec ond line of 

reasoning I have chosen to treat of in the chapter on 

''Self and Immortality''. So here we shall be concerned 

with the first argument. The argument is meant to demon-
I I 

strate that \ both matter in general as well as the individual 
I 

things possessing characterist i cs usually nscribed to 

matter must be de lusory. This conclusion about th e un-

reality of a tter is las dras ti c as McTaggart's denial of 

the rea lity of time, and dese rves as s ,, rious a · consider

ation as has in fact been accorded to the latter argument. 

His argument for the unreality of matter, as indeed hi 

argume nt for the unreality of time, is extremely novel and 

. ingenious and whi le philosophers might generally concur 

as to the falsity of the conclusion, they would har dly 

agree as to where the argument g oes wrong. 

Argument About the Unreality of Matter 

McTaggart's argument against the reality of mat ter, 

as Geach rightly points out1 , is not connected with any 

particular view about the primary or secondary qualities 

of matter. Unlike Berkeley, McTaggart did not bel i eve 

th at the existence of thing s consists in being perceived ; 

rather things for McTaggart are logically pr )or to our 

perception of them. Again, while Berkeley though t that 

the qua litie s of what he called 'ideas' were correctly 

perceived , that things were really blue, and hot , and so 

on, and that there was nothing wrong with our perception , 

McTaggart concluded that the thing s perceived were real 

and independent but that almost all of our perception of 

1. ~cit., p . 79. 
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them was misperception - it could hardly he otherwise, 

since the a~aracteristics they were perceived as posse

ssing involved a plain contradic t ion. Though it may be 

difficult to fix a definition of matter, there is geneta1 1 

agreement as to the characteristics in terms of which ~t ' 

can be understood; and these are what are called the 

Primary Qualities of matter _ size, shape, position, mdbi-

lity, nnd impenetrahility. Among them too , it is mainly 
I 

the first three which are consid~red as of cruc~al impor

tance. There are , besides , what are called the Secondary 

Qualities of matter, and these are colour , ha rdness smell, 
I 

taste, and sound. 1 So then the question is, g ranted that 

each material object is divisible into parts within parts 

to infinity, whether there is any characteristic in terms 

of which this end\ess series of parts could be arranged 
I 

or shown to be arranged in a determining correspondence 

system? 

Leaving aside temporal ch c, racteristic - since time 

too, besides space, is a dimension of matter - for the 

moment, we shall first take up the ''spatial'' and the 

''non-spatial'' characteristics. (Broad refers to them as 

the '' geometrical,' and the ''non-geometrical ' ' character

istics respectively). 2 

Now , if the condition of e ndless divisibility is 

to be met, matter must be divided into a set of primary 

parts, say £
1

, £2 , both of which would be spatial parts 

1. Geach, like Broad, callS these qualities 'exten
sible qualities' i.e. qualities which are spread 
out over the individuals that they characterize. 
~cit., p. 80o 

2. Bro ~ d, Qp. cit., II, Pt. I, p. 233. 
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..l. 
(spatialty b1eing an essentiql factor in the conception 

of matter). Now each one of these primar y parts will 

have sufficient descriptions and there will be a determ~-
1 

ning corresp~ndence relation B which will determine the 

correspondence between the primary parts and the secondary 

parts so as to enable the secondary part s to be suff ici

ently described. Can the suffici ent descriptions of the 

primary part~ and th u relation E be found amonq non-spatial 

characteristics. This is the first question that McTaggart 

asks, 1 and arswers it in the , nega~ive. 

Let us assume that the primary parts are sufficiently 

des cribable ~n terms of colouro Let E
1 

be a b lue object, 
2 and E

2
, a , re object. (I agree with Broad that t he part 

which is blue, is blue throughout and t he one wh ich is 

red, is red throughout). Let E11 and E12 be parts of the 

primary part ,E
1

• And let R be the determining correspondence 

relation. Now E
11 

can only be sufficiently described as 

the part of the blue primary obj~ct whic h has .B to the 

blue primary body , and E12 as part of the blue primary 

object which has .B to the red primary ob ject . Now the 

question is, what could this B be? or, as McTaggart asks, 

''What would the correspondence be between a determinant 

primary part and a determinate secondary part?•• 3 

Could it be the resemblance in colour? That is 

impossible, beca~se no part of an object which is blue 

1. ~. Sec. 356. 

2. Broad, op. cit., II1 Pt. I, p. 234. Otherwise there 
might arise the anomaly of something being blue on 
the surface but having parts which were not blue . 

3. NE , Sec. 356o 
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throughou t could resemb le an object which is red through

out. So this is not how P
12 

could be described. Nor 

could E be a relation of colour-blending. For then E12 

would be described as the part of 'the blue primary object , 

whose colour, since it corresponded to the red primary 

object, was a resultant of blue and red. And this would 

be absurd. For an object which was a blend of blue and 

red could not be a part of an object which was blue 

1 \ throughout. 

Nor would the difficulty be eased if we, relenting 

a little, suggested that while the primary part might be 
I 

some general sort of colour, its parts would have thP 

more defini tel so""t of the same colour. McTaggart was firu 

about one thing: you cannot have a determinable character

i s tic without having it in a perfectly determinate form . 

You cannot have a determinable colour without having it 

in a perfectly determinate shade. ''For no substance can 

be blue in general without being some definite shade of 

blue. '' 2 Broad however disagrees and envisages the possi

bility of a body ''having~ shade of blueness. '' 3 But 

Broad is mistaken. He agrees though that even this could 

not yield the desired resulto 4 The only meaning that could 

be given to the suggestion would be that each of the parts 

of, e.g., E1 had some definite shade of blue, which was a 

1. Ibid., 

2., Ibid., p·35 

3 . Op. ci:L_, II, Pt. I 11>·235. Italics mineo 

4. Ibid., pp. 236-237 o 

/ 
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differ~nt s hade for each part. Here then the sufficie nt 
I 

descriptions of the primary parts would depe nd upon the 

sufficie nt description of its seconda ry part s . The cond i-

tions for determining corres pondence requ ire on the ot he r 
I 

hand that the s ufficient descriptions of the sec ondary parts 

should depend upon the sufficient descr ipt ions of t he t~o 

primary parts - the one, of which it is a part, and the one 

to which it 
1

Corresponds. 

There! would again arise the foll owi ng dif ficulty . At 

some stage of the sub-division, we might come across pa ~t s 
1 

of E1 , each of which was homogeneous in its shade of b l ue 

throughout; ~hich would mean that the poss ibility of des

cribing the more minute divisions of the primary part ade-

quately would markedly recede. And this would be ve ry mu ch 

like the ~it~ation in which we were at t he first s tage of 

sub-division when we supposed that each prima r y part has a 

single shade of a colour throughout. (It may b e noticed 

that in this latter case, while part of the primary part, 

from the first sub-division omward, had some specific des

cription in terms of colour, it did not have the most 

specific or most\oeterminate description, for all the des

cription of each part was determined by the s ha de of c ol our 

of the primary part. So the principles of Suffi ci ent 

Description and th at of Total Ultimate Presuppos ition1 coul d 

not be s atisfied here). 

I 

But there could be another poss ibil i ty: th a t we have 

one more non-spatial characteristic beside col our. Here, 

then, while the primary parts would be suffici ently 

1. This principle has already been referred to in 
the second Chaptero 
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\ ' 

one \k"nd j of non-spat~al characteris tics, 
I . 

pa~ts w uld be 1sufficiently ~escr~bed by 

other kinds 
1 
f non-spatial characteris tics . Suppose tha~ 

\ 
£1 had two p l rts, £11 f nd.f12 , one of which tas~ed sweet \ t\ 

and the othe~ s our. And suppose t hat the same held in c~se ~1. l I I \ I 

of _P2 • Now these parts of P1 could be sufficiently des- \ : 1
. 

- . , \ I\ I I I 
cribed as 1 1 the sweet p

1
art of the qlue primary 1 

' and ' 1 the 
1 

'
1 

\ I ! 
sour part of the blue primary~' respectively . And so 1 1 

I 

would be the case, mutafis mutandis, wi th the se <;ondary '1 

parts of E2 • And so with a new species of qualitr at 
\ ' \ I \ 

every stag l o ~ sub-fd~v i ion t o describe 1t he p art
1
st But, 

contends Mcifa gl art, i~ is a wild su~position to b~lieve 

that bodie s ld br 6H erentiated ·- and described - §.£ 

infinitum b m ~ns 9f \ infinite number of genera of non

spatial cha ac 1eristids.~ Secondly, h0111 shall we dis tin

guish betwe~n what we ha~e designated as g11 and £12?; for 

there is no special relation connecting sweetness or sour

ness with either blueness or redness. And yet E11 must be 

describale as that part of £1 which has a certain relation R 

to E1 , and E12 must be describable as that part of £1 which 

has the same relation .B to _e2 ; and this applies, !.!ll!tatis 

mutandis, to parts of g2 • So it emerges that e ven the 

first-grade secondary parts described. in thi s way fail to 

satisfy the conditions of determining corres pondence . And 

besides, we do not here come upon - what determining corres

pondence does . supply- a uniform method of describing suffi

ciently all the terms of all the grades, which entertains no 
\ .. 

other elements than the determining correspondence relation 

and the characteristics which differentiate primary parts. 2 

1. ~g, Sec. 356. 

2o 1£12· For further details see 1£1£., Secs.l90-194. 
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Besides, Mctaggart argues, even if the above 
c...-0 ~.{ I 

difficultylbe avoided, there w~uld arise another. Sine~ 

the part ~ , being bits of matter, would be spatial , they 

would have spatial characteristics and it will be necessary, 

if a contradic tion is not to be incurred, that they t oo are 

determined by. determining correspondence, 
i : 
I ' 

Now, assuming 

that there is such a hierarchy, every term in every grade 

would actually.have its perfectly det erminate spatial quali-

ties and relations. Now these spatial charact eristics would 
' I I 

not be implied «Broad uses the expression ''conveyed '' ) by 

the non-~~atial characteristics which the term has by virtue 

of its position in the sv.stem. McTaggart, on the other hand, 

claims to have shown that there must be, to put in the words 

of Broad, ''some grade in any dterminining correspondence 

hierarchy such that ever~ term in every grade below this 

one, has only characteristics which are conveyed by its 

position in the hierarchy. ,,l And since this does not happen, 

qualities of matter do not get determined by determining 

correspondence. 

Mctag gart next proceeds to consider whether there 

could be a determining correspondence hierarchy for the 

spatial sub-divisions of matter in which the primary parts 

are differentiated in terms of spatial characteristics, and 

comes to the conclusion that this is not possible unless the 

parts were differentiated in terms of non-spatial character

istics too. He discusses this both on the hypothesis that 

space is relative and on the hypothesis that it is absolute. 

If space is supposed to be relative ''then all the 

spatial qualities of matter are relational qualities v1hich 

1. Broad, op.cit., II, Pt.I, p. 238. 
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arise from th e relationship of one piece of matter with 
nl , 

a nother. Anq - since relationships presuppose dis tin-

ctions - such relationships are not possible unle~s bits 1 

of matter are distinguished from each other otherwise. To 

take McTaggart's own ex~mple , M and~ cannot be differentiated 

from each othe,r first: b)l' the fact that M's relation to~ is 

different from N's relation to M· Broad is even ~ore st~in+ 

gent. He thinks that even on the relationa l view of space, 

the shape and 1size of a material thing would be its qualities 

whi ch would not be derived from its relations to other 

material objects. He suggests1 and I think rightly, that the 

question whether space is relative or absolute is a question 

aaout its '1'pdsition' •2 • And so McTaggart's position is not 

substantially pffected. 

Turning to the things of absolute space, McTaggart 

suggests that this could conceivably take either of the 

two formso The usual form of the theory is that space ''is 

made up of indivisible points''• If so, matter could not 

be endlessly divisible, since the matter which occupied each 

indivisible point would itself be spatially indivisible. 

But McTaggart thinks that an alternative theory is possible. 

''The units of such a space might be, not indivisible points, 

but areas, each of which, as an ultimate fact, possessed a 

certain size and shape, and stood in certain relations to all 

the others areas.•' 3 Broad suggests that ''areas'' is a 

misprint or slip fd~ ''volumes'' 4 but he agrees that this 

would not materially affect the discussion of the theory 

1. NE, Sec. 358. 

2. Broad, £P.cit., II, Pt.I, Po 239. 

3. NE, Sec. 359. 

4. ~cit., II, Pt.I, p. 239. 
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as s llch. So, could it not be possible .that s 9me of
1 

tt)e 
l 

primary parts of matter occupied one of these area s each; 

and if so, would it not be possible to d i s ting uish, within 

each pr}mary part, part s with i n p<Jr t s t o i n fin i t'l by mea ns 

of a certain law of determining correspondence. 1 M~T~ggart 

says this is not possible unless each part within t he in f i-
1 I 

nity of parts is also distingutshe.d.. , as r em arked b efore, i n 

respect of its non-spatial characte r i stics . The argument may 
I I 

be presented thus. Let us suppose that the t wo primary 
I 

parts £1 and £2 are distinguished in t e rm s of t hei r
1 
s~at i al 

characteristics in a cer,tain ~ay2 , and also distingui shed 

in respect of their non-spatial characteris tic s - £
1 

e. g . 

being blue, and P
2 

being red - but th a t d is tinguishment 
I -

by non-1patial ch~racteristics ends here, s o that all t he 

infinite parts of E1 are homogeneous in colour i.e. blue 

throughout, and are not distinguished further by any non-

spatial characteristics. Now the requirement is that within 

£1 , its parts £11 and £12 ,correspond in shape and relative 

position to £1 and £2 respectively. Now the important 

question is, how can there be parts (viz. £11aand £12) 

' which are not differentiated from each other by any non-

spatial characteristics - since differentiation by non-

spatial characteristics does not extend beyond the primary 

parts - and are differentiated only by their relations t o 

E1 and £2 • If however they were differentiated in ter ms 

of non-spatial characteristics - if e.g. one was vi olet 

and the other indigo, or one was hard a nd t he other soft -

then they could propertly be called part s of £11 and £12 r es

pectively, and the above characterizations would provide 

1. McTaggart discusses the said l aw in NE , 
S.ec o 357. 

2o Reference is here to the same law, mention of 
whiCQ has been made in footnote lo 
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additional sufficient descriptions of them. On our 

hypot hesis , however , P1 is homogeneous throughout in 

respect of it s non-spatial charac t eristics , which means , 

evidently , tha~ there jus t cannot be any parts to which 

the descriptions P11 and P12 apply, and consequently no 

parts are different~ated .. 1 · 

McTaagart goes on to consider an objection to this., 

It might be said - he says - that the conclusi on seems 
\ 

fallacious , t hat if the descriptions of part s as E11 a ~d 

P12 wou l d yield sufficient descriptions of these part s, 
I I 

how cou l d we possibly maintain that the re were no parts 

which answe~ed t o the descriptions s ince th ere were no 

parts that were distinguished. Will not these descriptions 

themselves distinguish the
1 

parts?2 

Broad too ag rees , 3 McTaggart's answer4 to t his 

is very dif ic~ lt and intricate. We will however, try to 

make , briefly , as much cle ar sense of it as we can . 

McTaggart says : '' It belongs to the nature of space that 

nothing spatial can be descriminated from anything else, 

in respect of its spatial qualiti e s , except by means of 

descriptions of its parts ••. 5 So a description of the 

whole which does not describe it by means of the descri

ptions of its parts will not discriminate it from any 

other thing . McTaggart says that there are broad l y two 

ways in which a spatial whole can be described, and 

1 .. Ibid . , Sec. 359. 

2 . Ibid. 

3 .. OQ . ci t. , II, Pt . I, p . 2 4 5 . 

4 .. lbid., Sec. 360. 

5 . _ NE , Sec . 360, p. 39 .. 
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accordingly these are the two ways in which we discrim,i

nate one whole from another. Firstly, we describe a 

certain bit of an extended thing by means of some (nonr 

spatial) q6ality whi1ch cha~acterizes the region as a 

whole. Thus we can descriminate a cert ain space by means 

of the fact that all its parts are blue, while every thing 

which touches it is redo This is how, again, 1 'we mark 

off a section of a homogeneous blue line by measuring it 

against a ron-gradu8jte d stick • . For th en every part of 

t hat section has the quality of being in contact with that 

t · k I I l S lC· o •. 
I 

And the stick is discriminated - which is 

necessary for discriminating the section - 1 'by the fact 

t hat ever~ part df ft has qualities , in re spec t of colour 

and hardness, which are not possessed by anything that is 

in contact with it .•• 2 This method discriminates the whole 

from that which surrounds it. It does not discriminate 
I 

the pe~ts ~ith~n parts to infinity. 

The second method is to discriminate the whole by 

specifying which parts it consists of . We can distinguish 

certain parts and then we can identify the whole as the 
\ 

whole which co'nsists of these parts. But this me th od also 

cannot be of use for discriminating parts within parts 

ad infinitum. This would involve, according to McTaqgart, 

a vicious regress: that ·any whole should depend, for indi-

viduation or discrimination, on the individuation of its 

parts , and they on the individuation of their parts , and 
3 so ono It might be suggested, as has been done by 

1. Ibid., Sec . 360 , p. 39o 

2 . Ibid ., pp. 39-40. 

3. Ibid ., pp . 40-41 . 
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Broad,1 that we could identify parts with in parts to 

infinity b some simple geomet~ical considerations; that 

for exampl J , any cube is divided into eight cubes , each 

of them again divided into eight cubes, and so on ad 
\ 

infinitum and that if at a certain stage of subdiv i s ion 

we came across a thing which was complete ly homogeneous 

in respect of its non-spatial characteris tics , it could 

nonetheless be discriminated in all its parts by means of 

the geometrical characteri s tics of such a (geometr i cal) 

constructiono 

This kind of discrimination, McTaggart would sav in 

reply, we are allured to believe in because we are mi sled 
~(..cJ_ 1'11{ na.T:>-i-.'t 

by a different so£t of discrimination -!parts of a body by 

things that in turn are their parts. We could thus, for 

e xample , discriminate the parts that together constitute 

england! in a map, by picking out, by their different 
............. 

colours, a11 the count ies of England, and then saying t ha t ...__... 

the England part of the (Great Britain) map is the part 
...-..... 2 that consists of all the different count y parts. It ..__, 

follows then that on the theory of absolute space, infinite 

differentiation by means of spatial characteristics is 

possible only if each part is also discriminated by non

spatial characterisation. A qualitatively homogeneous 

extended thing just has not got any actual parts at all, 

let alone parts within parts to infinity . Same is the ca s e 

on th e theory of relative space, while the usual form of 

the ' Absolute Space ' theory rules out infinit e division 

altogethero 

1. Op. cit ., II, Pt. I, p. 345. For full deta i l s see 
pp . 34S- 348o Broad discusses the que s ti on by me~ns 

/ of th ~ example of a square. He however says tha t 
thi s would apply to a three-dime nsional case l i ke 
a cube. Ibid., p. 347. 

2o NE , Sec . 360. 

\ 
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N9~ if the parts within parts to infin ity of an 

extended thinq are to be differentiated by mean s of ncn-

spatial characteristics, it is neces sary th a t the latter 

be determined by determining correspondence. For if 'they 
I 

were not, ''there would have to b e an infinite numbe~ of 

ultimate coincidences between7 on the one hand , the determi

nation of parts by spatial qualities by means of de t e rmi-

ning correspondence, and, on the other hand, the differen

tiation of those parts hy non-spatial quali ti es. ,,l And 

the infi~ite numbe~ of su~h coincidences mus t be re jec t ed o2 

So then the non-,spatial characteristics must be determ~ned 
\ 

to infinity by determining corres pondence . But this , says 

McTaggart, we have a lready found to be impossible . So 
I 

he concludes that matter cannot be differentiated into 

parts within parts,~ infini~ium, in respect of its 

spatial dimensions, that is, in such a way that it satis-
' 

fies th e principles of sufficient descripti on and ontolo-

g ical determina cy: whether one consider s only non- geometerica l 

characteristics or geometrical ch aracteristics also . 

Temporal Dimension of Matter : 

In NE , sect ions 361-62 1 McTaggart discuss es 
Q 

whether b r ing ing in Time as~dimension would help , and 

th er fore, whether matter could be infinitely d i fferen

tiated in the temporal dimension? Broad•s protest that 

McTaggart here again confuses a t hing and its histo r y , is 

wel l t aken. He points out that if time were r ea l, the 

successive phases in the history of a cont inuant, s uch as 

a material thing , would not be parts of that continuant, 

1. .l.Q.i9. J P• 4lo 

2 . Cf . NE , Sec . 190 
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but would be parts of its history. So if a bit of matter 

has to be endlessly divisible in at least one dimens ion, 
I 

I 

that dimension, Broad concludes, cannot be time. ''Its 
1 

, 1 

I 

history may Je endlessly divisible in time, but it is no~ 
temporarily divisible at all.' •1 We may~nly reply t hat 

since McTaggart denies the reality of time, ~h : re is no 
2. 

room within his system for the idea of a ''continuant''o 

Besides, as ~e ha ve seen in our discussion of McTaggart 's 

notion of substance, McTaggart completely identifies a 
! 

substance with its nat llre, or history, if you like, and 

hence, according to him, any parts of a certain substanc~'s 

history must 1be parts of that substance itself. 

Now we know that to McTaggart, time is an illusion. 

So it may see~ that the question whether matter is endlessly 

divisible in the tempotary dimension1 is meaningless and 

irrelevant. McTaggart however, does not claim any such 

inference. Instead he proceeds as follows. Even if tern-

porality were not a delusive characteristic, the argument 

which appli ed in case of the spatial dimension of matter 

and geometrical characteristics would hold, mutatis mutandis, 

in case of the temporal dimension too. 3 To this Broad too 

1. ~ cit., II, Pt. I, pp. 249-250. The ouotation 
occurs on p. 250. We will recall that Broad made 
similar remarks on McTaggart's conception of parts 
of the self. 

2. Incidentally Broad agrees to this when he says that 
the generic notion of a ''continuant'' does involve 
temporality, since a continuant is defined as~ par
ticular which has a history, which persists thpugh 
time, whi<!.~ has more or less permanent disposit~onal 
properties, etc. See lbid., p. 250. 

/ 

NE , Sec. 361. What was there- i.e., with reference 
to space - sought to be demonstrat ed was, in 
sum, that endless spatial divisibility was incom
patible with the principle of determining corres
pondence. 
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agr es t although he sees nothing important in it. But 

that is a different matter. 

The second point is this. McTaggart reiects the 

reality of time and postulates a non-temporal f series 

at the back of what we apprehend to be the time-series so 

that it is in fact the timeless terms of the f series -

though without their non-tempera~ characterist ics - which 

are misperceived as the successive events of the time-series. 

The fact that matter is not in finitely differentiable in 

respeqt of its temporal dimension is th en no longer rele

vant. The impo~ant point is t hat if matter were real, it 

wo ld
1
have, not a temporal dimension, but a dimension in 

I I 
the nOn-temporal f series. So the crucial question is, 

whether a material something could not be 'divided into parts 

of parts to infinity in the {non-temporal ) dimension called 
I 

the C series and thus be a real substance. For after all 

there is no overpowering reason why the terms which fail 

to quality as reals within one framework cannot qualify 

as reals in a different framework. McTaggart's reply is 

that infinite divisibility of a material something in the 

non-temporal dimension is not possible. The timeless terms 

of the f series, which appears as the time-series , must 

have certain quali ties beside those which are misperceived 

as date, duration and the temporal relations of earli er 

and later. 1 This, because this series is perceived as a 

series of 1 1 events' ' of a very special kind ( • 1 events 1 1 we 

are using loosely, for the terms of this series, according 

to McTaggart, are not events in the ordinary sense). Aga in, 

1. lbid., Sec. 362. The nature of the relation between 
terms of the C series McTaggart discusses in 
Chapter XL~III of NE, and we have discussed in 
Chapter III-8 · • -
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the terms of this non-temporal series must hav e differ~nt 
ed_ 

qualities. ''For suc;:h a S!"!fr'ies i s prehened/,as a process 

of aualitative change in a persistent continuant .•• 1 3o if 
I 

the thing ~n 0ues tion happens to be a bit of matter , these 

qualities Must bf- geometrical qualities or non-geometr+cat . 
qualities (which the bit of matter possesses) . And s ince, 

as the previous discussion s hould show, these qualities - 1 
I 

both the spatial and the non-spatial ones - afford no ground 

for the infinite differentiation of matter, McTagga rt I 

concludes that there can be no differentiation of matter, 
I I 

in resRect of the non-temporal£ series, into parts of parts 

t . f . I. t II 2 T h t t . t d o 1n 1n1 y . e argumen , we mus say, 1s s range an 

makes inco eren~ readingo The question now no longer is 

whether certain ''substances'' can satisfy th e conditions 

of infinite, divisibility and determining correspondence 

in respect of their geometrical and extensible characteristicso 

That discus'sion we are past. The point at issue is whether 

any bit of matter could be divided into parts of parts to 

infinity and satisfy the condition of determine correspon-

dence, in respect of the non-temporal dimension of the C 

series which appears, albeit mistakenly, to be the common 

time-series. This is in fact the questi on McTaogart him-

self, as we have seen above, poses. And to end the argume nt 

by stating that a bit of matter could be divisible only in 

respect of geometrical and extensible characteri s tics, and 

that that has been seen to be impos·sible, l ooks un-McTaggart-

like. Broad has also voiced similar critic ism ~ nd has not 

spared McTaggart for the flaw. 3 I suspect that the argument 

1. Broad, op. cit., II, Pt., p. 252o 

2. . NE, Sec. 362. 

3. Broad says for example that ''I cannot follow this 
argument . It seems to me to be compl et ely irre-
1 eva n t ' ' • Or • c it • , I I , P t • I , p • 2 52 o 

-\ 
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\ 
is either perhaps somewhat incomplete or obscure. 

I 

Perhaps some other of McTaggart's MSS . can help us plug 

the loophole. What is remarkable is that in the con-

elusion there is omission of all reference to t he dim~n-

sion called the~ series,,and there is mention of only 

the ordinarily known dimensions of matter. ''Thus matter 

cannot be divided into parts of parts to in finity ei~he{ 

in respect of its spatial dimensions, or of that dim~n~~on 

which appears as temporal. And matter, as usually d~f~Ded, 

and as we have defined it, has no other dimensions. It 
I 

cannot therefore be divided into parts of parts to i~fi-

nity. And therefore it cannot exist.' ,l 

Argument ~ against Sensa 

The world in which we are inclined , prima facie, to 

believe is divided, if certain philosophical views are 

to be believed, not into spirit and matter, but into spirit, 

matter and sensa. This last is the contribution of what 

are commonly known as the sense-datum philosophe rs - i.e. 

it was t hey who give the earlier stray views the form of 

a well-thought out coherent doctrine. We have discussed 

the grounds on which McTaggart rej ects the reality of 

matter and its claim to substancehood. McTaggart's next 

object is to show- though, much as in the case of matter, 

it does not amount to any ' ' rigid'' demonstration - th at 

there exist no valid reas ons for accepting sense-data as 

part of reality, and that consequently they must be rejected. 

The argument for the rejection of sensa is contained in 

the chapter XXXV of~ and is brief, much work having 

\ 
' 

1. NE, Sec. 362o 
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already been done in the argument on Matter. Here too, 

as in the ,case of the discussion on matter, an alternative 

is left open until we come to sections 429- 431 in Cha pter 

XXXVIII ('Idealism') of llli where it is . finally rejected . 

C.D. ~road finds the rejection of sense-data ''much more 

disturbin~ '' than the denial of the reality of mat ter. 

(It is of course disturbing , especially for those who in 

their over-confidence went to t he extent of studd ing thr 

sense-dat~ with all sorts of qualities, so much so that in 

the ir view - a lthough they otherwise t ook a materialist 

posture as against the idealists - the material object s 
! 

were f inally reduced to mere shadows or to ''loqical con-

structions''.) After all, the sense-data were held to be 

the via media for access to the l arg er world. 

Professor Geach has argued1 that it was a mistake -

tactical mi s t ake - on the part of McTaggart to ''introduce '.' 

into his system\ the notion of sense-data, and this, because 

the sense-data were not ''organically connected'' with 

any of the important ideas of his. So the doctrine of 

sense-data - as practised· and preached by tv'1cTaggart ' s 

Cambri dge contemporaries- was not ''coherent l y placeable' ' 

within the f ramework of ~cTaggart 1 s philosophy. ~each 

says t hat McTaggart , while he had never accepted t he 

Cambri lge doctrine before, 1 'unwisely 1 ' accepted it whi le 

he was writing lhe Nature of Exist ence . He concludes by 

sayinq that therefore ''all reference to sensa on 

McTaggart ' s system i s an alien growth th a t sh oul d be 

ruthlessly and fearlessly ex--cised. •• 2 He goes on to 
---.J 

1. Geach , Q~cit ., pp. 74-77o 

2 . l hid. , p. 77, Italics mine. 
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I 
suggest1 that McTagg art should b~ r ead as if ' ' r ewritten '' 

t hrouqhout . 

Now here I think 'there are two thinqs whi ch •:1c rl t" 

be cle arly distinguished. The first thing r elates to the 

fact tha t McTaggarlexamines the doctrine and explicitly 

disayowsit. The second is th a t one may, even wh ile r epu-

di ating it explicitly, unconsci ously l apse into the sense

datum language while dealing with sensible objects. I 

guess i t i the latJer which Geach seems more concerned 

I ~l however Jomeone !were t o object to McTaggart ' s 

doing the f ormer ex rcise, l that l r think would not be fair. 

abouto 

McTaggart was as much a man of his times as anybody else , 

and hence could not but occasionally react to some of the 

ideas th a t were he ld f ast then . And sensa- data we r e among 

such ideas. As f or the second point - vizo, McTaggart 

falling into the sense-datum language - I am inclined to 

g o with Geach's judgementa (I would howe ver t emper my 

agreement with the more moderate view which does not see 

al l of Mct aggart's sense-datum idiom as an '' a lien '' 

growth). I think there is an occasional air of awakward-

ness whe r e McTaggart uses such vocabula ry, and th at we 

feel better off when we read McTaqgart without ref erence 

to sense-dat a a2 This said, let us now turn to a consi

derat i on of McTaggart's arguments for reje ct ing sense-

datao 

The sense- data are, firstly, t o be distinguished 

from other pe~cepta - mental st ates for instance - which 

1. J.bid. 

2 . One may refe r here, e . g ., as in agreement with 
Geach, to Sec. 413 of NE. For Geach ' s view 
see or . cit ., p . 77o --
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we perceive in introspection. These percepta are , decor~ 

ding to McTaqpart,spiritual- i.e., if spirit exists 

since they are proper parts of the self or spirit whose 

percepta they , are. Sens~ (or sense-data) on the other 

hand are ''sensory experiences'' which arise though 

the stimulation of the sense-organs of our bodies . So~e 
t 

of these sensory experiences are then visual, some audi

tory, some tactual, and so on. 1 V~enever, we have sensory 

experiences we have a ''spontaneous and natural'' pro-

clivity to believe in the existence of some bi t of matter 

''correspondingto and causing'' the sensum which we are 
I 

then perceiving. However, as we shal l see in Chapter ~1· 

of the prese~~ work, such beliefs ~n McTaggart's view are 

mistaken. Now, McTaggart says, many philosophers have held 

the view that sensa, perceived by any percipient, were part 

of that percipient, and therefore, spiritual. That is, they 

were psychical particulars. 2 McTaggart observes that those 

who thought so, failed to distinguish between the sensum which 

was sensed (or perceived) 3 , and the sensing (or perception) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------
1. Broad attributes to McTaggart a certain distinction 

between ''sensory experiences'' and ''sensibilia''. 
By sensibillia Broad means those particulars which 
we ''prehend'' while having sensory experiences. 
I think this is simply false. McTaggart only talks 
of sensa - even if he regards them unreal - or he 
talks of material things. There is no question of 
his entertaining any third something apart from 
these two (and from spirit). Broad's statement is 
as follows : ''McTaggart holds that there is no 
reason to doubt that having a sensory experience 
does consist in prehending a particular, and there
fore, that there is no reason to doubt that there 
are sensibilia.'' Q2.cit., II, Pt.I, p.75. 

2. See e . r . Bertrand Russel, !he Problems of Philosophy, 
Chapter II. Russell writes : ''Although we are 
doubting the physical existence of the table, we 
are not doubting the existence of the sense data 
which made us think there was a table .•• All this 
which is psychological, we are not calling into 

/ question.'' (p.7) Compare H.H. Price : ''The qeneral 
hypothesis that sense - data are psychical, though 
surprising at first sight, is in no way absurd.'' 
Perception, p. 126. Or further : ''It seems then 
that there is no a priori objection to the view 
that sense-data are psychical.'' lbid, p .l20 . 

"') l\TC C'- - "')"7 "') 
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of the sensum. They rightly saw the latter to be a pdrt 

of the pe rci pient ' s mind , bu t since they failed to disti n

guish the f ~rm~r from it, t hey concluded t hat sensun is a 

state of the perci pient 's mind. And once this confusion 

disappears, the view falls to the g r ound. (In a cautionary 
i 

note McTaggart makes the point tha t the fact that sensum 

was not part of the percipient's mind would not me an tha t 

it existed indepe ndel\~ of the percipi ent . The correct 

pos ition perhaps is th a t sensum should exist only when 

' e rceived, and yet not be part of the percipient). Broad 

~ cuses McTaggart of not being fair to these ph ilosophers. 
I McTaggart , he says , tries to make out as if these ph i losophers 

accept the principle that ''to have a sensory experience 

which sensibly· manifests the quality£ is to prehend a 

certain particular as having the quality g, and that they 

then assert that such particulars are always states of the 

mind which sens'es them.' •2 Now, without going into the 

qu es tion whether or not Broad is right in attributing to 

McTaggart what he , does, it seems clear that some of the 
't 

philosophers did hold that sense-data were psychical parti-

culars, and this should be clear from the few statements 

mentioned in the footnote above. Further, what McTaggar t 

was doing was merely to point out the distinction between 

the sensum proper and its introspective percepti on ; s uggest 
I 

that while the latte r formed part of the percipi ent, the 

sensum did not, and that some philosophers i gnored this 

dis tin ction and included the former too under the parts of 

the perceipient •s mind . Broad•s second point is th a t the 

sense-datum philosophers did not look upon sensory experiences 

1. Ibid., footnote 1 to p .56. 

2 . Broad , ~~cit., II, Pt.I, p.78. 
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I 

as prehenslons of particulars as having qualities, as 
I 

McTaggart ~ould want us to believe. 1 Again, without going 

into the ques tion as to the true meaning of McTaggart's 

pronouncement, it remains a truism that the sens e- datum 

theoris t s did ascribe to the sense-data certain characteris-

tics which are al so commonly as cribed to the material objects , 

as even Professo~Geach2 points out. Again, if A. J . Ayer is 

to be believed, both Russel l and Moore thought of sense- data 

as be ing , li ke Berke ley' s ideas, the objects of acts ~f 
. 3 sens1.ng. 

Sense-data are prima-facie distinq ui shed from the 

material things in the existence of which 

Consider the case of two men who would be 

t..S 
they make ; b~lieve . 

/\.. 

commonly said to 

be both looking at the same plate simultaneously from different 

points of view. Th ey would, £rima facie, be perceiving sense-
d.~.s ,..-.... 4 

data which were 1s i m 1lar and therefore numerically different. ,, '---' 

But the ordinary view would be that both the sense-data were 

caused by, and justified us, in inferring the existence of 

the same material object. 

1. Ibid., pp. 76-78. 

2. Op.cit., p.75. 

3. The Central Questions of Philosophy, p .72 . 

4. Cf. Russeell : ''But the sense-da ta are private 
to each separate person; what i s immediately 
present to the sight of one is not immediately 
present to the sight of another ••.• '! The Problems 
of Philosophy, p.9. Russell concluded that the 
physical objects are an inference from the imme
diately known sense-data. ''The real table, if 
there is one, is not immediately known to us at 
all but must be an inference from what is imme
diately known.'' lbid, p.ll 1 quoted in A.J. Ayer, 

~ The Central Questions of PhilosQQhy, p.78 . On the 
/ privacy of sense-data see further H.H. Price , 

~p.cit., p.22, etc. 
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It wa~ believed by the sense-datum philosophers 1 

that sense-data were certain and '' really'' had the charact _r -

istics which the material objects ''appear ' 1 to have or that 

sense-data had some of these characteristics. If an obj~ct , 

say a coin, appea rs to me brown a nd ellipti c al , the perceptual 

situation would involve a sensum that really is brown and 

elliptical. Sense-data would be perceived (or prehended~ or 

presented 1etc.) j ust as they are, without a ny r oom for error, 

while the '' ~erceptual acceptance•• of there being a body 

as such-and~such would be fallible. 

Now the question is whether - now that the prima facie 

appearance of ' matter has been shown to be illusory - the 

sensa- are also unreal, and if so, what are the arguments 

that exist for proving this. 

1. 

I 

See, e .g. Bertrand Russell, The Problems of the 
Philosophy, Chapter II. On the cert ainty of sense
data see pp.7,8 (including the quotation above). 
See a lso H.H. Price, op.cit., p.282. 1 ' It is quite 
certain that there are sense-data.' 1 Also see 
G.E. Moore, Philosophical Studies (London : Routledge 
a nd Kegan Paul Ltd., rep. 1958, 1st ed. 1922), 
Chapter V (''The status of Sense-Data''). Moore , 
however suggests the name ''Sensibles'' as a substi 
tute for \'Sense-data. 11 {p.l71). For a refutation 
of the sense-datum theory see e.g. Gilbert Ryle, 
The Co nce2t of Mind, esp. pp.200-211. As Ryle remarks 
at one place : ''.t_his _mole theory rests upqn a 
log;~al ~nwle~, the howler, namely, of assimilating 
the concept of sensation to the concept of observation'' 
(p.203 ). One main reason Ryle cites against this howler 
is that if observinq something entails having a sensa
tion, then having a sensation cannot itself be a form 
of observation; were it s o it would in turn e ntail 
having a further sensation and we shall be tl.~nne>lu.J... in 
an infinite regress~ And besides what can be signi
ficantly said abou t perception or observation cannot 
be significantly said about sensation . G .A. Paul has 
drawn attention to some other problems which arise 
when we ass ume that there are '' sense-data '' which 
have some of the characteristics of physical objec t s . 
See his article ''IS there a problem about Se ns e - Data?'' 
Proceedings of the Aristoteli an Society, Suppl . Vol . AV 
{1936 ), reprinted in Autony Flew ( ed ~ Es s ays on Loo ic 
and Language, 1st ser . (Oxford : Basil Blackwell , 1951). 
On Sense- datum fallacy, see Roderick M. Chisholm , 
Perceiving : A Philosophical Study (Ithaca, New York 
Cornell University Press, 1957 ), esp. pp . lSl-153 . 
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McTaggart says that when we perceive sensn- this 

is, prima facie, believed - we in reality perceive something 

else, but we misperceive it. . ''The object which we perceive 

has not the natu~e which it appe~rs to have .•• 1 Sensa, there• 
~ 

fore, do not exist , "though some percepta are misperceived 

as having the nature of sensa.' •2 

Were sensa real, they too must be infinitely differen-

tiated, and · their parts must have sufficient descriptions 

in accordance with the priQciples of determining correspon-

dence. This, McTaggart says, is impossible, and the reasons 

for this comclusion are much the same as demonstrated the 

unreality of matter. 

To begin with, let us have a look at the characteristics 

the sensa are supposed to possess. We find that amonq these 

characteristics there are some which are also ascribed to 

material things. In the case of a perceptual judgement, 

say, e.g., this table is red, I ascribe to the material 

thing called table a certain colour-predicate, red. Now it 

is certain that the specific colour-predicate which I ascribe 

to the object, table, is in some definite way correlated 

with or determined by the sensible characteristic which I 

perceive the sensum as having at a certain point of time. 

Now the question is :Is this characteristic of ''redness'' 

which I ascribe to the mate~ial object, table, identical 

with the sensible characteristic which I perceive the 

sense-datum as having? Or is it that the datum is perceived 

as having a different characteristic , viz., the character-

istic ''being a sensum of red'' and from this one is led to 

ascribe to the table a different characteristic, the 
' 

characteristic ·of being red? Both these views have been held. 

1. NE, Sec. 374. 

2 . 112i£. 
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McTaggart however maintains1 that when I perce ive a sensum 
I 

and ascribe redness to the material object of which the 
0. 

former is~sen1sible appear~nce, I am ascribing to the latter 

the same very characteristic (of redness) which I perceive 

the sensum as h av ing. No~ we do have an idea of character-
I 

istics like r ,edness as 
1

when predicated of material objects, 

for otherwise a statement that the table is red would become 

unmeaning; an whether it is right or wrong, the state~ent 

has a meaning. And our ideas of ·characteristics must be 

empirically grounded, for there can be no a Eriori awareness 

of them. So we must have derived our ideas of, say, redne ss, 

either (i) l f::Pbm perceiving some datum as having th ).s charact e 

istic or, failing that, (ii) from perceiving a certain datum 

as having the complex characteristics ''being a sensum of 

red'', and t~en, because of our being aware of this complex 

characteristic , analysing the complex into its constituents. 

McTaggart ci(~s introspection2 as evidence for the fact 

that the characteristic, redness, e.g. which we perceive 

the datum as having is not complex but simple; no analysis 

is, in fact, done in acquiring the idea of characteristics 

like redness. McTaggart therefore decides in favour of the 

first alte rnative and rejects the second. On introspective 

grounds, again, McTaggart decides that the characteristic 

which we see the datum as having is the same as the character-

istic which we ascribe to the material object of which the 

former is a sensible appearance. 

Broad3 has a third alternative to suggest beside 

the two which McTaggart mentions. He says it is possible that 

' ~. 

1 • I b i d • , S e c • 37 5 • 

2. 
/ 

Ibi.Q.. 

3. Broad, ~cit., II, Pt.I, pp. 81-82. 
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I 
the characteristic which I have in mind when I call a 

certain mat ~Jrial thing '• red '' is c omplex and contains, 

as an element, the sensible characteristic which I 
. 
-t. 

' 'preh end'' the sensi~e as havingo The idea of it, he 

says, might have been reached ''by synthesizing the correl~te~ 

sensible characteristic with others, and not by analvsina 

the latter and isolating one factor in it. ,,l In calling 

a material thing ''red'', BroaJ.says~ what he means i s that 

it has the property of presenting a certain ''characteristic 

kind of visual appearance' ' to any observer. So ' 'red ' ' as l 

applied to material objects , would not denote any charact~£-

istic which the '• sensibilia'' are prehended as having. If 

the latter constituent is also called ''red'' then the word 

is being used ''ambiguously''· '' It would then be necessary 

to distinguish ~etween 'being sensibly red' and 'being 
2 perceptually red.' Here we may offer the following brief 

comments. Broad's argument seems fairly strained. He, 

of course, agrees with McTaggart that the characteristics 

which the sensa are perceived as having are ''simple quali-

ties.'' Where he does not agree with him is that the 

characteristics ascribed to material things are also simple, 

since the same. Broad however gives no reason for drawing 

the distinction between the two sets of characteristics. 
uJtll 

We are left guessing as to how red sensum~differ, in 

terms of the quaU, ty "redness", from the red table. Why . 
call the one complex and the other simple. Even if Broad's 

interpretation of 'X is red' as that i t has the property of 

presenting a certain ''characteristic kind of visual 
. lu 

appearance' ', be accepted, what it comes~is nothing more than 

1. Ibid., p.82. 

2. Ibi£. 
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that ~ presents t he appeara n ce of being a body with such 

and such charac t eristics , so that the '' complexity ' ' of 

the characteristic is not thereby explained. And if it is 

the obvious difference between th e sensa and the material 

objects which is being made the bas i s of the distinc ti on 
\ " . between the respect1Ve characteristics, We may point out 

that qual ities are universals and cannot be ~ade to differ 

in the ir ''character '' according as t hey qualify one or the 

other particular. 

Broad ' s second remark1 is tha t th ough McTaggart ' s 

conclusion i n respect of a cha r acteristic being the same 

in case of the sensa and the mat erial object of which the 

fo rmer i s the sensible appearance , is ''materiallY'' correct 

so far as visual perception goes , it does not apply in case 

of every other sensation. Take, for exampl e, olfactory 

perception. In s uch a sensation, say, of an ammoniacal 

smell-quality, I may tend ''uncritically'' to suppose that 

this is an appearance of a certain material thing, and 

judge ''that ~ tuff smells ammon~cal.'' Here, he says, 
l 

I am not asc~ing to the material thing the very same 

quality which I prehend a sense-datum as having. Wha t I 

am ascribing to the material thing is ''the property of 

producing in any normal observer who s nif fs it sensations 

which manifest the amm oni aca l sme 11-qua li ty.' ' 2 Now Broad ' s 

presumption here that one may inadve rtently attribute to 

the material thing the qua lity which be longs to the olfactory 

sensation , is simply implausibl e. For all one knows , it may 

well be a case of illusion or hallucination, but it needs 

explaining how does the illusion occurs in the first instance . 

lo lbid ., PPo 82- 83 . 

2 . I bid . , p . 83 . 
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I 
¥cTag9art's next point is tha t alth ough t he sense-

data include the qualities which are ascribe d to ma tte r , 

these qualities such as e.go roundness, coldne s s, e t c . 

will not be attributed to the sense-data in the same way 

in which they are to things materi al. 1 McTaggart assig ns 

three reasons for this. (i) Firstly , there a r e qualities , 
\ 

the secondary or' extensible ones, which a re though t as 

not belonging to matter, \o\hile they undoub tedl y bel ong t o 

the sense-data as much as the primary qualities doo ( i i) 

A sense-datum, for example, cannot combine col our, flavour 

and hardness, while material objects can have ~ 11 the~e 

qualities, (iii) It is heid that the same material t hing 

can have at different t~mes ~ualities which it c oul d not 

have simult a neously. For example, it might be sphe r i cal 

at one time and c~bical at another. 

suggest uthat a sensum could be round 
11 t another • 

But no one would 

at one time and 

. road, to begin with, doubts whether all the sense-

data are perceived as having spatial characteristics. It 

is prominently the visual and the tactual sense-data 

which, he says, are perceived as being spatial. Broad 

seems right here, though it does not affect, materia lly , 

the argument. Broad takes recourse to his definitions 2 

of ''sensibile'' and ''sensum'' to make the point that 

there is nothing (in these definitions) to rule out the 

1. NE, Sec. 376. 

2 . A' 'sensibile'' has been defined by Br oa d as '' a 
particular which, if prehended, i s preh ende d a s 
having some sensibile quality'', and a '' sensum '' 
i s defined as ''a sensibile which ha s some 
s ensibile quality' '• Op. cit., II, Pt. I., Po 85 ; 
a l s o pp. 75,76. 
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possibility that one and the same sensum sh ou l d be both 

coloured and hard. But, I think, we can rule ou t , without 

further reason, the possibility that Broad may be correct. 

Broad also, again, sees no 1 'synthetic'' nece ss ity in t he 

proposition that any particular with a se ns ible qua lity 

could have only one such quality. He attributes to 

McTaggart the acceptance of some definition of '' s ensum' 1 

which would ma~e it contradictory for one and the same 

'•sensum'' to have '•two sensible quamitie s wh ich fall 

under different1 determinables' 'o 1 

I 

This, I think, is not fair to McTagg art. He nowhere 

says or impliesr that a sensum cannot have more than one 

sensible quali~~. (A sensum, for example, can be both red 

and triangul~ r, aryd thus have more . than one quality.) ~h at 

he denies is that a sensum can have any two qualities 

~hatever together. There is again no special definition 

of ''sensum'' that McTagga~t assumes in this regard. He 

seems to be following the general view in the matter which 

holds, we repeat, that it ~s only~ sensible qualities 

which it is contradictory fo~ one and the same sensum to 

have. Broad does not give any worthwhile example to the 

contrary. 

Broad next considers McTaggart's contention that one 

and the same sensum cannot have different qualiti es, e. g . 

roundness and squareness, at different times. He s ays it is 

''entirely'' a matter of definition. His arg ument is that, 

if a sensum endures for some time- and it must, according 

to Broad, for a literally instantaneous sensum is a fiction 

there is no principle by which to decide that '' a s ensum 

1. lhiQ., p.85. 
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may last for a 
second but could not possibly l as t for 

a twelve-m onth.' ,1 
If so, Broad s ays , his definit ion of 

1 

'sensu~'' }pd ''s1~nsib1~le' ' ' leave open th e ques tion whe t her 
.tJ ~itX.U CI1At.J ~~ llov.~ .I...E-h-rn.I.Mft fa'~t; 06 fA.{ &a~ 

the same~ determinable sensible quality ' •2 at differ ent 

times . Th e definitions also leave open the question whether , 

in case this were so, it is the same sensum wh i ch ch ang ~s 
1 

in quality, or whether there is '' a ser ies of s uccessivo 

sens a, each of which is constant in qua l ity and dis simi l a r 

to it s neig~~oJ~s in the series.•• 3 We ha ve g i ven t he 

quotations in detail in order to let Br oad speak ou t his 

mind. And t ~ e trend of his thought is clear. Br oad i s 
0 I 

through out talking as if he had in mind a mat erial th ing o 
I 

He admits that there a~e available no cr iteria i n phi losophy 

by which to ~ecide whether the same sensum ha s been pres e nt 

on successive occas1ons. ''This is not e as y t o do, and t here 

is no general o.~cza.ment among philosophers in res pect of t he 

rules that they follow.•• 4 But although there are no agreed 

upon rules for the purpose, I think one can generally decide 

whether in a given case it is the same sensum which is 

square and round, or a different sensum, just a s common

sense,5 Which Broad is specially fond of c i ting as an autho

rity, can gerierally decide whether it is the s ame thing 

which has been present on several successive occasi ons. 

The third characteristic beside the primary and 

secondary qualities - which the sensa may be said to have , 

relates to temporal duration and temporal r elat i ons. Every 

lo Ibid., Po 86. 

2. Ibido 

3. l b ido 

4. Ibid., PPo 86-87 

5. Ibid 1 , p. 86 0 
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sensum is perceived as being simultaneous w1'th the rercep-
tion (or prehension) of itl,· or t~ 

v•, partial or total sequence 
to other sense-data within the same specious present . 

Now there are only two kinds of characteristics 

which the sensa are perceived as having and which could 

be conceived as the dimensions in which the sensa are end

lessly divisible, and these are spatial extension and temporal 

duration . And we have seen, in o~ discussion of Matter, 

that these characteristics are not such as can provide suffi-

cient descript~ons of parts of part s to infinity, in compliance 

with the pr i nc ple of determining correspondence. Can then 

sensa have s ome other admissible quality than the ones 

enumerated aboJe? There are two qualities which matter does 

not seem to possess and which the sensa are perceived as having . 

The one is intensity,as when we regard a bright light as more 

intense than the dull light . The other is extensity, as when 
2 we perceive the massiveness of a hot bath or of hunger. But, 

according to McTaggart, neither of these will afford a basis~~ 

sufficient descriptions of the · infinite series of parts within 

parts. Fo~ both intensity and extensity are examples of 

intensive quality, and not extensive quality. So the differ

ence between the degrees either of intensity or of extensity 

is not a third quantity of the same sort - the difference 

between a bright light and a dull light is not a light of 

another brightness, nor is the difference between a more or 

less massive pain a pain of another massiveness (or extension ). 3 

It is out of question the n that a sensum should be differen-
\ . tiated into parts ' 1n respect of either of these qualities . 

''It is as impossible as it would be for a temperature to be 
4 divided into two other temperatures . •' And so infinite 

/ 

1. !§, Sec. 376. 

2 . ill£· ' Sec . 377 . 

3 . 1.!llS!. 
4. Ibid . 
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' differentiation does not become a possibility in this 

way. Consequently sensa must be said to be non-existent. 

This is of course not to deny that they exist in some sense. 

crhe perception data after all exist). But in the sense in 
I 

which the data may be said to exist1 they must have qualities 

which they are not perceive~as having, and which ' ar~ not 

deducible from any of the qualities they are percerved as 

having. The nature of such perception data would inevitably 

be ''very different'' from the one usually assigned to sensa. 
I 

And so, ''it would be misleading to call them sens~, and we 
I I 

should have to say ~hat, although substances certainly existed 

whi~h were percepta, yet none of them were sensa. ,,l 
The Case of Spirit 

Having discussed McTaggart's arguments to the effect 

that neither of them, matter and sensa, possesses such nature 

as could entitle them to existence, we now proceed to examine 

whether there is something in the nature of spirit which in 

McTaggart's view could fulfil the twin requirements of infinite 

differentiation and determining correspondence, and therefore, 

whether spirit existed. (We are using the word ''spirit'' 

in place of ''self'' for the former is wider in connotation and 

includes not merely selves but also experiences i.e. parts of 

selves, and groups of selves, and groups whose members are 

selves, and parts of selves). Now we sa~ in the first Chapter 

that, prima facie, spirit exists because,as McTaggart tried 
~ 

to show1 each onu of us directly perceives, as a self-conscious 

being, something as self. (This demonstration was though 

strictly provisional). eut it is also the basic premise of 

McTaggart's philosophy that if something i s to exist and it 

can only exist as a substance - it must pass the two tests 

mentioned above. And if,it turned out that nothinq which 

had the nature of spirit could meet the requirement, we shall 

1 • 1..!2iQ • , Sec • 37 8 • 
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be forced to conclude that nothing with th e nature of 

spirit could exist, and th~t cosequently our perception 

of self was erroneous. And this, according to McTagg art, 

will land us in a ''hopeless antinomy.•• 1 McTaggart however 

claims to show that the nature of spirit fur nish e s u s the 

ground for believing that, on certain hypotheses, the twin 

conditions of infinite differentiation and determining 

correspondence can be fulfilled by a certain class of spiri-

tual realities. Among those spiritual realities are, besid es 

others , perceptions . 2 And like selves, we are ac quainted 

with perceptions , for we perceive them introspectively as we 

perceive selves . Now McTaggart 's endeavour is to show that 
I 

perceptiohs can furnish parts within parts to infinity a s 

determined by determining correspondence. By perception 

MeT aggart means, as already pointed out, ' 'awareness' ' of 

substances as distinguished from ''awarness'' of character-

. t• 3 1S 1CS • But , al~hough it is awareness of substances, it is 
I 

always awareness of substances ~ having characteristics. 4 

This said, let us now proceed to consider how McTaggart 

tries to show that perceptions can provide the infinite 

series of the kind required, i.e. as determined by determining 

correspondence. The argument is contained in Chapter XXXVII 
I 

of NE, and peesupposses much that has been discussed in 

Chapter XXIV and XXVI of NE. But we shall be brief and a v oid 

details which are not immediately relevant to the purpose 

on and. 

1. l£19., Sec. 405. 

2 . Ibi£., Sec. 406. 

3. !QiQ. Sec. 44. 

4 . It is however to be distinguished from the knowledge 
lh2! a substance has characteristics, which would be 
a judgement, and not a case of perception, See lhiQ., 
Sec. 301; also Sec. 407. 
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~cTaggart starts by m~king three as sumptions which 

he thinks are necessary if we are to get the type of s eries 

' required. They are as follows : (i) A se lf can have oercen-
1 • I . 

tion of other selves , and of their perceptions. (ii) Wh en 

e.g. a self § perceives an object Q, there is a par~icu la t, 

viz., perception which (a) is part of§, and (b) s t a nds t o Q 

in the relation \ of perception (which is a state of ~ind ) to 

perceived object. (iii) Perception of a part of a whole can 

be part of a perception of that whole. We can add a f ourth 

condition, namely : (iv) A self can have perce ptions of 

itself and of its own perceptions. 

Before we proceed further, a brief remark may be 
I 

made wi}h regard to perceptiono McTaggart would, for e xampl e , 

normally say not only that a self§ perceives an obje c t ~ 

being ~ - for perception is always of a s ubst ance as having 

characteristics - but also that S's perception of Q pe rce ives 

Q as being XYZ. It would however be more true to s ay t ha t 

this perception represents Q as being XYZ. Aga in, a ccord ing 

to McTaggart, a perception is differentiated according as it 

represents the perceived object as being differentia t ed . 

It is to be noted that it is the ''apparent'' different i ation 

that is of relevance here. If a substance ha s part s but they 

are not perceived as such, the parts• merely being there 

does not differentiate the perception that repres ents the 

whole of which they are parts. It follows, £_fortiori, that 
' 

a perception can be infinitely differentiated only if it 

represents its object as infinitely dif f erenti a ted. 

This object (of perception) cannot however be 

matter divided ad infinitum in its spatial and t emporal 

dimensions. For, as we have already seen a t l ength, we a re 

not abl e to conceive of any way in which s uffic i ent descrip-

tions could be secured of parts of matt e r as de t ermined by 
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determining cor1espondeoce. (And this applies , mutatis 

mutandis, to sense-data). Likewise, a self cannot come to 

have an infinitely differentiated state of perception by 

perceiving such an infinitely differentiated state 'within' 

himself . (And thi s is one of the grounds on which McTaggart 

declares solipsism impossible). So a self must perceive 

other selves and their perceptions . 

Let us now see the application of the th eory of 

determining correspondence by considering examples. ',Je wil l 
I 

later on treat ? f McTagga~t's attempt to justify the three+ 

one supposit on~ he has had to make for showing that selv~s 
and their perceptions answer to those suppositions and thus 

fulfil the requ rement. let us consider a society E c on sistin~ 

of just two Sel es E1 and E~ each of whom perceives each of 

the two clearly. q hen 1::1 will perceive himself and £2 and 

so will £2 perceive himself and .£1 • 
I I 

Broad, a ''f ~rs t-grade perception.'' 

This may be called, after 
I S 

Thus £1 perception 

of E2 and vice versa, would .be a first-grade perception. 

These perceptions in turn will have further parts. Thu s 
I S 

El 
perception of p2 wi ll have q.s parts 's 

El percepti on 
I 5 

of E2 

perception of El and p 15 perception 
I S 

perception of E2; -1 of g2 
and vice versa. T~is perception may be called a '' second-

grade perception.'' Perceptions of the lower g r ade would be 

definable accordingly. 2 £
1 

and £2 will have per cept i ons of 

1. McTaggart calls the society P a ' ' Prima ry Whole ' ' 
and the two selves P

1 
and P2 as ''Primary Parts .'' 

~, Sec. 408. For reasons of conven ien ce, I have adopted 
the notation used by Broad . See op.cit., I, Chapter XXI. 

2. Here we have found Broad's terminology more convenient, 
See Broad, op.cit . , I, p.380. McTaggart, since he calls 
the two selves consti tutiru} the society . 1 'Primary 
Parts'', calls the perceptions occurring in the hierarchy 
''Secondary Parts of E· '' Our ' ' first-grade perceptions'' 
will be called by him ' ' First-grade Secondary Parts of £''• 
and the second-grade perceptions would be called 
''Second-grade Secondary Parts of E'', and so on. 
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the second- grade perceptions and so on ~infinitum. And 

£1 •s perceptions of this infinite series of percepta wil l . 

cons titute an infinite series of percepti ons , since El has 

a separate pe rce ption of each perceptum. (It is to be 

noticed that t he r e cannot be more than one perception of a 

given perceptum). And since the perceptions of parts will 

be, as per the third supposition, parts of the perceptions 

of the whole, we will get an i nfin ite series of parts withi~ 

parts. A li ~e series will, occur in £2 • 

The relation of determining correspondence (hence
iN~ 

forth~will cjll it simply ''R'')- which, we may r emember, 

is a relation of being a perception of - in t he above exampLL 

would be that, e.g., the determinate £12 - which i s one of 

the se~of pWrts of. P1 , perceiving and hence corresponding to 

,£2 - is a perception of the determinant £2 • (I n McTaggart ' s 

terminoiogy, ' ' 'determinate' ' sta.nds for perception and 

''determinant'' for perceptumJ And this relation, McTagga rt 

tries to show, complies with all the five conditions which 

section 229 of NE stipulated a relation B must satisfy. 1 

(i) The first is that there must be a sufficien t description 

of £2 , wh ich includes the fact that it is in that relation 

to some part of £1 , viz., P12 , which will int ri nsically 

determine a sufficient description of the part of £1 in 

question, g 12 • Now a sufficient des cription, say SD2 , of 

g 2 which includes the fact that it is perceived by - and 

hence s t ands in E to - g1 (and cosequently includes a suffi

cient description, say ~l of £1 without which ,E2 •s perception 

of E1 would not be described) will intr insically determine a 

sufficient description of £12 • This sufficient description 

of _£ 12 would be ''the part of the only self wh i ch is so1 

1. We have already r eferred to these conditions while 
discussi ng the th eory of determining correspondence 
in our Chapter II. Their appli cation in respect of 
selves anQ their perceptions however wa rrants repeti
tion here . 
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which .is a perception of the only self which is .§122 .' 1 

So will run the descriptions of other and lowe r p9rt~. 

For example, £112 would be sufficiently described as ''that 

part of the only self which is so1 which is a perception of 

that part of the only Self Which iS .§_Ql Which iS a perception 

of the only self which is so2 • 1 • (ii) .B must be $uch that 

one determinant term can determine more than one determinate 

term. This is, says McTaggart, eas i ly complied with . It is 

envisageable that any number of s e lves can perceive t he same 

self or part of a self; which means the perceived self , 
' 

the dete~inant, will oeter~ine a part (which iS perception ) 

in ea~h of the perceiving s~lves. (iii) B is such that E12 

(the part which is perception of £2 ) is determined solely 

by £2 , while £2 , although it may be the de terminant of many 

parts of the primary whole , £, is the determinant of only 

one of the parts of P which belong to £1 • This condition 

too is met in view of the hypothe s is th at £1 had a separate 

perception of £2 and only one such perce ption. A fortiori 

£
1

•s perception of £2 also cannot be a perceiption of anything 

else than £2 , and there cannot be more than one perception of 

P2 in E1 - for, as alrea~y indicated , t he re cannot be more 

than one perception within the same self, of a perceptum. 

There could however be other perceptions of £2 in E for 
t 

there could be p~rception of itself in £2 (whi ch is a part 

of E) or there could be perceptions of £2 in the other primary 

parts of E than ,E1 , assuming that E (the society or the whole ) 

cons is ted of more than two· primary parts. ( i v) Th e dete rnini no 

correspondence must be , in some cas es at least, reciprocal. 

Now if one self can perceive another at all, there seems no 

reason why each of the groups of selves s hould not perceive 

all the rest. And thui the condition is met. (v) .B must be 
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such that it is possible to have a whole divided into a 

set of parts, and each of them again into a set of pa r ts , 

' and so on pd infinitum in such a way that sufficient descrip-

tions of t~e whole series of parts are determined , by deter

mining correspondence, by a sufficient descript ion of 1the 
I 

whole. We have seen that this is how t he prima ry part s P1 \ -
and £2 are divided, and this is how the wh ole E t oo is q~vid~d . 

For £ could be s ufficiently described as a whole consisting 

of a set o! parts £
1 

and g2 , each of which had perceptions 

of itself and the other, and perce ption of each other's 

perception$ and of its own. 1 And so on. And this would 

imply th e ?iffe~entiation of g in the fashion requi r ed . 

It i s clear then tha t the sys t em wh i ch has been 

very brief~y explained above would be a fundamental hier

archy. And in view of the det ermining correspondence relation, 

it (the system , or the universe) would be , a ccor ding to 

McTaggart, a determining correspondence system : that is , 

that it either is a determining correspondence hierarchy 

or has a set of parts each of which is s uch hierarchy. 2 ~ 

Now t he hierarchy we get is a hierarchy of mutually 

perceiving - and relfecting - selves. It is with this 

as sumption that the five conditions are said to be fulfilled . 

But is the notion of mutually perceiving selves a plau sible 

one? McTaggart now addresses himself to this question as 

also to the other t hree assumptions which wer e earlier made 

to secure the determining corresp ondence system tha t we have 

now goto As to the first, McTaggart sees no impossibility 

in one self perceiving another self and its perception s . He 

resort s to the argument, already discus sed in Chapter I , wh ich 

1. NE, Sec. 410. 

2 . Cf . C. D. Broad, ~11., I, p. 399. 
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was used to demonstrate that ''the person who is aware 

of this awareness'' need not be an exclusive description ~ 

The implication of this is that the awareness of mental 

state can be had by more selves than one includinq the s~lf, 

who has the state in question. Endorsing this, McTaggart 

rejects1 what he calls the ''ordinary'' view, namely, that 

a mental state can be percei~ed only by the self who has ' it 

and that therefore only that self can be aware of that state. 

He points out that ''having'' a state and '' perceiving '' it 

are t wo different propositions2 an~ that they should not be , 

confounded, and that therefore, while a s elf may not have the 

st~te of another self, it can nonethelss perceive it. ''The 

real impossibility of a state of one self being a lso a stat e 

of another self has been confused with a impossibility of a 

state of one self being perceived by another self.•• 3 Now 

the distinction drawn is of course important, but, we should 

add, it by itself gives no presumption in favour of the 

asserted doctrine which needs justification fr om independent 

grounds. 

Now, in ou~ present experience we do seem to 

apprehend, in certain ways, other selves as als o their mental 

states just as others seem,to apprehend us and our states. 

And this mutual apprehension goes a long way in determining 

inter-personal relations and social life. One is almost 

tempted to feel that this perhaps is the meaning of McTaggart. 

A little probe however reveals that McTaggart i s here vis ual

izing a different, and much more direct, kind of relationship 

between the se lves , than is allowed by present experience . 

1. 1£1£., Sec . 384o 

2 . Ibid., Sec. 385 . 

3 . Ibid. 
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At a different place1 , McTaggart makes it clear that in 

present experience, a self does not perceive the other 

self directly, but knows him only indirectly, i.e. by 

means of certain descriptio~s - as having su ch-and- such 

material, sensible characteristics - while even this knov~ 

ledge (by description) is obtained only by the knower ' s 

perceptions of sense-data . Thus the knowledge of the other 

self and so of his parts, in present experience , is ''doubly 

indirect . •• 2 In absolute reality on the other ha nd, this 

knoWledge is direct since we perceive other selves and 

their parts.. McTaggart <.ampCUtes this knowledge of other selves 

to the knowledge we have of our selves when we perceive 

ourselves. 3 ''If I perceive another self , I know him with 

the ·same directness, the same immed iacy, . the same intimacy 

with which I know myself.•• 4 The so-called ''consistency'' 

seen between the material and sensible characteristics 

on the one hand and the self and mental states on the other 

is, McTaggart would say, a delusion . So McTaggart's premises 

here are : firstly , that selves are differentiated into 

mental states and these states constitute their vmole content, 

and second, that no mental states have any mat erial or sensible 

character~stics . But what is the basis of such an envisagement? 
Mc.1ct~S«<.'IJ I c..-i..i1 

In reply to thisiagreeing that the present experience offers 

no example of such direct knowledge of others, urges that 

the fact that it does not happen constitutes no proof that 

it could not ha ppen. There is nothing intrins ically impossible 

about a state of affairs in whi&h selves would perceive each 

other and each other ' s perceptions. Some very urgent 
\ 

1. Ibid . , Sec . 458. 

2. ill£· 
3. I bid . 

4. Ibid. , Sec . 473 . 
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metaphysical considerations, McTaggart says , lead him to 

postulate that in ''absolute r eality '' this is the case . 1 

Thus McTaqgart, from what he considers to be the bare 

possibility (that such a state of affairs could occur) seems 

to come to the conclusion that this is in fact the case, and 

makes it a basic premise in his argument to prove that selves 

and their perceptions can form an infinit e series of parts 

within parts, determined by determining correspondence . 

Although McTaggart affords no further explicit clue 

as to his meaning of '' direct perception'' of one self by 

another, it is clear that he is claiming for h i s selves a 

certain def~nite transparency or lucidity. Whether this 
. ~ 

transparency implies a relationship of a telepathic kind 

2 as suggested by C.D. Broad , or of a still differ~nt sort , 

is a question not immediately decidable, and so I leave it 

open. (McTaggart is agnostic about whether mystical experi

ences, in which direct perception of other selves iS often 
I 

claimed, shed any valuable light on the q uestion, although 

if they did, they would only, he adds, strengthen his case.) 3 

The question therefore, in what way does the relationship 

become an actuality in absolute reality is a matter of 

conjecture. The only surmise that presently suggests itself 

is that since time and matter (and of course sensa ) are two 

big stumbling blocks in the way of direct perception by 

selves of each other, freedom from those limitations -

regarding which again nothing explicit is suggested by 

McTaggart - whic h is not possible in present experience , 

can pave the way for a state of affairs in which direct 

relationship (between selves) of the kind envisaged becomes 

1. Ibid ., II, p . 66 , footnote 1. 

2 . Broad, op . cit ., I, p. 380. 

3. NE, II, pp. 66-67, footnote 1. 
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a di stinct possibility. The resultant universe would 

then be a universe in which selves would be perceiving 

(an d l ovinq , as we will later see ) each other an~ ~ach 

other 1 s perceptions which, with time gone , will f'onJ within 

each self, a sys tem of coexi stent mental states . One form 
t 

' i 

of the part of the doctrine we come across in Plato who 

too seems t o emphasize the transparency of souls. \~i le 

discussing the question of self-knowledge, Plato makes use 

of t he image of the mirroring eye. Just as one eye sees 

itself reflected in another, especially i n the pupil of the 

' ot e1~ similarly the s oul sees itself reflected in another 

soul, and espec ially, in that region of the soul where its 

noblest . and divi ne powers dwell - the region of knowledge . 1 

It is not known whether Plato also allowed for one soul to 

perceive th e other reflected soul. The analogy however is 

limited and cannot be pushed too faro 

Let us now pass to the second assumption which 

McTaggart makes, viz., that perceptions are parts of the 

perceiving self and that they stand to their ob jects, the 

percepta, in the relation of percepti on (which is a mental 

s tate) to perceived object. McTaggart rests this assumption 

on the premise that perception > »-is a state2 

Q Jc>. tf- w ""-~" 
(of mind), , McTaggart points out, has not been adequately 

" appreciated by those who see in perception a mere relation . 

But perception, McTaggart continues , can be a state besides 

being a relation, and there is no inherent incompa t ibi l ity 

be tween two. There are introspect i ve grounds for believing 

1. Cf . Paul Friedlander, 1 'Alcibiades Major '', Plato 2 : 
The Dial_£gues, First ~eri9d, trans. Hans Meyerhoff , 
Bollingen Series LIXNew York : Bollingen Foundation , 
1964), p .237. 

2 . NE, Sec. 412. 

\ • 
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this to be so , ut McTaggart g ives certain other reasons 1 

for proving the ~hypothesij that perception is a state and 

hence part of t~e self within wh~ch i~ falls. 

Firstly, contends McTaggart 2 , the self may be said 

to be ''fuller '' when it is having more perceptions than 

when it is having few , and thi s is best accounted for by 

the theory t hat each perception is a different particular 

and is a ~rt of the self which perceiv es . This difference! 1! 

I 
hoNever would no t become intelligible if the self merely 

stood in t he relation of per ceiving to more objects on t he 

earlier occasion and to fewer on the later occasion . 

To this Broad3 re joins that the self might be more 

''var iegated'' on the former occasion than on the later. 

ThiS involv~s r· s upposition t hat to every relational 

property (of the form' ' prehending t he object Q'' ) of the 

self there qor 1esponds an original quality such that ac~uring 
• I 

the relat~onal property causally determines acquiring (by 

the self of) the corresponding original quality. Patterson4 

calls this s u pposition of Broad ''extraordinary'' and f~els, 

even without accepting McTaggart's view, t ha t the posi t ion 

of s uch a large number of original qualities would involve 

our assuming a pre-established harmony to account for them. 

Besides, a quality , the acquisition of which was cauSally 
\ 

de termined by the ~cquisition of a r elational property , 

would appear itself to be a relational pr operty . Patterson ' s 

1. ~· 

2 . I bid . 

3 . Op.cit., II, Pt.I, p.40. 

4. Robert Leet Patterson, ''A Critical Account of 
Broad ' s Estimate of McTaggart'', p . l44. 
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Broad remarks that the whole argument _of McTaggart 

rests on the tacit assumption that a continuant can be 

identified with ''that set of events which would commonly 

be called 'th o complete uctual hi !;lory of till s conti"nuant'.• •1 

McTaggart's assumption therefore, concludes Broad, is illegi

timate. Now this divergence between McTaggart's and Broad's 

views, as we have already noted, is fundamental, and at least 
I 

part of its has to do with their respective views 
1
ab<j>ut time. 

McTaggart 's next contention relates to the ''direct 

difference'' that the cognitive relation makes to the knowe r 

than to the known. 2 ~'s cognition of y makes, according to 

Me ~g art, mor:~difrect difference to ~ than to X : the di rect 

difference between ~ who perceives y and ~ if he does not 

perceive y is more than the direct difference between y who 

is perceived by ~ and y, ~f he is not perceived by ~· Even 

a consideration of the ''indirect'' difference yields the 
I 

same result, although it may appear to be different. If 

a ~etective knows the murderer , causally this is more &kJ~~ 

affect the fate of the murderer than that of the detective. 

But if we consider just the fact that something is being 

thought about or known, this makes greater difference to 

the detective)the knower,than to the murderer, the known. 

Now if knowledge were a mere relation this greater difference 

wou~d never be accounted for. For then the knower would just 

1. Broad, Op.cit., II, Pt.I, p.41 . See details 
1. there.. Broad's. own views about a continuant as 

contained in Voloii of his Examination seem 
somewhat different from his views about the same 
as expressed in Vol.I. On this see William Kneal~, 

''Examination of McTaggart' s Philosophy~ Vol.II'' 
(review article), Min3, XLVIII (1939), pp . 502-517. 

2 . ~' Sec. 412 . 
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be one t ~rm in the relation, a term which knows, the 

other term beinq the object , which is kno\NYl· and ther~ 
' 

would be nothing in these two characteristics which would 

account for the greater di fference that know l edge makes 

to the one than to the other. 1 

If however knowledge is also considered a part of 

the knowing self, the problem is solved. In McTaggart 1 s 

opinion2 , the cognitive relation involves in the knowing 
I 

self the acquirement of a part with certain characteristics -

which is cognition - which did not exist in the knower 
I 

before the cog nitive relation was established and which, 

witho t tt, he wil~ not possess. On the other hand the 

cogni ive relation involves nothing in the known object 

except a relation to the knowing self. Thi s asymmetry in 

the ''correlated changes'' of knowing self and known object 

is easily explained, McTaggart believes , on the view that 

perceptions are part of the percipient self. 

Broad however points out that the facts are easily 

explained by the fact that the cognitive relation is non

symmetrical, and causa1. 3 The relation therefore may always 

directly determine a change in the knower, while it never 

directly determi nes a change in the known. And t his consi

deration, and not McTaggart's theory, should, Broad insists, 

normally suffice to explain the facts. 

McTaggart's final ~rgument4 on the point is directed 

against people who admit that pleasures and pains are states 

of the self but deny th~t cognitions are parts of the self. 

McTaggart remarks , firstly, that they are not being consistent, 

1. Ibido 
2. Ibid. 
3. Broad, E~it., II, Pt.I, p. 43 . For further details 

see pp. 43-44. 

4o NE, Se co 412. 
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in that they admit one set of experiences to be the 

states of the self but deny the other set of experiehces 
'\ I I 

to be parts of the self on the ground that s elves can have no 

parts . 
McTaggart's second

1
point is that pleasures and 

pains are often closely bound up with cognitions. For 

example, we often say about a memory that it is painful, 

or about an anticipation,,that it is pleasant . Such state-

ments, going by the view under consideration, must imply 

that when we enter into a certain cognitive relation (whether 

of remembering or of anticipating) with an object, a certain 

state, painful or pleasant, is excited in the mind. Now it 

cannot be literally true, specially in the opinion of the 

theory which denies that selves have parts, that the 

''memory'' is painful or that the ''anticipation'' is 

pleasant. There are only facts, the fact of a self entering 

into J relation of remembering to one object, or into that 

of antic~pating to .another. And facts cannot literally 

be pleasant or painfaul. Now McTaggart thinks (~, Chapter XLI) 

that what we call a ''painful memory'' or a '' pleasant'' 

anticipation'' is not simply a memory that ''causes'' pain, 

or an anticipation, that ''causes'' pleasantness. It is a 

memory qualified by painfulness or an anticipation gualified by 

pleasantness. 1 Pleasure and pain are not, according to 

McTaggart, separate bits of mental content, but qualities 

which belong, like emotions and states of cogitations, and 

to them alone. 2 So McTaggart concludes that cognitions 

including perceptions are parts of the self. Cognition 

indeed implies a certain relation between the knowing self 

and the known but that does not mean that cognition and the 

lo Ibid., Sec. 481. 
\ 

2. 1..!21£. 
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relation are identical, though that also does not meah 

that the relation is a nonentity. There can be both a 

relation and a state. 

Third, McTaggart's theory cannot get going unl~s~ 

he has shown not only that perceptions are p~rts of the 

self but · also that perceptions are infinitely divisible 

into parts within parts, which is how he can mee t the require-
' 

ments of determining correspondence. For this he proceeds 

to justify his third assumption that a perception of a par t 

(of a hole) can be part of the perception of the vmole . 

This situation can occur only when a self § perceives ~ 

(the whole) ~ containing ~ (part of the whole) and 

percieves w as contained in~. For it is possible for S to 

perceive~ without at all perceiving~ though the latter 

is a part of ~· Again, it is possible to perceive both ~ 

and~ without perceiving~ as containing~ or~ as contained 

in ~. But there are cases where S perceives both ~ and ~ 

and perceives ~ as a part of ~. 

Suppose that I judge that there is a carpet in 

the room with a pattern on it. This judgement cannot perhaps 

be based except on my perception of the carpet, the whole, 

and of the pattern, the ~rt. So McTaggart would say, we 

do perceive two entities ~ and~ and perceive the latter 

as part of the former. But the question to be de cided 

remains In such cases, is my perception of~ part of my 

perception of W? 

McTaggart appeals to introspection to buttress the 

point further. Consider what heppens when ''we gradually 

perceive the parts of a datum of which we only perceived 

the whole before, as when, with a gradual increase of light, 
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more details appear in the pattern of the carpet.•• 1 

The change here, McTaggart says, from the relatively 
I 

simple perception to a relatively complex perception (of 

the carpet as patterned), does not cons i s t in the add~ti on 

of more perceptions (of parts) to a '' pe rsistent and inter-
\ .2 

nally unchanged 1 1' perception of the wh ole • 

. ts unable to regard the e xample as 

' 'relevant'' 
• C\w{ .~,hi~ 3 

for 1\lcTaggart 's purpose,~ t hat wha t is more 

as sume in such ca;es is th at di f f er ent '~s ehs i-plausible to 

bilia'' are successively presented, each more complex - and 

differentiated - than its predeces s or. Broad , however, adds 

that an i~crease in the internal complexi t y of the '' prehen

sum'', which one perceives, ''may or may not involve a 

parallel increase in the internal complexity of my prehen

sions. •4 Now this suggestion of Broad's I cons i der mi st aken 

and as betraying lack of full appreciation of McTaggart's 

view about perception. We noticed earlier that according to 
McTaggart a perception is internally differentiated acc or d ing 

as it represents the perceived object as being differentiated. 

We also emphasized that here it is ''apparent'' differen

tiation that counts and not the differentiation which may 

be , but does not appear to be so. If follows then that i f 

an object, a prehensum, is perceived as differentiat ed , the 

perception too would accordingly be differentiated . McTaggart 

next proceeds to show that it is only when I perce ive ~ as 

part of~ (which I perceive) that my percepti on of~ is 

~part of my perception of ~· If e.g . we perceive a c ircular 

lo lill·, sec. 413. 

2 o Broad, op.cii.:,, II, Pt.I, p.48 . 

3. l.Ql..9.' p.49 • 

4. .l!?.i9. 
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sensum, and also perceive a square sensum , which latter 

is a part of th e circular se nsum, then our perception of 

the square 1sensum will be considered a part of ou r percep-

tion of th~ circular surface only if the square surface iS 

perceived as part of th e circular surface . No one , he says, 
\ 

would suggest that• my perception of g which is not a P?rt
1 

of ~ could be part of my perception of E· And the fact that 

~ is part of W would not make my perce ption of ~ any nearer 

to my perc~ption of ! , if ~~ though perceived , is not 

~erceive~ part of w.1 

J 

Bro ~d appeals
1
to mispercept~on2 - whi ch McTagg art 

indeed admits - and argues that I may very well mispe~ce~ve 

w as not being par t of~ while in actua l fact it may be a 

part of !· ~ And I may misperce ive g a s being a part of ], 

while in fact it is not. I think we may reply as follows. 

While i~ i perfectly possible to misperceive a mental state 

as to its characteristics, it is self-evidently i mpossible 

to imperceive it with regard to its belonginess. I may 

misperceive a state of anger as one of sadness but I cannot 

misperceive as to whom the state belongs. I s it conceivable 

that I may imag ine my state of sadness as somebody el se ' s 

or that, though I may misperceive my bundle of per ce ptions 

for my ' ' self 1 1
, I should misperceive s ther.1 to be somebody 

else ' s . As to the fourth assumption, viz . that a self can 

perceive itself and also perceive its own perceptions, we 

have already discussed it in Chapter One . So , that completes 

our discussion of the assumptions made by McTaggart for 

demonstrating that selves and their perceptions can furnish 

1. _tlE, . Sec . 413. 

2 . Bro ad , ~p.cit., II, Pt.I, p.50. 
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the infinite series of parts within parts, determined 

by determininQ corre s~ondence. 

Some Further Questions 

The next question that McTaggart discusses is whether 

there is any necessity that the selves should be perceived 

as being selves, and the perceptions as being perceptions. 

In~' Sections 415 to 419, McTaggart tries to sho•!f that 

the d.c . oe~cepti ons (short for determininq correspondence 

perceptions) 1 of their objects, - selves and perceptions -

must be correct. He says 1 no 1 to the q~e.s t ion whethe,r t he 

object might not fail to be perceived as a self or as a d . c . 

perception, as the case may be . Since his argument is a bit 

complicated, we have drawn the following diagram, with he lp 

from Broad~ 

1 
fir'l 

p, 

I 
Pt11 .£112. 

I I 1 

P1111 .P1t11. fl•l• .fll2'l.f/l.ll flllt _!>r22.1 ..fl12.'l 

J1'1. 

I I 
e..~.n Pl21 

1. Any perception which is a secondary part in any 
grade in the determining corres pondence hierarchy 
would according to McTaggart be called a determining 
correspondence perception. 

2 . We have also confined the consideration to two 
selves, E and E , instead of the four, ~ f Q, and 
g which MtTaggart introduces. The divisions under 
P1 have been carried upto what we earli er called 
the third-grade secondary parts , but no corresponding 
d ivisions have been drawn under £2 , since that was 
not necessary. 



In the diagram in \~ich E1 and g
2 

are two s e lves and parts
1 

of a ~ho le£ , E
11 

is the d.c. perception in £1 of himself , 

and g12 the d .c. perception in E
1 

of £2 • £11 an d E12 thus 
\. 

make up the fitst-grade s econdary parts of £1 . Similarly 

E
111 

is the d .c. perception in £
1 

of the d . c . perception , 1 

E11 and E12 , the d .c. perception i n g
1 

of the d . c . percep~i?~ 

..e12 . ,E
121 

is 'the d. c . pe·rce pti on in E1 of .E21 , and E122 , tQ~ 

d .c. perception in g1 of £22 • Thes e four together make up 

the second-qr~de secondaty part s of g 1 • The next eight 

t e r ms would be regarded similarly. £1212 will e.g . be E1 Is · 
. JS 

d .c. perception of g212 ; 1.-e. of g2 d . c . perce pt~on of E12; 1 

ioe. of ,E2 's d . c . perception of E~s d .c. perceptiqn of ,£2 •
1 

Is it necessary , / McTaggart asks~ that the self if 

it i s to have a separate perception of the per ception, 

must perce~ve it as having qualities which differentiate it 

I 

from the rest of t he percept~ of wh i ch t he self has percep-

t ions at the same time. 1 And the self 's percept ions of 

different t erms mus t be separate, for otherwise t here will 

be overlapping . For example, in the hierarchy outlined 

above, th e d .c. perceptions e. g . in g
1 

of t he terms at the 

same level, viz. £1 and E2 or £11 and £12 , and so on will be 

''separate'' perceptions. McTaggart calls the se perceptions 

separate to convey that there is no part common between 

them; they in fact constitute the set of parts of g
1

• And 

so with £111 and £121 which are d.c. perceptions ~f £11 
and g21 • There is no overlapping between them because they 

too make up one set of parts of g
1

• 

But the perceptions of any two t erms can be separate 

only if the terms are separate, i.e., have qualities which 

1. NE , Sec. 415, p.98. 

\ 
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are perceive~ ~s differentiating them from each other -

cJnd n ot mer
1
ely;\ differentiate th<?m from o:~ch oth0r i.n filet . 

Failing this, the perceptions, e.g. £11 and £12 (in £1 ) will t 

not be differentiated, and hence would not be separate 

perceptions. 

It is to be noted that the emphasis here is not on 

a self's judgi'ng the two perceptions to be differ(!.rt..t , but 

only on his pelrceiving that they differ in respect of aual i

ties. Second!~, the two percept a would be perceived as 

having different qualities , if they were perceved as standing 

in different relations since the latter would produce 
I 

different relational qualiti es. 1 So then there is nothing 

in the present experience which suggests that a self can 

never perceiv~ two percepta simultaneously without its 

perceiving them as having different characteristics. 

The next part of McTaggart's argument is like this . 

It might be suggested that a self ~·s perceptions of 6 and ~ 

as each being ~ might be differentiated in res pe ct of 

some intrinsic psychic qualities, such as intensity, emotional 

tone, etc., the qualities which did not depend upon perceiving 

their percepta - ~ and§- as having different qualities . 

Although he does not regard the argument valid, 

McTaggart does not rule out its possibility either. Plu rality 
t. 

of perceptions, h~ insists, is imposs ible unless the percepta 

are perceived as having different qualities, and the psychic 

qualities referred to above must willy-nilly depend upon 

the former o 

McTaggart offers ano ther consideration in this 

regard , Even if it is possible, he says , that some percepta 

1. lQi£., p.99. 
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could be differentiated otherwis.e then by perce iving 

teem as with different qual i ties , there would come n 

state in the series below. which the t erms in the series 

would have no independent qualities (like intensity etc.) 

other than those determined by their place in the series . 

Let us assume that the secondary part of the firs t grade 

were the las t to have independent qua lit ies . This would 

rre an that a term, of the f irst grade like 1:12 will have a 
' 

quality independent of its characterist ic of being the part 
I 

of P1 , which is a d.c. perception of £2 . On the other hand , 

a t erm of the second grade , viz., E121 wou ld have no such 

quality . Whatever quality it will have will be determined 

by its characteristic of being the part of £1 , which i s 
I 

the d.c. perception of the part of E21which i s the d .c. 

perception of £1 • 

Now, if we consider £1 's second-grade per ce ptions, 

e . g. E112 and P121 , we find, according to McTagqart, that 

although these cannot be differentiated in respe ct of any 

independent quality like intensity etc., yet they must 

be separate part s . (They also cannot be differentiated 

by being at different points in the~ s eries for, acc ording 

to McTaggart, as said above, the whole system of perce p

tions is at the same poin t in the~ series). 1 It follows 

then that in h aving them £1 must be perceiving their 

percept a , l\2 and _p21 , respectively as differen t from 

other in respect of quality. 2 The arg ument will some 

mutatis mutandis, to all E1 ' s d .c. perception s of the 

second or lower grade, e.g., to E1121 • 

1~ 1£i£., Chapter LI, Sec. 615, p . 275. 

2 . Ibid., Sec. 418 , p .lOl. 

each 

apply , 
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\ I . 
As k n xt st ep of the argument, l et us begi n by 

assuming that the secondary parts of the first gtade have 

independent q~alities, but that those of the second ~nd all 

lower qrades do not. It wiJ ·l then be the case thot any two 

secondary parts of the third grades in the series will be 

perceptions of their percep~a as different from each other 

in respect of ~ qualities which are determined by their place 

in the hierarchy, and are not independent. 1 Take, e.g. 

E1212 and Ellil from among the set of lhird-grade secondary 

parts of £1 • As per the preceding argument above, the percepta 

here, E212 and E121 , must be perceived as having dif:erent 

qualities. But £212 and E121 , since they are second- orade 

secondary parts, cannot, by hy pothesis, have independent 
' 

qualities. So f 1212 and f 1121 must be perceptions of the 

percepta E212 and £121 as dissimilar in respect of such quali

ties as are determined by their place in the hierarchy. And 

so, mutatis mutandis, down the ladder. 

This said, there arises the followinq problem . It 

might well be case2that the self £1 should perceive E212 
merely as that part of £2 which has some R (det ermining

correspondence relation) to that part of £
1 

which stands in 

the~ relation to £2 • Likewise, it might well be the 

case that E1 should perceive E121 merely as that part of £1 
which has some R to that part of £2 which stands in the ~ 

~elc~tion to ~1 • Now these descriptions would s uffice

though they are by no means sufficient descriptions - to 
3 

constitute a ''prehended dissimilarity'' between £212 and £121 
in respect of qualities which are determined entirely by their 

position in the series, and which are not indepe ndent. And 

~----------------·----------------------------
1. Ibid. 

2. Here I have generally followed Broad • .Q!kcit., II, 
Pt.I, p.213o 

3- ~bicl. 
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yet it is possible that P1212 and g1121 might not be 

perceptions of g 212 and g121 as pJrcep~ions , wh chis, as 
' 

we saw at the start,precisely what McTrgp art is anxious to 

prove. 

He he :t invokes Ia prin¢iple - call ed ' 'perceptual 

determind.cy ' ', by Geach1 - wh ch we have already had occas i on 

to refer toA The det , rmining coriespondence, he says , is 

'' a generic harac1er~ s tic, which, whenever it occurs , must 

occur in som~ s pec~fi 1 form .•• 2 That is, it is impossible to 

thind as possessing a det erminable characteristic 

without it as possessing a certain det erminate 

form of ha determinable. This is how, McTaogart points out , 

j udgemen~ d'ffers fro~ perception, I can judg e, for examole, 

that the ley j s of the f irst Prime Minister of India had some 

colour without knowing what colour they had . But I cannot 

perceive la i g ure as coloured without perceiving a certain 

determinate colour. So, McTaggart says, if e . g . £212 i s 

gerceived as s tanding in some E, it must be perceived as 
\ 
~ 

standing in a certain determinate (form of that) relation . 

And if this relation b e that of '' perception ' ', then £212 
will be perceived as standing in ~ r elation . Similarly 

if .E121 is perceived as st'anding in s om e su ch relation ,B, 

it will be perce ived as standing in this relation . So g 1212 
I 

will be a perception of ,E212 ~ a perception , and ,E1121 will 

be a perception of £121 ~ a perception. 

We now pass to th e argument 3 which1 besides fur ther 

s howing that perception s are pe rce ived as perceptions , attempts 

-------------------------------------------------
1. Qp . cit ., p .l25 . 

2 . NE, Sec.418 , p .l02 . 

3 . Cf . Ibid ., Sec . 419. 
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to prove th a t selves also must be perceived~~ selves . 

We shall begin by supposing, ~s we supposed previously , 

that the secondar~ part s of th e first-grade are the last to 

have ind ependent qualities . (Though i t is jmpossible , 

according to McTa1ggart, that every one of the i nfinite number 

of parts should h~ve qua lities other than thos e determined 

by determining correspondence, it is possible , he says , 

that there be par t s for any finite number of grades wh ich 

have independent uali't ies .') l Let us consider, e . g ., .E 112 

and £12 1 which are secondary parts of the second orade . 

Since every perception is one g rade lower than its pe rceptttmi 

P112 and P121 are d.c. perceptions of the pe rcepta ,.E12 and 1:21 

respe ctively, which are a grade above the former. As such 

1:112 and 1:1 2 1 must be percepti ons of 1:12 and 1:21 as different 

from each other in respect of some quality. Bu t, now, since 

P12 and £21 are secondary parts of the first gra=e, they, by 

hypothesis, possess qualities independent of their pos it ion 

in the hierarchy. So it is possible that £
112 

might be a 

perception of 1:12 ashhaving some quality g, and not as having 

any other (l i ke bein~ a ·d.c. perception of), a nd so not being 

a perception a t a11. 2 An d so with £121 • It would the n seem 

that £112 and £12 1 could be separate perceptions without 

perceiving their percepta- £12 and £21 - as d .c. perceptions . 

In t he same way, consider two seconda ry pa rts of the 

first grade, viz. £11 and £
12

• Firstly, th ey wil l, by hypo

thesis, have indep~~dent qualities, and thus migh t nrima fa cie 

be separate in respect of some intrinsi c qualiti es , and withou t 

being percep tions of their percep ta, P1 and P2 , as d iss imilar 

1. Ibid ., Se c. 418, p.lOl.; also see I b i d ., Sec . 225 . 

2 . l£12., Sec. 419, p.lO~. 

... 
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in any respect. And, second('y , even if they are perceptions ..._.. 

of £1 and £2 as differing in respect of some quality, they 

need not be ~f rceptions of P1 and £2 as different selves. 

For, after all , being in the zero grade , £1 and £2 will have 

independent characteristics and thus might be perceived as 

dissimilar in respect of certain qualities which miaht not 

include the qpality of being a self . 1 

Now, in reply to the above, McTaggart says that it 
, I 

is difficult to visualize what characteristics the selves 

could possibly possess which shoul d distinguish them from 

each other, a~d '' which were such that the selves .could be 

perceived as having them without being perceived as selves. •• 2 

And so with p~rceptions. But he thinks there are other 

positive reasons for rejecting the possibilities outlined above . 

And we shall now have a look at these. 

Consider a secondary part of the third grade , viz. 

£1212 • Its percept~ is £212 • We have already seen above 
\ 

that it, i.e. £1212, is a perception in £1 of £212 which is 

a perception in £2 of £12 • Now unless £1 perceived £2 as a 

self it could not perceive E212 as a perception in £2 . So 

we can conclude that £1 must perceive £2 as a self. Therefore, 

£12 which is £1 •s d.c. perception of E2 must perceive E2 as 

a self. If it had been £11~ 1 instead of £1212 , results would 

have been similar . Therefore, first-grade secondary parts 

of £1 - viz. £11 and P12 - must be d.c. perceptions of their 

percepta as selves. And since these percepta - E1 and £2 -

are selves, the perceptions g11 and g12 mus t be correct. 

Let us now have a look at £121 • As the diagram shows, 

thi s is a part of £12 , and is a ''necessary consequence'' of 

1. Ibid . 

2 . lill· 
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' ; 

the d.c. conditions. We find that both the terms £121 
and g12 are perceptions. Now there is the principle1 (see 

above) that one p~ rception can be part of another perception 

only if the self t hat owns them both petceives the oq;ect of 

the former as pnrt of the object of the lat ter. Now the 
I 

object of £ 121 is £21 and the object of £12 is £2 • And thus 

£1 must perceive P21 as a part of E
2

• And we have seen above, 

when considerino P1212, that E
1 

must perceive E
2 

1s n self . 

It follows then that 21 must perceive 221 as a pert of some

thing which he pP.rceives as a self . 

And now consider £1212 • As the diagram shows, this 

is a part of P121 , and is a ''necess a ry conseauence'' of 

the d .c. conditions . We find that both E1212 and E121 ~ re 

perceptions . Therefore, as per the principle mentionPd ~bove. 

£1 must perceive the object of E1212 as pa rt of the object of 

P 121 • > _ __ "> And the object of 21212 
is £212 and that of P121 is P21 • £1 must therefore perceive 

g21 as a whole of which 2212 is a part. And we know that 21 
must perceive g212 as a perception. Since g212 belongs to the 

second grade, £1212 - which is 21 •s perc~ption of £212 -

belongs to the third grade . And, by hypothesis , al l such 

terms are perceptions of their percepta as d.c. perceptions . 

It emerges then that £ 1 must perceive E21 (i) as a 

part of E2 which it perceives as a self , and (ii) as a whole 

which contains a part which it i.e. £1 , perceives as a percep

tion. 2 McTaggart argues that anything which is perceived as 

having these two characteristics must be considered as ''h aving 

the nature of perception .•• 3 

\ 
1. lhiQ., Sec . • 413. 

2 o Ibid ., Sec . 419 , p .l04. 

3 . Ibid . 
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We ili reach the same conclusions with regard to 

other first-grade secondary parts , viz. E11 , g12 and £22 • 

Finally McTaqgart considers the question as to what 

kinds of particulars would '' have ~he nature of perceptio~s '' 
without being perceptions themselves. Such a particulnr, 

McTaggart say~, could either be a group of perceptions, or 

a pa rt of a perception . We saw above that £1 must perceive 

g21 e . g . as having the nature of a perception. The ouestion 

now is : Could £1 perceive g21 (i) as a group of perceptibns 

without pe ce ving it as a perception, or (ii) as a part nf 

a percepti f n, without ~erceiving it as a perce ption . 1 

McTaggart 's ·~ply2 to this is in the negative, and 

is as follows. To be a perception, say of ~' as a relational 

quality, which involves h as ,a constituent. Now a term cannot 

be perceived as having this r~lational quality , unless the 

term his also perceived . As McTaggart puts it, ''It is not 

possible to perceive anything as a perception without ~ercet~} 
3 it s perceptum.'' It follows then that E1 could not perceive 

g21 as a perception of the perceptum £1 unless it also perceived 

f 1 • McTaggart's language in this argument is less than elegant-
4 Broad calls it ''disgracefu lly bad'' - but the above seems to 

be the general meaning of his. 

1. It may be noticed that P21 is in fact a group of 
perceptions, if one is to go by McTaqgart's termi
nology . Because two second- grade d.c . perceptions , 
viz. £211 and £212 are a set of parts of it. It 
(P21 ) is however not a part of perception. For it 

is a first-grade secondary part and is a part of £2 -
which is a self - but not of any perceptiono 

2 . ~' Sec. 419, p .l04. 

3. lQi£. 

4. Broad, op.cit., II, Pt.I , p.217 . 
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McT 9gg 'rt then concludes that jn determining corres

pondence the selves must be perceiv~d as selve s and the 
I 

perceptions a ~ per6eptions, and that therefore th~re is no 

room for erroneous perception in this case. 

Broad h~s expressed his greai admiration for 

' 'McTaggart's power to construct and express such an intri-

cate bit of repsoning without the help of a diaqra~ and with 
I I 

his own very imperfect n1otation. I very much doubt whether 

any other philosopher could have done such a t hing .' ,l 

I 2 
In his €omments on McTaggart's long a r gume nt, droaCi 

characterizies the various propositions of McTaggart's as 

generally '~valid'' or 1 'plausible enough'', qive n McTaggart's 
I 

assumptions 'wherever they are made. However one point of 

criticism made by Broad deserve notice. McTaggart has held 

that there mus\ be a stage in the infinite3 series lower 

than which no term has a quality independent of its position 

in the determining correspondence hierarchy. He finds it 

incredible 4 that there should be infinite number of independent 

qualities distributed on general principle among infinite 

number of substances which constitute the det ermining corres 

pondence hierarchy. Broad doubts whether this proposition 

follows from anything that McTaggart has proved. :ve may reply 

that the propositi on follows if we grant, with McTaggart, the 

infinity of the series. If however we do not do so , or if 

the series is in~ not infinite, then as McTaggart himself 

1. Ibid., p.218. 

2. lli.9• f PP• 218-221. I 

3. McTaggart emphasizes that this result follows only 
from the infinity of the series. It might be oossible, 
he says, that all or some parts for any finite number· 
of grades might have qualities not determined by 
determining correspondence. Cf. NE, Sec. 225. 

4. Ibid., Sec. 190. 
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a dmits1 , there may be t erms Which have qua lities independen t 

of their po$ition in the hierarchy. 

2 Secondly, Broad argues that even if this be grqn t ed 

McTaggart' s conclusi on does not follow. ''For there i9 ~ 

no need for all these qualities to be different.' •3 The 
I 

qualitatively different natures required by th,e princi~le 1 of 

the Dissimil arity of the Diverse are now provided by dete~-

mining correspondence. Thus the independent oualities will 

not have t 6 perform the function of discriminating substances 

s ince they would a l ready be discriminated by their place in 

the series . Therefore, Broad continues, many different terms 

in the hierarchy might ''share in'' a quality not entailed by 

their position in the series . ''And so some qualities might 

be present at every stage without being infinitely numerous 
' ' and without leading to the kind of situation which ~cTagaart 

rejects in Section 190 as incredible.•• 4 

Now we find Broad's suggestion unintelligble. It is 

not clear whether the said common qualities will form, either 

by themselves or in conjunction with other qualities which are 
I 

determined by their position in the series, sufficient descrip

tions of the particul ars concerned. And further whether this 

sufficient descrption thus formed will include the fact of a 

particular being a self or a perception or not. If they 

do not form or contribute in forming sufficient descriptions, 

their existence becomes redundant in the s ense that they will 

have no bearing on the question of perception of selves as 

1. See footnote 3 ·l't\f\ p· 2.0'7 

2. Broa£, Examination, I, p. 396. 

3. lbid. 

4. Ibid. 
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I 

selves and of perceptions as perceptions . This ouestion 

wil l then be decided in th e way suggested by McTaggart 

(see above). And if they give sufficient descriptions 

which include t he fact of a parti cu l ar being a self or a 

percepti on , a s the case may be, then t hat too goes in 

McTaggart's favour . Becuase the ~urpose of assuminq such 

qualities was only to show that substances could be descri-

minated from each other in respect of qualities which did 

not includ ~ the quality 
I 

of being a se l f or a pe r cepti on . 

And thiS i~ now no longer the case . Finally, infinit~ of 

'' ultimate occurrences' •1 is not the only rea son cited bv 

McTaggart tp ref~te the suggest ion of qualities exis ting 

otherwise than as de t erm ined by determining correspondence . 

He finds it incredible to think that there could be oualities 

su ch that selves could be perceived as having them without 

being perceived as selves. 2 Broad might reply that the 
ltv_ 

qualities McTagg art envisag;s will not servefpurpose of 

discriminating selves or perceptions7 th is having been already 

done by determining correspondence. If so , we may well enter

tain these harmless qualities. Only th at does not affect 

McTaggart's posi tion~ 

Now at this point it would be worthwhil ~ to make a 

p au se , , have a look back, a nd try to sum up , what has gone 
.~ 

bef~e . We have s o far discussed1 in this ch apt er , three 

kinds of particulars , viz. material or physical thinqs , sense-

data, a nd selves and their experiences . And if we combine 

ou r discussion with some of the related thinos that·McTagga rt 

h as to say i n Chapter XXXVIII of JiS, then McTaggart has 

cla ime d t o have proved the following propositions . (i) S~lves 

lo Sec . 190. 

2 . I b i d ., Sec . 419 , p. 103 . 
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and their experiences successfully comply with the condi __ 

tions · of infinite differentiati on an~ determining corres-

' pondence pr9viged that these selves and their experiences 
I I 

had certain quqlities anm stood in certain relations. These 

assumptions h aV~e Qee n formulated by McTaggart; his effort 
' ;, 

has been to show that these assumptions are not inconsistent 
I 

with what we, kn1ow about selves and their experiences through 

introspection, e ven thoug h it might appear that they do not 

seem, in the p~esent experience, to have the required character

istics : The conclusion is that selves (and their experience~ 
I 

are entitled to be called (spiritual) substances. (ii) Experi

ence suggest$ n ~ other determining correspondence hierarchy 
I 

than the one in which the primary parts are selves ; in which 

the secondary parts are those selves' d . c. perceptions of 

themselves , of each other, and of their own and each other's 

d.c . perceptions; and in which the determining correspondence 

relation is '' being a perception of''· (iii) Material things 

or sensa do not conform to the conditions of infinite differen-

tiation and determining correspondence in respect of their 

spatial, temporal, or '' extensible '' charaiteristics, either 

individually or collectively. In the Chapter XXXVIII headed 

'Idealism' McTaggart claims to prove certain addit~onal 

propositions on the same theme, and we can mention them in 

continuation. (iv) Spiritual and spatial characteris tics are 

incompatible . Experience affords us no clue jn this regard. 

''It is clearly impossible that a self or a perception could 

be, for example, six inches across and globular. ,,l The 

same applies, mutatis mutandis to sensa! qualities. 2 So 

1. NE, Sec . 430. McTaggart adds. : ''The more I try to 
accept as possible a self which is globular, the more 
~ find that I s lip away to one of two other ideas -
the idea of two closely connected substances, of which 
one is a self and one is globular, and the idea of a 
substance which really is a self , and is misperceived 
as being globularo And neither of these, of course, is 
the idea of a globular self. '' Ibid. See further details 
there . 

2 . Cf . Ib1d.; also Sec. 429 . 

\ 
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I 

the par,tic'ltlars which had rna t er ial or sensal character-

istics cou~d not fulfil the conditions by posressina 
I 

additionali\Ly spiritual chracteristids. (v) This leads, to 

the result that no particu l ar can be a material thing or a 

sensum, unless there
1 
is, besides its material or sensal 

I 
charact~ri ~tics , a dimension to it which (though) we fin~ incon-

ceivable empirically and which enables it to conform to the 

two conditions in some inscrutable way. (vi) 1\'ie may tner~fore 

dismiss the' proposal ,of which we can h2 ve no conception even 

in bare outline, and may therefore conclude that no parti-

culars are material or sensal, though many are perceived as 

sensal and many are , to use Price's expression, '' perceptually 

accepted •1 as material. 

Now this do\.trine that all existent particu lars are 

spiritua l and that nothing with material or sensal character

istics exists, McTaqgart gives the name .of ''ldealism .••2 

He prefers the words ''Spiritualism'' or ''Psychism'' bu t 

finds the former as appropriated to a different belief and 

the latter as havina misleading associations with psy chology . 
. I 

Broad suggests the name ''Mentalism'', which he borrows from 

Sidgwick 3 and calls McTaggart's philosophy as ''a form of 

Mentalism .•• 4 Stephen C. Pepper gives the name '' 0r ganicism•• 5 

to what goes by the name of • 'Idealism'' with a belief in the 

Absolute. We however prefer to retain, after McTagga rt, the 

1. H.H. Price, PerceptiQD, p. 142. 

2 . ~, Sec. 432. 

3. 

/ 

Cf. Henry Sidgwick, Lectures on the Philosoohy of Kant 
~Co (London : MacMi llan and Co. Ltd ., 1905) , p .227 . 
Sidgwick uses the term ''Mentalism'' for T.H. Green ' s 
thought (p.227), andttdefines it as ''the philosophical 
view that resolves~~l~ogether into mental elements .'' 
(p. 238 ). 

4. C.D. Broad, Examination, II, Pt.I, p.254. 

5. World Hypotheses.: A Stud~ in Evidence (Berkeley,and 
Los Angeles : University of CAlifornia Press)GU.)Chapter XI. 

I 
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name ''Idealism'' f or hi s d o~trine . We mRy now proceed 

to notice some of its promine nt features. 

McTagqart ' s I dea lism 

Firstly, McTaggart's ideali s m i s g ov e r ned by ont ologi

cal considerat i ons. (McT aggart care s l i t t ~ P for a theory 

of knowledge, or ev,en for knowl edge1 which · he doe s not coun t, 

as we shall later s ee, am ona t he ment a l st a t es). I n th i s 
' 

his idealis m resembles the i deali sm of Leibniz and .di ffers from 
l 

that of e. g . Ber l< eley. Aga in, McTagga rt' s theor y con ct:u-es 

the selves as a set of primary parts of the uni ve r s e , mu ch 
' 

as Leibniz postulat~s his monpds as prima ry unit s of h is 

universeo And aga i@ while the monads of Leibni z are i nfin i te 

in number, McTag~ art at least does not rule out t h e possi-

bility that selves may be infinite in number. The r e is aga in 

affinity between the two as regards the pl a ce of percepti on 

in the life of selves/monads. In McTaggart, per cepti on is 

the only form of mental activity admitted in re spect of s elves. 

And an important central principle of Leibniz' s t hought is 

the ''idealizing of ~11 substance' •1 , by regarding the 

substance as throughout perceptive or 'representativ e ' o r 

'expressive.' In his Monadology, Leibniz says th e following 

about perception : ''The passing state, which involves a nd 

represents a plurality within the unit or simple subs t ance, 

I ' 

is nothing other than what is called perception, whi ch mus t 
\ 

be carefully distinguished from appreception or cons ciousness.' •2 

Russell rightly draws pointed attention to this as pe ct of 

Leibniz's view of perception. 3 And just as McTaggart belives 

1. Robert Latta, ''Introduction'', The Monadolooy etc.,p.l27. 

2. ''Mona dology' ', 14 in G.H.R. Parkinson(ed .), Le i bniz 
Philosoph i cal Writings (London : Dent, PB, r ep.l983; 
1s t ed. 1934), p.lBO. • 

3. Russell r emarks : ''Thus perception miohtss eem to be 
hardly distinguishable from the pre-established harmony, 
and to amount only to the asse~tion that eve ry state of 
a monad corresponds, according to some law, with the 
simultaneous state of every other monad ••• There is, 

••• contd ••• 
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that there can be act ) o~ conscio~snessl inc~u~:Hng re:rception 

without being f-c~ns 1ci jus (see ourl cfi aptecr: I), Leibniz 

,too believed th there/ could be jperc ptiqns of whi~h one 

was not cons , io j" \~ ~wJre 1 Both, in iderhall y, a'gpin, 

resort to confu 
1
ed p~rception tol expl _in ~ertain th~ngs. 

I I 

I 

It is true t 1at i'Leibniz at tributes pe cepiion even , to the 

lower clas ~ e o mon~dJ, tut th J impo tan~e he as~·gns to 

perception a a rela~ion pf harJ ony betwe~n the qu 
1

1ities 
I 

of individua s bsta~c~s is unmistakable. We shall see tha~ 

in McTa?gaH muj ual ~e~cept{on of selves (as coloured by lo~e) 
ensures the an ony ~ a~d the organic unity of the universe. 

Besides, evan ~ugry Lei~niz's substance is simple, and 

McTaggart 1 s leo , pound, Lei-bnizian substance also, if McTaggart 

is to be believed, may be said to have," since perceptive, 

an internal structure of its own2 , m\lch in the fashion of 

McTaggart's substance. It is again to be noticed that even 

though Leibniz's monads are 'windowless''and exclude each 

other, while McTaggart's selves have windows and are mutually 

related in the closest possible way, Leibniz too cannot in 

the final analysis afford to leave his universe in chaos, 

and has therefore to introduce the principle - however 

unexplainable it may further appear - of 'pre-established 

harmony', such that substances form a system of 'harmony and 

Footnote 3. contd ••• 

r 
I 

I 
I 

however, one element in perception, namely the synthesis 
or expression of the multitude, which ts not involved 

1. 

2. 

in pre-established harmony alone; and this element 
accordingly must be remembered and emphasized.'' Bertrand 
Russell, A Critical_§xposition of the Philo~hy of 
Leibni~, p. 133. 

Leibniz says : ''And here lies the great mis take of the 
Cartesinans, that they took no account ~f perception 
which are not apperceived.'' ''Monadolo(y ' ', 14, in 
Parkinson, op.ci.t. Also see ''New Essays on the Hur:1an 
Understanding'', in Parkinson, £~11., p.l~5. 
Leibniz makes an important statement in Monadolo1y: '•Wt 
ourselves experience plura~ity within a simple substance, 
when we find that the leas~thought which we apperceive 
involves a variety in its object. So everyone who ack
nowledes that the soul is a simple substance must ack
nowledq e t h.is plurality with in the monad. ' ' Mona dol oay_, 
16 in Parkinson, ££.cit., p.l81. 
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mutual comp3t bi ity' s? the need- s~ far as the need 

is concerned - for order and harmony ~s as great anJ urgent 
' \, 

in Leibniz as in McTagg~rtl - as w:~lh,ll see in detf il in 

Chapter Five. e affihi~y ' ~boutll a~ diffident an~ which 

we appear to discern 
1

be.tween Leil;:>niz and McTagga rt concerns 

I . I 
the question 

the category 

of •subje dt• i We h bve s~en that McT~q~ar t ad~~ts 
r I 1 1 of substance and regards the self as a subst ance 

' ontoloCJicall j s 

of subje et. 

eakir g 1- r· hile ht doet not admi t the cr~teg ory 

And t l is despite the fact that he regards 

eivable i self-consciqusness . It is surprising the self as 

that even le"bn "z, als ;in /opposition to Descartes , does not 

conceive the ' Egb to be a jpure subject, whose essence is 

immediate self~certainty. No monad according to Leibniz can 

be a pure subject, while each monad is a substance. And the 

self-consciousness of a monad is not a rea s on for its existence 

but merely represents a difference in degree of quali ty between 

it and the monads lower in, the hierarchy. 1 We~' therefore , 

Egos before we kno~ ourselves to be Egos. This however, does 

not mean that Leibniz belittles self-consciousness; only he 

draws out different implications from it from what Descrates 

did. After all, it is only a self-conscious spirit can be 

a retional soul and register truths that are eternal and 

necessary. 2 

There are however certain points of dissimilarity 

between McTaggart and Leibniz, and they deserve to be briefly 

1. Leibniz says : ''To say 1 think therefore l....@.!!l is not 
really to prove existence from thought, since to think 
and i£ be thinking are one and the same, and to say 
I am thinkina is already to say I am.'' New Essays 
on Hu~~nderstanding, Bk. IV, Ch.7, Sec. 7. Cf. also 
''Monadology' ', 19 in Latta, p.230. Here Leibniz 
draws gradations of monads according as they possess 
lesser or greater perception or self-consciousness. 

2. IQig., 29 ~n Latta, p.233. 
'~ 
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noticed. The ~ir~t is that there is nothing in McTaggart 's 
I 

system correspondang to the hierarchies of dominant monads 

~nd organisms (o bodies) 1hich are part of Leibniz's meta

physics. According to Leibniz, a certain monad s t ands , in 
I I I 

an asymmetrical relation, to a certain group of subsltances, 

and every differen t monad stands in the same relation to a 

different groJp &f substantes. 1 Thi s ~s the relation of 

being the dominant (or the ruling) Monad of that compound 

substance (organtsm ). 2 The dominant Monad differs from others 

in the degree j of distinct perception that it has. So in 

other words the relation between the 'dominant Mona~ ~nd the 

compound substance is similar to the relation between two 

elements, act~vJ and passive; the ruling Monad is the entelechy 

or soul of the compound substance, while its body is a pheno-

menal aggregate every part of which implies a soul. There 

are certain monads, viz. angelic and human souls,which are 

rulers of org a nisms but do not themselves form p~rts of any 

organism of any other ruling Monad. Each such unruled Monad 

comes at the head of a certain descending hierarchy of monads. 

For every member in the group which j.t rules is the ruling 

Monad of a group of lower monads. So, starting from an unruled 

ruler, we find down the ladder ~ hierarchy of subordinate 

(ruling) monads. And the number of monads in each grade cl 

such a hierarchy is greater than that in the grade above it. 

' One might here try. to see some superficial analogy between 

the above and McTaggart's determining correspondence hierarchies. 

But nothinn would be farther from the truth. Leibniz ' s hier-

archies start each of them with a single (unruled) ruling Monad. 

Each of McTagg art's determining correspondence hierarchies 

start with a minimum of two se lves , so that each se lf is 

1. 1Qi9., 70 in Latta, p.257. 

2. 1£12., 63. See notes in Latta, p.253. 
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the very 9bv'ous fact that for many years McTagga~t remained 
1 

a keen student of Hegel and contributed three of his 

important - though controversial - work s to the study of 
' I I 

Hegelianism: in fact, he is often counted as a member of 

the British Neo-Heqelian school. But th ought always runs 

it s own cour r and ~nftuences , conscious or un cons cious 

have their own way of asserting themselves . Saying anything 

beyond this at this juncture would take us far afieldo 
I 

Dissimilarity of Selves 

Througrout our 4iscussion of the nature of selves 

we have aJ suJed that selves are disimilar to each other , 

for in order th at determining correspondence could yield an 

infinite ser~es of parts within parts it was necessary th a t 

we should start with prim~ ry constituent s which were d i ss i-

mil ar . So , now the question is, in what way are the selves 

dissimilar td one another . McTaggart discusses the question 

in Chapter XLII and comes to the conclusion that there is 

no one special way of deciding between di ff erent possibi-

litieso 

One very minimal and external way of distinguishing 

between the se l ves might be the following. 1 A certain self 

b might be discriminated from a host of others by the fact 

that it had a differntiating oroup of m members. Aga in, 

from all oth e r selves whose differentiating groups also have 

m members, it mig ht be distinguished by the fact that one 

member of it s differentiating group has a differe ntiating 

group of n members, one member who had a differe ntiatinG 

group of Q members , and So· ono This being so, ~ could be 

1. ~' Sec . 484o 

/ 
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s uffi ciently described as ''the self which has a differen-

tiating group of m members one of which ha s a d i ffere ntia

ting group of rl members etc.'' Now it is conceivable t hat 

the selves could b e sufficiently described only in this 

external way . 'And this also is conceivable th~t this mioht 

be the only sort of su fficient description that w~s around 

for some s e lves . However, t his need not be the caseo 

Selves , ~g ain, mig)1t be discriminnted in terms of 

orig inal qua ~ ities. McTagq art says tha t there is little 

room for much vari a t ion am ong origi nal qualities of selves. 

He however thin~s that even if all the selves sh ?. re the sa~e 

qual i ties , the difference among them mi ~ht cons ist i n a 

varia t ion in the intensitjes a nd other dimensions of these 

1 . t. 1 qua 1. 1.es. Pe rception could vary in intensity , and so 

could acquie scence and other emotions . One self e . q . could 

be s ufficiently described a s '' the one which is pP. rceived 

by all selves .'' And every other self might be sufficie -tly 

descri ed as '' t) ;e se lf which loves wi th such and s uch 
\ 

intensity the only se lf whi ch is perceived by all ot her 

selves .'' 

McTaggar t visualizes yet anot her possibility . There 

might be, he says , qualit a t i ve d ifferen ces - other than 

dissimil a r i t ies in emotional quality - between the percep-
I 

tions which different se l ves h ~ve of the same perceptumo 

'' The same words can be pronounced in di f ferent tones . The 
2 

same de s i g n can be drawn in different co lours . ' ' S ince 

1. NE , Se c . 485 . The t alk of variat ion in i nten
si ties of qualitie s , etc . i s to be unders tood 
in the light of the fact th~t different se lves 
a r e in many ways qual i tative l y ?. l i~e . En ch 
self perceives other se lves , a nd parts of them, 
a~d ha s nothing but percept ions as content . 
All s uch percept ions again are v oli tions or states 
of love , se l f-reverence etc . Ibid . 

2 . l£i2 • Sec . 486. 
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there is no limit, in minuteness , to variati.on in such 

qualities, there is no reason why selves, wh a tev e r their 

number, should not be differentjated in the mannero 

McTaqgart suqg~sts that if it is the cas e th at a sel f has 
I 

some particular SPlves in his differentiat in~ q r oun , it 

m~y be that some special relation exist s between t he t one

quality of a given self's perceptions and t he t onP-~ua~ i . i e s 

of the p~ rceptions in the s e lves of hi s d if fe r e ntiA ting 

qroup. Thjs relation ne~d not be~ relation of '' snecial'' 

similarity ; and it miqht eouallv well be a re l at ion of 

'' complementary '' differenceo 1 

\ 
e ' all various possible ways in whi ch , McT a~g art 

thinks, the di similarity of selves which i s so essential 

to his teaching and which follo·NS from his orinc i ple of the 

Dissimilarity of the Jiveise , could be real i z edo He however 

leaves it perfectly open as to which is the manner in whi ch 

the dissimi larity is in f~ct realizedo 

Some other guestions concerning Selves 

We shall now discuss some fu 1ther questi ons concernina 

selves and determining correspondence , which s o fa r have 

not engaged our attention but which h~v~ immens e metaphys ical 

significanceo The orde r of discussion does not ne cessarily 

determine the order of import ance . McTagga rt haf t hrouqhout 

assumed that the only relation of determini nq corres pondence 

that prevails in the universe i s th at of ''perception '' (or 

'' being a perception of ''). We have to see wha t is its 

b . t . t' 2 ear1ng on ce r a1n ques 1ons. Th e fir s t ques tion that we 

2 . NE , Chapter XXXIX 
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have to consider is: (a) Are a ll selves primary parts of 

the universe? So far we have assumed that the primary parts 
I ' 

in the system of determining correspondence are selves, and 

that the secondary parts of all gradations are percertions . 

So selves alone are percipients, anJ they alone ~r~ pr]m~ry 

parts. Now the question is, is it true that if the prima;ry 

parts of the universe are selves, then all the selves are 

rrimary parts? 

McTaggart answers it in t he affi r MaLive , and his 

explanation1 is as follows . The primary parts form a set 

of parts of the universe and they exhaust between t hem all 

the conten~ o the universe. Now suppose there is a certain 

self which is not a primary part. Now anything which i s 

not a primary part must have its content included within 

one or more primary parts. But all the primary pa rt s are 

selves. So t he self which is not a primary part would have 

to be contained in some self or other which is a nrimary 

part. But, as we have seen , it is impossible for one self 

to be part of another self , nor is it possi nle th~t two 

s elves should have a part in common, assuming that the self 

concerned must, alternatively , have a set of pr.rts each of 

which is included in one or other of the primary pM rt s o So 

both the suppositions are rejected. So we are entit led to 

conclude, says McTaggart, that if all primc ry parts are 

selves , then all selves are primary partso 

(b) Is the Univ~rse a Self? McTaqgart answers that the 

Universe cannot be a self , and that it follows from the fact 

that all the selves are primary parts . Were th e universe 

also a self, then it will include other selves, it being 

/ 

1. Ibi d . Sec . 433o 
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either a primary whole or a group of pr ima r y wh oles ; 2nd 

this proposition is impossible in McTanga rt's v iew. We 

have discussed t he auestion in g reat e r detai l in Chapter 

Fiveo 

( c ) Plurality of Selves or Refutation of Solipsism 
I 

This ouestion is a crucial one, and is import a nt for a ny 

philosopher to s ettle - whether or not one in fact pron oun~es 

I 

judgement on the mntter is a different matter - who sub-

scribes, in one w~y or other, to the existence of any othor .. ' ' 

particular besides himself . Those famili a r with Leibniz 

know what fas c inating answer he g ives t o t he questiono 

McTaggart too i s keen to refute selipsism and prove t hat 

ther e is at ~east more than one self th at exists . Of course 
I 

h e does not ~ettle it empir}cally. 

McTaggart has shown in an ~riori way how det ermining 

correspondence is essential. And in orde r that th ere be a 

determininq correspondence hierarchy, there mus t be a s et o ~ a t 

least two primary parts. All the primary parts of the 

universe are selves, so there must be at least two selves o 

This is how McTagg art refutes solipsism. 

Solipsism may be defined as the doc trine t hAt noth ing 

exists beyond the pe rson who holds the bel i ~ f and his 

experiences. Now solipsism could be t 2ckled in two d i :fer ent 

ways, since it combines two propositions. {a) One way cou ld 

be to try to show th at a person was not at a ll justi f' ed in 

being absolutely certain of the existence of h is own self 

or his experiences which do not then exist. Or , (b) one 

mi ght attempt to show that a person is completely j ustified 

in believing with certainly in the ex i s te nc e of other selves 

and -their experienceso 
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to f efutj so~ipsism by ~ the fir~t 

method . self, a c ording to Bradley, rests on an I 

''intellectJai con~tri ction'' ''bfs ed 1on, and i ttself tr~nsce-

d . i J. t I . , , 1 Ih I . .r th I ~ n ~ng, mme "11a e exper~ence o e mean~ng , 1 ~1n o er worus , 
I ~ 

is that a person is not certain of his self any more th$n I 

he is certain of other selves or things. Each persnn's I ; . 1 

belief in t~e existence of his self and of his past exp~r- i 
I . I I 

. . I 
ience and h~s belief }n the existence of others selves ?nd 

their exReri'ences are both r leacher ''indirect ly~ and thr~ugll 

a proces o inference.••2 That is, both these bel i fs~ 
I I ~ I 

to use Broa 's terminplogy, are ''epistemologically der~-

vative'' 3 If this .Jnf~ence do'es not q iv e me any groLnd 

for beli lvi g in l the ~x iste~ce of anything other than myself , 

it does ~ot give me any ground for believing in myself. So 

that, the cpnclusion follows, a solipsist either has to 

deny himself, or has also to accept the existence of a 

reality outside himself. Now Bradley's argument, even though 

important, is open to question. Even assuming that one's 

own and the other ' s existence are both inferred existences 

and so epistomo~bgical ly derivative, one can very well ask 

whether it c~nnot be fairly maintained that one ' s belief 

in the existence of oneself is better founded ~nd more 

nearly prob~ble than one's.inferred belief in the existence 

of other selves o 

I This argum~nt i s of course not available to McTaggart, 

for he believes that each self perceives itself and its 

lo .,8.QQearance and Reality , p. 465. Cf . al·so 
Chapter XXIo 

2o lbid, P• 220o 

3 . ,/ Broad, Examination , II, Pt. I, p. 259o 
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experienceso His argument is therefore of the second 

kind, and given his premises (abbut determining corres

pondence etc.), it is conclusive. 

There is however a s~cond argument that McTaggart urges 

. t 1. . 1 
aga~ns so 1ps~smo Each of us, besides perceiving him~elf 

and his experiences, also perceives certain particulars as 
I I 

sensa. Now if these sensa, or what appear to be sensa,' 

were not states of the self concerned - and t his seems to 
I 

McTaggart nearly the most probable .... view- it wou ld be certain 

th~t there are particulars besides 
I 

the self and his exper-
I 

iences, ~ha~ exist; a~d this, according to McTaggart, would 

almost conclusively refute solipsism. But yet McTaggart 

prefers h~s ~etermining correspondenc e argument for two 
I 

reasonso Firstly some people might not agree to the premise 
I 

of the argument about sensa. And, secondly , even if the 

premise were conceded, the argument would not prove that 

there are other selveso 

Bearing on some further questions 

McTaggart has tried to show that the only determi-

ning correspondence relation is perception and the primary 

parts in the d.c. system are all selves, and that there 

are no other selveso We have now to discuss the bearing 

of this assumption on some of the questions McTaggart left 

open in NE, Volo Io (i) McTaggart says that it still 

remains an open question whether the number of primary parts 

of the universe i.e. selves is finite or infinite, and 

the present assumption about the doc. relation or about the 

primary parts of the universe being se lve s cannot dec ide 

the i ss ue., 2 

lo ~!F. , Sec . 435, pp. 122-123o 

2 . Ibid., Seco 436o 
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(ii) It is neither necessary nor impossib lP that eAch 

primary part should have as its different iatin0 group all 

the other primary parts . On the present assurnntion it js 

possible that each self directly percejves all other selyes 

as well as itself, and it js eQually rossible thAt some or 
' 

all selves fail to p0rceive some selveso 

Now it is true th~t , i n my present experience , I 

do not seem ~o perceive ~ selves . But then, in the 

present experience, I also do not seem to perceive a ny 

other self be~ides my own. Opr as,ump~ion on the other 

hand require s thnt I must jn fact pe rceive at least one 
I 

more self. If appeararlces can be deceotive with regard to 

perception! of one self, they may be deceptj ve also when I 
1 

believe that ~ do not perce ive all se lv es . The only r~l~-

vant empirical consideration is the difference in my emo-

tiona! relations to other selveso This would be accounted 

for by the fact that I perceived some selves directly and 

som,e not. But here again appearances may prove to be dece

ptive. So the question must r emain undecided o1 

(iii) Th e possibility still remains open that there should 

be primary parts to which no secondary parts of any primary 

parts s t and in any d.c. relationo Which means, on the above 

assumption, that there may remain selves which are neither 

perceived by other selves nor by themselves. Such a'self 

would of course not be self-conscious o
2 

But that, says 

McTaggart , constitutes no objection to hi s theory . ~ urther , 

it is possible that while a self i s perceived by some selves ,~~c 

l a tter are not the selves which it perceives . b might be 

1. lbi~, Sec . 437o 

2 . Thi s was discussed in our Chapter Oneo 
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I 
perce·ve by fl and~ . whic~ it did not perceive , and not 

be perceived by~ and F which it did perceive. 1 

(iv) We have just seen in (ii) that it is not necessary 

that a s ~ lf should perceive every other sel f directly. I 

Now it i ~ possible that while Ql i s not determineJ by , that 

is, does not perceive £3 , yet £
1 

mAy perceive .£2 which 

perceive £3 • ~n f uch cases, McTagqart says, .£
1 

is not 

directly determined by ,£3 but is indirectlv determi1ned ny 
I I 

f 3 • This ''ihdire~t determination'' of ,E
1 

by £3 would ~ean, 

since perception is the relation here, that there i s 
2 

''inoire¢t perception'' by .£1 of E3 o It is possible that 

th ~ greater part of a self's cognitions or other selves ~nd 

their states derives from indirect perception . McTaggart 

entertains both the possibilities here. It is possib l e that 

each self indirectly perceives every self which it does 

not perceive directly . 

this should not be the 

But it is equally possible that 
3 caseo Th e re is nothing in the 

general nature of determining correspondence to decide the 

question either way. 

(v) Again, there is nothing in th e nature or relation of 

det ermining correspondence which enables us to decide 

whether the universe is a single pr imary whole or a ''super-

primary '' whole cdmposed of many primary wholes . Any 

pair of selves, one of which perceived the other, must, 

according to McTh~gart,bel ong to the same primary wholeo 

And, therefore, if any self should perceive all others, a ll 

selves would belong to the same primary wholeo But, as 

1. lbi~, Sec . 438. 

2. lbid ., Seco 439. 

3 . Ibid. 
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I 

said ab ve thef~.~ is l no necessity about it. 

le thai P, irs of s el vies, neithe r 

But it is 

also of which 

perceiv s he oth~r, should belong to the same primary 

whole o 
1 ( 

(vi) The prespnt ass~Jmpt ilon eliminatE">s th'' possibility2 
' I 

that there ,i shou Jd i bel several cJifferc nt relations of deitP.r-
1 I I 1: I I 

mining cortespondenc~ either in [d :i: fferent primary wholes I 

or in a si g le primaky who·~~o 3 ,(For now it i~ settled! 1 

I 
that pe ce tion if t~ e only such relation). 

(vii) Th pre~eht assumption ~lso eliminates the pos~iJ 

bility
4 

th t thb r~ may be more t han one '•species'' of 

determi in cotesp+dence extending over the universe. .But 

now, as we have
1 
s~en, there is only one kind of determining 

corresp nd~nce that \can exist. And this exclu ~,es the 

possibility that there might be two or more different sets 

of primary parts in the same primary whole. For now1 since 

the determining correspondence is only of one sort, and 

since the primary parts there are all selves, there cannot 

be more t han one set of them. Every set of parts must make 

up the whole, a nd if there were two sets of primary parts 

of the same whole, one member of one iet would have to 

overlap, or be contained in some membo i or other of the 

other set. And this will involve that a part of one self 

is part of anothero 5 And this, according to McTagqart, 

is impossible. 

2. This was entertained in NE, Sec. 227. 

3. lbid., Sec. 442o 

4. This possibility was entertained in Ibid., 
/ Sec. 228. 

\ 
'~ 

5o lbid., Sec. 442o 
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(viii) The pres ent assumption severely limits thP nuali

ties which the parts of the universe could probably ro~sess. 

The assumntion entails that any independent ch~racteristirs 

that the members of a deter~ining correspondenco hier~rchy 

could po sess must be such as could bnlon0 to selves, or 
I I 

to perceptions of selves or to perceptions of perceot;ons . 

And th~y should be such as to be compatible with th8 fact 

that sel es are non-temporal and h~ve no cog it ~tion~ excent 

t . 1 percep J.onso 

\ 

/ 
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B. SELF , (TIME) AND THE C SERIES 
' -

' 
The reality of time has often ~een auestionedo 

There is a long and impressive tradition beginning with 

Parmenides a nd Plato and runni ng through Spi noza , . Leibniz, 
I I 

He~el and Brad ley which ~ubscribes to this conviction . 

All of t hem have rejected in one way or other the claims 

of Time to be considered as among the att ributes of the 
~ 

Heal. McTaqgart here joins t il~" compan,y of moe;~ lqie;'llistc;o 

And although, as Ge~ch urges, he does rot dese~ve,to be 

rem~mbered ~rily fo r hi s ~rgument aga in$t Time, the lattPr 

clenrly ''is one of the greatest of philosoohical a ~-~ 

as the l arge number of mu tually inconsis tent repetitions 

1 
oug~t to show ' 'o Unlike others, howev er, McTaogart does 

I 

not remain conte nt with a mere denia l of the reality of 

time , but g oes on to, explain - methodically - how we come 

to have th e illusion t hat make s us see rea lity in essen

iiaily temporal t erms . It i s in this that his remarkable 

oriqinality consists, a nd it is this which sets him apart 

from the rest of themo 

We shal l not here ent e r into McTaggart ' s analvsis 

of the phen omenology of Time nor shall we go into his 

a r guments - celebrated and of t-quoted as they are - in 

re futati on of Time . Our conc ern is d i fferent and limited. 

We propose only t o notice in brief some of the more 

important features of the non-t emporal reality which , 

according to McTaggart, lies behind tempora l appearance , 

a nd which pl ays an important part in th e explanat ion of 

the e rror by which we attribut e temporal characteristics 

to the existent . The re i s a difference between this 

lo P.'I. Geach, op . uit., p. 89o 
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construct ~ve !part of McTaggart's reflections on time and 

the first part. The constructive port i s in t erms of 

McTaggart's own system, and hence is best appreciated 

within the framework of that system. The first destruc-

tive part on the other hand takes off from common-sense 

views of time in an effort to show that time is, to pu t it 

in Bradley's words, ''riddled withl contradictions'', and 

is independent of the principal tenets of McTaggart's 

philosophy; so that the merit of the argument can be deter• 

mined without reference to McTaggart's special doctrines. 

The apparent greater ''vulnerability'' , of the const~uctive 

part however need not infect our estimate of it as a 
I ' 

remarkably well thought out doctrine. 

Befor~ we proceed to deal with this constructive 

the ~ series~ it wo~ld be well to familiarise ourselve~ 
the gist of McTaggart's argument against Time1 : 

part, 

with 

Positions in time, he says, are generally distin

guished in ~ro ways. First, each position is Earlier than 

some and Later than some of the other positions. Second, 

each position is either Past, Present, or Future. The 

first, i.e., the series running from earlier to later, or 

1. N§, Chapter XXXIII. For some other material on 
McTagga~t's treatment of time; see C.D. Broad, 
op.fii., ~ II, Pt.I, Chapter XXXV; M.F. Cleugh, 
''McTaggart'', Time and its import ance in Modern 
Thought (London :Methuen and Co. Ltd., 1937), 
PPo 148-165; P.T. Geach, op.cit., Chapter VII; 
J.R. Lucas, A Treatise on Time and Space (London; 
Methuen and Co. Ltd., 1973), pp.37, 277, 278-279; 
M.A.E. Dummett, 1 ''A defence of McTaggart's Proof 
of the Unreality of Time'', Philosophical Review, 
LXIX (1960), pp. 497-505; D.W. Gotschalk, 
''McTaggart on Time'', Mind, NS, XXXIX (1930), 
pp. 26-42; J .M. S~orter, ' 'The Reality of Time' ', 
Ehilo~hia, Vol.XIV, nos. 3-4, (December 1984), 
pp. 321-329; Hilda D. Oukel~y, ''Time and the Self 

/ in McTaggart's System'', Mind, NS, XXXIX (1930), 
pp. 175-193. 
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\ 
conver~ely , may be called a ~ series • . The second, i. eo 

the s erics runni no from the far p;~s t throu (1h the present 
' 

to the far future may .be called an b serieso 

The B series , to be constituted, requires n l tran

sitive asymmetrical r~lation, and this can be P:th~r the 

relati on of ''earlier than'' or the relati,on of ''later 
I 

than '' o The distinctions- vizo ''earlier'' and latter''-

in the E seri es are permanent, while those in the t se~ies 

vizo Past, Present, and Future - are noto If X is .ever 

earlier'. t~an y, it is always earlier. But an event which 

is now present, was future and will be pasto 

Time involves change , and there would b~ ~~ .._ .:;_,. .: r 
'"'..4 .~ 

nothinrt chanC)ed . 

Although the distinctions jn ~ series are pe rmanent, 

while those in the b series are not, the b series is more 

fundamental and hence essential to time than t~e d series 

for the reason that change is essential to time nnd the 3 

series alone could not give it. So if there is a ny change 

it must be looked for in the ~ serieso 

The £ series however cannot exist except as temporal, 

since the relations of ''earlier '' and '' later '' which 

connect its terms are te ~poral relations. So it follows 

that there can be no ~ series if there is no A series , 

for wi thout an ~ series ~here is no time. McTaggart then 

proceeds to show that the ~ series is inherently contra-

dictory or , alternatively, that to avoid the contradictions 

we must get involved in a vi cious infinite regress . 

So , ~roadly , his argument is as follows: there is 

" no time without change , no change without the B series , 

and therefore no time a t all , and no~ serjes , withou t 
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the h series . There iS no h series , and therefore no time 

and no~ series . 1 

But why does McTaggart reject Time? We notice that 

there are general ly two different kinds of philosophical 
' 

grounds on which the r eality of time has been rejected : one 

formulated from the s tandpoint of the wor l d as object df 

knowledge, and the other from that of the subject as ex peri

encing . The l og ical doctrines of the unreality of time are 

connected with the view of the world as an objective order 

made intelligib~e in a sy stem of propositions which stand 

' in changeless relations to each oth er. The phenomenon pf 

change in time threatens to seriously disrupt the process of 
I 

rationalizing our experience, and so repudiation of it seems 

to fulfil the demand of thought. On the other hand , the 

doctrines w ich are propelled by the desire t o go beyond the 
I 

incessant flu~ of experience, derive from the view of t he 

mind W1 ich, ta s contemplating truth, cannot in reality be 

contemplated as subject to such a flux of changing impressions . 

Such a conception of mind as changeless and eternal seems q 
necessity to pass into a conception of mind as uncircumscribed 

by the confines of individual selfhood. The individual subject 

in its effort' to get beyond the process of change which seems 

to involve itself and all its e xper iences, finds to its despair 

that it cannot over come the illusion so l ong it remains as 

one amongs t numerous subj ects of ex perience : continu ous 

change seems to be involved in the relati ons among these 

subjects. It then appears that ther e is a greater illu-

siont the illusion of separate selves, which prevents our vision 

of the eternal and which therefore nee ds to be seen through . It 

is then natural if the ultima t e unrea lity of the self becomes 

postulate required to seek validiation for the unrea lity 

1. Cf. JoMo Short er , ~£11., p. 32lo 
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of time. This seems well exe~plified in Spinoza 's 
I l 

philosophy. What appears uniq ue in McT aagart's view of 

the unreality of time is th a t w~ile his around f or r eje-
i 

cting time i s the log ical doct~ine of the contradiction 

which infects any propos iti on about any tf"l iw• which is 
subject to cha nge , his plura lism of selves is de term~ned 

by the s . i ritua l doc trine of experienceo If the self o.:tn

not a pre 9: r under t h· ~ ond it ions of time , it is not bee a use 
\ 

it is no~ an 'object aru0 ngs t ob jects. It is for the s "" lf, 

say as subject 1 , that th e supteme values mus t be eternal 

for himo 

This s aid , let us now turn to McTaggart' s further 

treatme~t of time. McTaggart makes the followinq verv 
, 

signific;;ant r emark: ''If we are t o find a single cause for 

error, we must find it in close connection with the appea-

ran ee of time, and with the re ality on which that series 

is based.' •2 McTaggart here seems to make three i mrortant 

points. Firs tly, h e says, time i s in rea lity an appearanc~ o 

Secondly , things appear to us as in time because of a 

certain misperceptiono And thirdly, temporal appearance 

i s very important, for all error is closely connected 

with the primary illusion that we have t ha t thinn s are 

'in' time. But to say that misperception is the source 

of our experience of time is not s ufficient . In order 

th a t misperception should occasion an h series, it must 

be a misperception of something which is a series already, 

though not a time- s erieso 3 This real, non-t emporal seriPS 

1. This however does not amount to accepti ng 
'' subject'' as an ontolog i cal category over and 

/ above ''subs tance' '• 

2. NE , Sec. 52lo 
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,.,.·, cT ~_g a t l) ive the of a~ serieso 1 .The conceptipn 

of SLCh a scriJ s ls esse ti~ l for , when we consider how 

th e ill sion of t lme can arise in the f irst place, we 
I I i ,· I ~ I I . 

find it difficult ! to beii.icvc e i.ther t h;:~ t r~ll the f~ler:1 c;>n ts 
I I 

of an experience are illusory or t hat the serial order is 
I , I 

illusory . ''And it is by no means so difficuJt to ~ dclount 
i ' i 

for the f~cts if we suppose that there is an exister~ ~ 

series.' •
2 

This C series, wh en mis pe rce ived , appealrs !as 
I I I 

an P: seties ( wh j ch a 1 though only apparent, is, 1 ikel th'e 

C serie , pr~mary while !the .§; series is de:tivative) l, 3 land 
I 

in c 1ns quence of this, as a B _series. Now s ince the error 

series 
" 

exil t i inl the percipient self , and not in the per

th e C s er,ies which is mispe r ce i ved by ~ as a t im'"' 

n ~ ~~ in fact in N
4

; the fact however that hl mis-

reprrse~ts ~'s C series as a time-series can be accounted 

for ~nlY by the £ series in Mo
5 

From thi s view of time as 

an error in perceptioni McTaggart draws t he important con

clusion th a t th ere a re as many time- seri .n s as th ·J r e are 

self-conscious s e lves who perceive things as in time, since 

each apparent time-s er ies is in reality a ''series of mis

perc~ptions in the pe rcipient''.6 (This error McTaoga rt 

regards as univers a lly present and ineluctable,
7 

and so 

1. Ibido Sec. 347. 

2o Ibid. This _g series, McTagg art inf orms, i s never 
known in present experience, and its existence is 
only inferrable from the fact of our mi sperception 
of things as in A and U series. I b i d ., Sees. 526 , 
574o - - --

3o lbid., Sec. 348o 

4. .l£.iQ.' Sec. 528 o 

5 . Ibid ., Sec. 529o 

6 . lbid., Sec. 527. 

7. I bid ., Seco ·516o 
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dismisses the mystic's exne rience of the timeless as 

illusoryo
1
) These time-series may of course be so corre

lated with each other as to give meaninq to state~ents 

. t I. t II · 1 • · t · t · · wnc1 1nvo ve ,..., common O• ) Jf?C 1V(~ . Jm<"?-..,,...r,ec;u .~qt 

I 
Mclaggart says that there can be no common time- series 

becc:~u~se strictly speaki ng there can be no tim~-series at 
- : i 

all . ~nd so there cannot be a sinqle objective 4 skries, 

thouqh the plurality of ~ series may be so correlated with 

each olher that we can logically constrJct from t hem some-

thin] like ''the Objective f 

Nature of the C Series 

Mclaggatt next addresses himself to the ouestion c 

to the nature of the ~ series. Clearly it cannot be ~r 

any ~s~ to postulate this series and leave it at that. 

For one could rejoin that there is no stron~ re ason for 

believing in s uch a hypothetical series and that t here is 

oood reason, empirically, t o be li eve in the time-s~Les 

cpmm9nly accepted. In ord0r that there be some presumption 

in favour of the f series, this series must possess 0reater 

explanatory adequacy than the time-series and thereby 
\ .• 

make the latter otioseo 

~ow it may appear that the terms in the~ series 

are those of the determining correspondence serie~; but 

this McTagg?rt rejects. The f series is one- d i mens ional, 

while the determinino correspondence series is two-
' 

d . . 1 2 Jmens1ona : in the latter the te r ms hav e no definite 

place, while they have it in the ordered C series.
3 

And 

3. lbid., Sec. 538o 
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~bove ~11, only one p~rt within ~ny prim~ry r~rt of the 

determininn corre?pondence s0. rics c~n hnVP th~ s~me direct 

determinanto 1 In other words, since ~11 the primary parts 

in the un ivers e are believed to be selves, ~nd all parts 

within those selves to be perceptions, this me~ns th~t in 

the determininq correspondence system (d.c. svstem) each 

self h~s only one perception of any one perc~ptum . On 

the ot~er hand we know that there may be pPrceptions of the 

same ohject~t different times perceptions which aopear as 

judgemen ts or suppositions . I may judge that Caesar died 

in Rome. I may then forget about Caesar and attend to 

Lin coln ' s death in Na~hington , and later on return to the 

fact of Caesar ' s death in Rome . Thus the cont~ nt of my 

judgement (which is r~ally perception) that Caesar aie d 

~ Rome both persists and recurs. And so these pPrceotions 

of the very same objects occur at ~ifferent stages or MY 

f series . And it is also because of this - i . e. becaus e 

of their being separate perceptions of the same perceptum -

that they cannot be two pe rceptions in the d . c . 2 systemo 

So we have to introduce as if a new dimension of each 

self - besides the two dimensions of his d .c. systen -

so as to allow within him room for the vari ous mispercep-

tions of p~esent experience. It then follows that the 

terms of the f series havP. to be simple nnd indivisible, 

and infinite divisibility is possible only if, as we 

have already seen,it is determined by determining 

1. Cf . lbid., Sec . 229o This point has been dis
cussed in Chapter 3(A) of the present worko 

2 . Ibid ., Sec . 539 ; also Seco 530. 
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corresponden~e. 1 But rsince the d.c. percepti ons totall y 

exhaust the self whose states they are, it i s a t f irs t 

sight difficult to conceive how there ca n be r o om i n a 

self for other perceptions of the same object s as ;u ~ 

represented in d.c. pe rcentions. 

McTa~gart resolves thi s by suggest i n~ t hnt ~ self 

G's d.c. nerception of Any obje ct, sny of §. himsel f or ,of 

H or of §ltl, contains within itself the wh ol e gamut of 

'fragmentary' perceptions of the same very objeFt.
2 Si~ce 1 

these fr~omentary (and hence erroneous ) pe rception~ nre 

parts of the d.c. perceptions, their occurrence adds no 
I 

fresh content to the self § th At was not already contained 

in §'s d.c. perceptions. But how to provi de suffici ent 

descriptions for these fragment~ry perceptions or misoerce-

ptions, for they do not, unlike d.c. percerti ons , reo res ~ nt 

their objects as infinitely differentiated . MeT agg art's 

reply is that each term in the~ series i s s uf f icj ently 
t 

described if ,'it can be distinguished from all the other 

terms in the £ series in the sa~e s~lf or the same d . c . 
3 part of a selfo de may use, after McTangart, the symbols 

c , c e t c • , t o me an a · f r a q men t a r y perc e r t i on a t the -x -y 

stage ~ or ~ of the £ series and add any one of them, as 
I 

the case may be, to the sufficient description of the self, 

say g, or its d.c. part, say Qltl: So it would he e. g . £x91~· 

> ~So fragmentary perceptions can be individuated 

1. lbi_sh, Seco 540. McTaqgart adds. ''My view is, 
then, that whenever a self --- appe ars as being 
in time, it is divided in another dime nsion besi
des those of its determining corre spondence parts, 
and that the terms in this fresh dimension form the 
~ series.'' Ibido, Sec. 541. 

2o J b i~, Seco 543o 

3. Ibi_sh, Sec. 542. 
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without their having to be distinct ~nd clear pPrcept-

jons, unJike in case of d . c . pPrceptions . It is enouoh 
' 

if it is known at which staqe of the ~ series they ate , 

a nd whi. ch d.c. perceptions they are fra0 '·entary D'"' rts 

of . So fragmentary perceptions n~ed not be distinct and 
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I I I 
J Incide~tally, . Lei~niz 1 too uses the ide~ o~ 

conf used perception. McTaggatt ~lso , aqain lik~ Lkibniz, 
I I ! 

uses t his idea to explain away the '' a~parent•• i osbilla
! 

tion~ in the ex t ~nt of a self ' s field of percentlqn with 
' ' 

t im~ . At every st age of a self Q1 s ~ · series , ~~~ fi~ld 
of 'objects which Q perc t:~ ives has the Sf:lme rang~ ; 1 -the lfie1d 

! I --- I I I 

appears to osc ill ate with t ime be caus e s om€ p~tts'of it 
, . 2 I I 

are only confusedly; perceived; that is , they c]:ITJel no~ 
! I 

· I I . 
p~rceived r:~s 1 sepa r ate r:\nd di s tinct objects . I rt~ospec-

n, MpTang~rt says, tells us that our clear ~ n4 definite 
I ' 

I 
pe cept:iohs have a 1 'v~gue ,backoround' ' of confwsed 

I
ll I. I ' p rcepti1~o That we should have a more djstinct idea 

' o thi J bac in introsrection is impos s i ble: intros-

p ctive consciousness of a confused perce oti on is always 

proportion to th e confusedness of the percep tiono 

We have r emarked above that a ccording to McTaggart, 

the delusion of time is un iversal . He howev er holds that 

~he perceptions as in the d. c . sy~ t em are wholly fr ee from 

th is delusion and are, therefore , timeless . The peice of 

---------------------------~----·------------------
i . 
I 

2 . 

3 . 

Lei h.niz, New t:s says on Human Underst<=lnd ina , BKo 
II, Ch . XXIX. At a different place , Lei bniz , 
whi le trying to explain con f used perception1 g ives 
the example of the roaring noise of the sea . 
''To hear thi s noi se as we do , we must hear the 
parts which make up thi s whole , th~t is the noise 
of each wave , .a lthough each of these little 
noises makes itself known only when combined con
f usedf}wi th all t he others 1 

' .. Ibid., p . 54o 

NE 1 S.ec .. 6Q3 ; also Sec . 808 . 

Ibid .. , Sec . 604 . This background, ~ci agq art 
s ays , could •ioft en be described as one ' s con
scious ne ss of bei ng alive'', but s houl d be dis
tinquished from e . g . the se l f ' s perception of 
itself as a definite object . Thi s latter we have 
already discussed in our Chapter I .. 
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1 nrgument used is intricte, and can be simply put as 

follows: 

It is impossible that Q in g~tii~ should present 
' the fragmentnry parts of ti!~-H's d.c. perception of~-

as in time while not presenting tit~ as in time . Now i~ 

is impossitile that Q should be perceived as temporal and 
2 as a part of E whil 0 E is not percejved as t~~poral. 

I 

Ther~ are, however, two possibilities of misoerce-
I 

ption left. (i) that g presents l>oth !.:!!~ and th e fraCJmenL1r, 

parts of tl!~ (i.e. of H's perception of f) as in time. 
l 

Or ( ii) that § presents .!H~ as a temporal whole but doP1 

not present any of the fragmentary states as in time. 

The alternative (i) has two sub-alternatives. The 

first is that § perce~ves tli~ as occupying a period of time 

which is made up of the shorter periods occupied by the 

fragmentary parts of HIK. This according to McTaggart is -·-
impossibleo3 For HIK as a d.c. perception will be free -·-
from various forms of error. In the d . c. pe~eptions, 

as has been discussed in previpus chapters, selves ar.e 

perceived as selves, perceptions as perceptions ; there 

is no appearance of anything material or sensa! or of 

things like judgements, suppositions; nor is there any 

appearance of volitions and emotions as judgements and 

suppositions . Thus HIK of course will be free from these -·-
errors; the d . c. perception §Itll~ distinctly perceives 

HIK and will present it as free f rom these errors. But -·-

1. Ibid ., Sees . 549-55lo 

2 . lbid., Sec. 549. 

3 . lbido, Sec. 550. 
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among the 'fragmentary parts of 1:!!.!5: there mjqht be some, 

So e.g. c HIK, 
-x:- ·-

which are perceptions of~ as material. 

if c HIK ' is mispresented in the d.c. perception §!til~ 
-x -·-

as occupying part of the temporal duration of tl+~• Q will 

be misperceivinq tl as both perceiving ~ correctly in certain 

respects for the entire period, and misperce~ving ~ ~n 
I I i 

those very respects for part of the period . Now it looks 
' ' 

impossible that one and the same perception ''should 1 

pres ent its object both as a prolonqed state of pr~hending 

something as a self and as containinq phases of prehendinc 
1 the same thin? as a bit of matter or as a sensum ''• 1 

The second sub-alternative i s that GIH IK may perceiv r -·-·-
ti!.!S: as occup~ing a different temporal position from ~he 

ones occupied by its fragmentary partso This is easily 

dismi~sed. It is plainly impossible, says McTaggart, that 

the same perception should see two terms £ and E as stan-
' 

ding in the relation of part to whole and yet as occupying 

d . ff t t. . t. 2 1 eren 1me~pos1 1onso 

finally, we come to the altPrnative that g m~v per

ceive tlJ~, the whole, as beinq in t ime and its fragmentary 

parts (ioe. tl's fragmentary states of perception of~) as 

being not in time. This is dismissed on the followino 

grounds '. HIK -·- is simply the maximal end-term of its 

Inclusion series and hence by itself not more than one term 

in this dimension. If g perceived all the other terms 

of this series as non-temporal, it could not in all pro-

bability perceive the maximal end-term - a single term - as 

1. Broad , op. cito, II, Pt. I, Po 396. 

2. NE, Sec. 551. 
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in time. For g c~nnot perceive ll!~ as in time unless it 
I 

pe ce ves it as earlier or lAter than some of the other 

terms , of the Inclusion series. And thi s it cannot do if it 
' 

perceives all the other terms in the series a~ non-t em-

poral. 1 

The conclusion then is that the d .c. perceptipns n~e 

wholly exempt from all kinds of error includinq the delusion 

of time. (Broad2 - like Gea ch - has admired the ~hole hit 
I 

of Mc.Pagg ·· rt 's argument and call ed it valid.) 

As to any possible doubt t hat the d .c. perceptions 
I 

might $ till suffer from some undetected error, ~\cfaaoart 

blAndly dismisses it. There i~, he s ~ys, only one rP.str 

ction pn the ''self-evident'' correctness of pP.rception and 

this is sub specie temporis a temporal restriction ('This h 

which I perceive as~ is~ ''when I perceive it''), 3 and 

is in fact a restriction of accuracy vue to our perceiving 

und~r the illusory form of time. Once this illusory form 

is removed, a ll perceptions are wholly correct: ~then 

need not pe~ceive all the characteristics of an existent 

he perceives, but he does not, in his d.c. pnrceptions, 
4 

perceive things as being what in fact they are not. 

To sum up, all .of us do mispercei ve, but there 

remains, according to McTaggart, in each of us a state of 

1. 

2. 

3. 

/ 

lbid. 

.Q.I2..!. cit , , I I , Pt • I , p • 397 o 

NE, Sec. 552. Italics mine. By ''when I perceive 
it' ' MeT aggart means ' 'at s orne moment or 1noment s 
which I am then perceiving as present.'' Ibid., 
Sec. 514. The whole question of error in perce
ption has been examined by McTaggart in Chapter 
XLIV (''Error'') of NE. 

4. Ibid., Sec. 552o --....-
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perception , a system of d .c. perceptions, which m~kes up 

the whole psychic content of a person and which is wholly 

exempt f~bm error ; which not only is t imeless as all the 

existent ~ust be if time is an appearance, but which is 

also self~consciously eternal . Thi s result may se em too 

much,but ' this is how things are' would be McTnrgart ' s 

terse reply. 

Orderinn Relation of the f Series Percentions 

We now turn to the other aspect of the f series, 

namely, the nature of the ordering rel at ion of the states 

of percept~onS~which we misperceive as the se ries of succ~

ssive eve~ts. The relations in the ~ series are transitivt , 

asymmetrical, one-dimensional, and converse, like the rela-

tions of ''earlier'' anq ''later '' in the~ series. It 

might be suqgested that, since the terms are states of 

perception, the relatio~ could be that of great er or less 

accuracy, greater or les s extensiveness of the total field 

of consciousness, or greater or 10.ss clearness . McTaq~art 

rejects 1 them all in favour of the relations of ''included 

in'' and ''inclusive of''. His argument is as follows: 

The various ~ states of perception in a given self 

of a certain field of objects, although they fall within 

the self's d .c. perceptions of the same object (.e . g . 

£x §Jti within §!ti, and £x §!~Iti within §l~i~), cannot be 

a set of parts of these d.c. perceptions of the self. 

McTaggart here resorts to what he regards as the self-evident 

premise, viz . that a whole which consists of a set of· two 

1. For details see~' Sees. 555-557. 
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parts, both of which are partly erroneous perceptions 

of their objects, cannot be a completely correct perce-

ption of the same object. So McTaqgart argues that £x 

~~H and £y §ltl• say, will both be states of misperc · 

as parts of the states c G and c G, which misperceiVe J -x - -y -

themselves as having separate content from the corre ct 

perception Q as a whole, and as being temporal. But two 

misperceptions of tl, he says, cannot combine to produce 1 

I 
one correct perception of tl, and so they cannot form a 

set of pnrts of the whole, Q, the correct pP.rce ptiono 1 

Now the fact that no two~ stages of (mis) perce-
1 

Ptions, vi z. c GIH and c GIH , can form a set of parts 
-x -·- -y -·-

of one l d . c . perception, viz. §~tl, leads up, according to 

McTaggart, to the fact that one of these terms must include 

the content of the other. In other words, what looks to 

be a series of perceptions of the object H all of them 

falling outside each other in temporal succession is, 

according to McTaggart, in fact a set of parts in which, 

of any two, say £x Qlti and £y Dtti• e ither the second 

includes the first or the first includes the second2 ; the 

whole Q!tl itself belongs to this 'Inclusion series' in

cluding all the other terms but included by none. The 

terms of the~ series which fall within any d.c. perce

ption such as GIH are also therefore terms in the -·-
'inclusion series', and the ordering relations, vizo 

''included in'' and ''inclusive of'' are also the same. 

And since C series is the series which appears to be in 

time,these two relations are the ones whi ch, McTaggart ,. 
"\ 

1. NE, Sees. 558-559o 

2o Cf. 1£12~, Seco 566 for further details. 
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further hol ds , appear to be those of '' earlier tha~'' 

and ''later than' •. 1 Any term in the C series (of 

a certain doc. perception) which falls , tem porally, 

between two other tenns, wpu l d , on MeT aqg art ' -::; the'ory , 
I 

incl~d e one of the other t~rms and be included hy the 

other. The,qu estion as to which of the pair of rel~t ions 

''included in'' and ''inclusive of' ' corresponds to whi~h 

of the pair of temporal relations ' ' earlier than'' and 
o 1 I \ 

' 'later than'' we mu~t defer fo r the pres ent. 

Al though '1 C. D. Broad has called this ~ rt of Me-

Tagga~t's treatment of the~ series a ''howler'', I 

think that here ,McTaggart was makinq a profound and 

important statement about out ment a l lives . It is us ua l 

natural for us to perceive successive temporal states (of 

mind) by successi ve and discrete parts of a line . McTaggart 
• 

attributes this to a certain delusion which makes the ~ 

states in each one of the selves mispresent themse lves 

to each other as disparate in content, not as one includin~ 

the other. In fact quite a few thinkers, e . g ., Nilliam 

James and Bergson - who were by no menans prot ag onists 

of the unreality of time - have generally believed t ha t 

the idea of inclusion (of the formPr states by the 

succeedin0 ones) affords a better viewo2 So even if one 

suspects some strains in McTaggart's argument (as e . g . in 

his tacit assumption that part/whole is a univoc-a l rel?-
~ 

tion3 ) it cannot be gainsaid that McTagga rt i s here 

offering us much i nsight into our inner liveso 

lo lbido 

2o Cf. Geach , op. cito, 154o 

3o For details see Geach, IQiQ. 
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From the fact tha t states in the ~ SPries a~e l ess 

or more inclusive, McTaggart draws the conse0ue nce tha t 

th e t et ms have ~ag nitudeo Th e magnitudes of the C series 

are intensiveo ( An extensiv e m~onitude is ''one ~n ~hich 

th e difference be tween . two magnitudes i s another maqnitude 

of the same s ort. Thus the difference between a Jength 

of a foot and a length I of s~ven inches i 1s ! also a Jlenath o 
I • 

The difference between a duration of a n hour and a dura-

ti ~n 

tempe 

tude. 

( a minute is als o a duration.•• 1 Pleasure-like 

ature - is g iven as a r example of intensive magni-

1 'The difference in magnitude between one state o ~ 

2 ple as re and another is not a thi~d state of pleasure.'' 

So lth diffe rence between any two- the included and the 

including-terms is of intensive magnitude only. The exis-

tence of the C series of intensive magnitude however 

involve s th e existence of another series - the D series3 -

whose t e rms have extensive 4 magnit ude onlyo McTaogart's 

' s tatements on ' this score are hi ghly ambiquous and aw-Kwardo ....__.. 

Thus he says that differences in intensive magnitude 

themselves have extensive magnitude . 5 His aroument i s 

that , unlike intensive magnitudes and like extensive mag

nitudes, th es e differences are addibleo 6 (And it is these 
I 

additions, or ' ' i ncrement s•• , as McTqgga rt calls them , 

which thems~lves form wha t h e ha s called the Q series. No 

member of this series however will either include or be 

included in any other.) w. E. Johnson has coined a different 

1. NE , Sec . 568o 

2 . lbid. 

3 o lbid.' Sec. 571 

4 . l.bi.£:., Sec . 569o 

5. 1J2.i.2 . 

6 . J.bi.£:. Sees . 569, 570o See details the reo 
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and perhaps more happy term, viz . 'distensive magnitudAS 1 

to denote magnitudes of difference between intensive 

~agnitudes . 1 And dis tensive magnitudes can really be 
I ' I 

added as e . q . when we add the musical interval between 

A and a to that between B and C to get the interv~l 

qe tween A and c. 

In sum, McTaggart's doctrine is th~t the more 

inclusive term c -y GIH -·- will Jiffer from the
1
le?s in-

elusive term £x G!H in terms of inc~eased intensive 

magnitude . And the extensive series of such increments 

will form the D series. It is difficult to say, ~cTaqg~rt 

says, whether s tates which have intensive maqnitude , say, 

e.go states of pleasure, can be summed in respect of their 

intensity. Two states of r l A ~ sure , for instance , cannot 

combine to produce a stronger state of pleasureo But , 

McTaggart holds, the increment between the s trength of the 

s tate of pleasure h and the greater strength of the state 

of pleasure ~ can be added to the increment between the 

strength of B and the greater strength of th e state of 

pleasure And the sum of the se will be the increment 

between the strength of h and that of f. McTaggart speaks 

of these increments as 'amounts of pleasure ' and asserts 

that amounts of pleasure are addib le, thou gh s t ates of 
I 

pleasure are noto From this he concludes that it is in 

principle possible 1to measure the differe~ between 

states of pleasure by a certain ' common unit' . And if 

there be a first term in the series of such states , it is 

1. See Johnson, Logic, Pt . I., p. 19lo Also see 
lbid., Pt. II, pp. 168-169 . 
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possible to measure, not the 1intensive states proper, 

but the total amount of increment i n each of t hem, which 
I 

may then lead to the indirect measurinq of th e i nt ensive 

states themselves. 1 McTaggart then goes on to assert that 

if there be a first term in the intensive (~) series , t h,is 

t e rm would be identical with t he first term of the ext ensive 

(Q) series. No other term in th e intensive series wi ll 

however have a corres ponding term in the extensive seri eso 

The nature of the increments in the Q s e ries i s not an 

increase or decrease in the ext ent , a ccuracy , or clarity 

of perceptions - since all these charact eri s t ics of per

ception oscillnte in the time-series 3
- bu t an ''add i

tional p~rc Jption df the perceptum•• 4 in a certain special 

sense. Q ' s additional perception of tl does not con~i st 

in perceiving more parts and more characteristics of tl• 
\ 

2 

It must be i i~t creased perception of .!j as n whole. '' Nothing 

more mus b perceived, but everything must be p~rceived 
5 more. '' So instead of Leibniz's deqrees of confusi on, 

the members of a~ series are discriminated by 'amount'o f 

perceptiono 

I 

Br oad objects against McTaggart's attempt to use 

the term ' amount of perception• 6 for the supposed extensive 

lo Ibido, Seco 570o 

2o Ibid., Sec . 571 

3o For example in present experience we may have a 
more clear and accurate pe rcepti on falling 
be tween two confused and inaccurate states of 
pe rce pt i on , or a confused and ina ccurate pe rce
ption coming in between two relat ively more clear 
and accurate perceptions . 

4o Ibi~ Seco 572o 

5 o lbido 

6 . We have earlier on seen that McT a1gart uses the term 
' c:~mou n ts of pleasure'. 
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magnitude. Thi s exteftsive magnitude, Broad says , , must 

belong to residue s as welJ as to the C terms , and in fact 
~ 

only to the residues, if McTaqgart were to be consistento 1 

I I 

And residues neither are nor c ont ain stotes of perceptions .. 

It is therefore very ''odd'', ~ road point s out , that pa r- : 

I 
I ' 

I I I 

ticulars which neither are nor have perceptions should have 
I I 

an extensive magnitude which can be ,called 'amount of per

ception•. He therefore suggests tha~ since s ome extensive 

magnitude must .be postulated, as has been done by McTaggart, 

for selves, d .c. perceptions, mis pe rceptions and resi dues, 

and s ince ''we have no idea what it is'', it i s better to 

use a neutral term like ''C-extension ''ol 

McTag gart admits that th e Q series as well a s ~ 

series are not ''observab le in present experience. '.'ie have 

' nei ther any empirica l e vidence nor any ~ nri ori rea s on for 

beli eving in their existence. The nature of the time

delusion prevents our perceiving the real inclusion-relation 

between terms of the ~ series. So one can at best only 

infer that there is something like an inclusion-relation, 

and that the more inclusive term includes th e les s inclusive 

one by, to use the words of Geach, ''surpassing it in a 

certain intensive magnitude'• .. 2 This inference is based, 

in case of the ~ series, on the appearance of th~ g series. 

And if, McTagga rt urges, we accept t~e ~ series, we must -

such is th~theoretical ne cessity- accept the Q ser ies 

which fo llows from it. 3 

1. Broad , opa cit ., II, Pt. I, p. 445. 

2 .. Geach, op. cit., p. 156 . 

3 ., NE , Sec. 57 4., , 
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The£ series, as we lhave seen, have been called the 

Inclusion Series. To call a series an Inclusion series 

is to desc ibe it by certain intrinsic propertQes of its 

terms and of their relations to each othero The f series 

itself J s k called because of a cert ain extrinsic pr operty. 

1 
.L. • .~.. • ' 1:\.."''"' c.:-.')o.\:1 \.~ <J£ '<:1~\..'t\q, \.'t\\.~ c::.~~~.,. '\.<J ~a.'\ \.."<'\q, \.~a'- ~'- ·~ \' D. , ,~ •. ' 

~\...·<,•):l~"t.~~~ ~~ o..~ o.. '!:. .,.~""£.~~~, ~'\.\.'t\ '\.\.~ ~~""t\\\~ o:~\)'eo:t\.1\~ c.~ 

events and their generating relation appear ing as the 

relation of ''earlier'' and ''later''. All the terms in an 

inclusion series, except the last term, are states of mis-

perception in a self of an object which is correctly percei

ved by the ''maximal end-term''. 1 Therefor e, the series 

minus this maximal end-term may, says McTaggart be called 

the Misperception Serieso2 The maximal end-term (in an 

inclusion series) is the d.co perception which includes all 

the fragmentary (mis-) perceptions of the series and is 

not itself included in any of the terms of the (inclusion) 

series. As to the relation between the g series and the 

other series, it can be summarized in the followin 1 quota-

tion from McTaggart: ''When any self G, at any point in his 

own misperception series observes H as in time - i.e. as a 

~ series - then it will be the case that some terms, at 

least, of the inclusion series of tl form a~ series for g -
i.e., are the basis of g•s erroneous perception of a§ 

series.•• 3 
\ 
-~ 

This means, importantly, that an inclusion 

series does not become an actual £ series unless some self 

does in fact perceive its terms as events a nd its genera

ting relation as that or' earlier and later. A _g series, 

lo Ibid., Sec. 579~ rhe term ''maximal end-term' I 

is taken from Broad who uses it as a substitute 
for the last term in the inclusion serieso 
Qp. cit., II, Pt. I, p. 364o 

2o Ibid., Secso 575,577. 

3. Ibid., Sec. 58lo 
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The C series, as we have seen, have be~n called' the 

Inclusion Series. To call a series an Inclusion series 

is to describe it by certain intrinsic properties of its 

terms and of their relations to each othero The £ ser1 es 

itself is so ca lled because of a cert ain extrins ic pr ~perty. 

This comes to saying th at it 1 ~; 1 U. !.>~! r l~ '> C·1 ~)ab le of b~ing 

misperceived as a ~ series, with its terms appe aring as 

events and their generating relation appearing as the 

relation of ''earlier'' and ''later''. All t he terms in an 
I 

inclus ~ on 
1
Series, except the last term, are states of mis-

perception in a self of an object which is correctly percei

ved by the ''maximal end-term' •. 1 Therefore, the series 

minus this maximal end-term may, says McTaggart be called 

the Misperception Serieso2 The maximal end-term (in an 

inclusion series) is the d.co perception which includes all 

the fragmentary (mis-) perceptions of the s e ries and is 

not itself inc~uded in any of the terms of the (inclus i on) 

series. As to the relation between the C s eries and the 

other series, it can be summarized in the followin : quota

tion from McTaggart: ''When any self g, a t any point in his 

own misperce ption series observes tl as in time - i.e. as a 

~ series - then it will be the case that some terms, at 

least, of t he inclusion series of H f orm a f series for Q -

i.e., are 

series.•• 3 
the basis of G's erroneous perception of a g 

\.~ 
This means, importantly, that an inclusion 

series does not become an actual f series unless some self 

does in fact perceive its terms as events and its genera

ting relation as that ot' earlier and later. A f s eries, 

lo Ibid., Sec. 579~ rhe term ''maxima l end-t erm'' 
i s t a ken from Broad who u ses it as a s ubstitute 
for the last term in the inclusion s eri e so 
~p. cit., II, Pt. I, p. 364o 

2o Ibid., Secso 575,577. 

3. I bid., Sec. 58lo 
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McTaggart makes it a point to clarify, is ''always in 
1 

one self for another'' , i.e. for the other self which 

misperceives it as a Q series. The only exce~tion 

McTaggart admits is when a self pe rceives its~lf~ Then 

the series which is misperceived, and the misp'erdeption · 

of it, fall within the same selfo 

Next he considers the question as to whether t he 

three series a?:e bounded by any end-ter "'J in the other 

diFection. They are of course bounded at one end by , as 

we have seen, the d.c. perception , the whole, within with 

each series falls, and which is the max i mal end-te rm of 

the inclusion and the ~ series, and which f urther is the 

limit of the misperception series . About the boundedness 

of the series in the other d irection , McTaggart says that 

the series will have a lower limit which will have total 
2 absence of c~tento The lower bound will be a non- enti t y , 

" and not a term in the serieso If non-entit y were a term 

it will be included in the rest of the terms. And this, 

on the f~ce of it, is impossible. And non-ent ity cannot 

be a term in the misperception series, since it is not 

a perce~ tion. ~fortiori, it cannot be a term in the f 

series; for it is only a term having the qene r atinq in-

elusion relation in the inclusion series that c an appear 

as ''e~rlier'' or ''later'', and s ince non7 entity is not 

such a term it will not appear in the § series at all . 

Besides, non-entity i s not exist ent; and it is only an 
;. 

extent t ha t can find a pl~ce in the time-ser ieso So 

lo Ibid., p. 250, footnote lo 

2o Ibi~, Sec. 583o 
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McTaggart concludes that non-entity cannot be a term in 

th C . . th 1 e _ ser1es e1 er. 

1 To sum up : The misp~ rcept ion serieq is identical 
I I 

I 

with the I I inclusion series except ' that the maximal end- te r m, 

th e d . c. 

former. 

per~eption §!~ as a whole, is not a term in the 

And whenever ti appears to § (in §1tl) as be ing 

in t ime , then the ~ series on which the appeara nce of § 
I 

series is based, is identica~ with the inclusion series of 

Correspondence between different Inclusion Series 

McTaggart treats of this problem in the context of 

th e Question concerninn th e possibility of a common time-

series in t he light of the supposition th at time is · a 

subjective error. His answer is th at alth ough time is 

only an appearan ce , it is non etheless a real appearance. 

Using L~ibniz's phrase, McTaggart say s , time is a pheno-
2 menan ~ fundatum 7 for the order of th e apparent events 

in time i s the same as th e order in inc l usion seri es of the 

terms th at appear as temporal events. If, for exampl e, the 

event of my love for X falls, in the time- series , between 

the events of my t emptation a nd X's subsequent desertion 

then the stage in the inclusion series which a9pea r s as 

my l ove will actually fall between my temptation and ~·s 

desertion in the inclusion series . Thus a common time-

series bet ween different selves mus t also be , like time, 
3 a phenomenon bene fundatu~ But the possibility of a 

1. lbido 

2 o lbid., Sec . 613. 

3 . lbid . 
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co 1 series mJst ultimately depend on the possibility 
I . 

of correspondence between different i hclusi on seties, 

is ~ha~ ~cTag~art ~roceeds to consider. )we lhave 

th v J rious ~nclu~ion series are bounded at one 
I ~ . I I 

end, in one dirJction, by a m~ximal end-t~rm whic~ ~~nta~ns 
I I I 

al ~ t 1 cont , nt !that f i lls in a~y of the ferms in t~t se~ief; 

at ~he other en1 each f th~ se~ies is bo~nded by a ~on- ' 

entlit • In between the two limJts fall terms which ciiiffer 

in ect 
1
o) t1e amou~t of : con~ent which they ha~e~ 

1 
i.e, 

in ect o~ t1e amount of , the Q s~ries of increme nis 

which alls in each of l them. In the se f~cts ~cT?ggart sees 

the r son f1r establishing correspondence hetweerl different 

in 91us ·on se1 ie , . The maximal end-terms of each series -

· terms J hich pos~ess the common quc:1lity of containi ng all 
' 

the content that falls in the series - will correspond to 
' 

each other. As to the rest, any two terms in different 

series will correspond if each of t hem included the same 

amount of content of ·its series as the other. 

It is such correspondence, McTaggart holds, which 

' mrt kes it possible for a term ·to be perceived as present -

that is, ''as simultaneous with its perception.' ,l And 

since this correspondence is confined not merely to 

perceptions and their percepta, but also exists bf~ 

terms of every inclusion series, it yields A common 

time-series. When terms at correspondent staqes in 

different inclusion series are perceived as events, they 

are perceived as simultaneous temporal events. They are 

not indeed t~poral events but their simultaneity is, 

1 • Ibid • , S e c • 615 •• 9bi<1. 
1 

CkpW. )( L II I , 
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like im , a phenomenon bene fundatum. ' 'They are as 

reall s'multane o)s as two things in a sinqle self can be

for example my pe)ceptions of t aste and sme~l when eat1',ng 

an organge •• •
1 I To conclude: H ' t\y poin I in " c~rt1i r 

time-rse ies can be found as simultaneous wtth a point n 
, 1 1 1 r 

a diffe ent t\me-~eries, and ~f terms, which are earli~r 

or later than any term, are earlier or late~tha n a term 

which i 

series 

into an 

t irret. ' ' 

s imultan~ous to it, the result is a common time

hich ''would include everyth · ng whichlever entered 

individual time-series as an appa~ent event in 
l 

I I 

I From t 1 is MeT aggart draws an important conc1usiono 

The rna ~ imal end-t erms of each inclusion series, we have 

noticed, will be correspondent terms. If so , McTaggart 

says, in the common time-series they will all be simul-

t aneous . At the other end, on the other hand, each series 

will have terms which will each be simultaneous with a 

term in every other series, until we ~each the other limit, 

the non-entity. Thus, if the terms in various i nclusi on 

series are looked at as terms in a common time-series, 

each self will appear to have the same duration , i.e . the 

duration stretching from the beginning to the e~d of timeo3 

Although time is only an appearance, the statement is 

as true as any statement regardinq temporal duration. 

Consequences of the theory of the ~ Series 

2o 

4 We will now cohsider, in turn, two consequences 

3 . Jbid., Sec . 616o 

4. Some of the other consequences, like immportality 
and pre-existence, have been dealt with in a 
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that McTaggart deduces from his doctrine of the f s~ries, 

and Jhic~ are important for hi s view of time u ~lcTaqg~ rt 
discusses these in Book VII of NE . The first of these 

concerns the question as to which relation of the u series 
- I 

corresponds to which relation of the f series. The second 

deals with the obscure but important doctrine of the 

'' futurity of the Whole''o As to the first, McTaggart 
. I I 

maintairis that the ''sen~e'' or '' direction '' of th~ f 
I I 

series f rom less inclusive to more inclusive corresponds 

to the apparent earlier-to-later '' sense '' or ''dir~ction'' 

of the~ series. We may say, that is, that jt is the 

relation ''inclusive of'' which, in all probability, though 

not ~it certainty, appears ~s the relation ' 'later than' 'o 

This is so because, McTaggart thinks, the direction in the 

C series from les s inclusive to more inclusive is more 
- I 

fundamental and important than the converse d irection from 
I 

more inclusive to less inclusive. His argument in this 

regard is as follows: 

The pre-maximal terms, i.e., the fraomentary perce-

ptions7 derive their character and their position in the 

~ series from the d.co perception which is the maximal 

end-term and which is the whole. Each term has an amount 

of the content of the whole which is included in ito And 

the greater the amount a term contains, the more nearly it 

approximates to the whole. Thus, in sum , the character 

Footnote 4 on page 253 contd. 

/ 

', 
separate chapter on ''Sel f and Immortality''• 
However, questions concerning qood and evil, 
or value in the C series, have had to be 
excluded for reasons of relevanceo 

t 
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and position of a term are determined with reference to 

the nature of the whole. On the other hand, the whole 

is not determined in respect of its character or position 
\ 

by any reference to the pre-maximal termso 1 The whole ' 

has th e characteristic of bein0 a term in the d.c. system: 

it is e.g ~ GIH. And this characteristic is statable -·-
without reference to any of the C series terms. Thus the 

I 

relation which the pre-maximal terms be~r to the Whole and 

WhtCh the Whole doeS not bear tO them I 1 eXpreSS(eS) the 
2 I 

nature of
1 
the series more adequ~tely'' than the converse 

relation. And this further emphasizes the qreat er aepe~

dence ~f he terms on the whole than"that of the whole on 

the te~rms f. 

There is another consideration that McTaggart brings 

to bear on the question. A d.c . perception, he says, is 

a correct perception1 while all the other perceotions in 

its series are misperceptions. And they are misperc~ptions 

of the very same field of ob jects as is represented in the 

d .c. perception. Now the fact of there being a misperce-

ption, McTaggart adds, can be stated only by a reference 

to, for comparison, a correct . perception; the fact of there 

being a correct perception, on the other hand, is perfectly 

expressible without reference to any misperceptiono 3 

Selves cannot exist without having as content a system of 

d.c. perceptions which alone makes it possible for the 

content and internal structure of selves to satisfy, as 

substances, the principles of infinite divisibility and 

1. l,bido, Sec. 718. 

2o Ibid., Sec. 720. 

3o IbisL_, Sec. 721. 

\ 
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determinino correspondence. No such necessary relation 

can howeve~ be shown to exist between selves and the 

fragmentary perceptions . McTaggart then concludes that it 

i s t h e r e 1 at i on 1 i inc 1 u de d in 1 1 wh i c h meet s t h e c on d it i on s , 

for all the pre-maximal terms stand in this relation to 

the whole, while the whole does not stand in this relation 

to those t~rms. And there~ore the sense of the sRr ies from 

included to inclusive, which the relation '· ~ n c lu ded in'' 

generates, is the fundamental sense of the . 1 serleSo 

Now if in case of temporal appearance it could oe 

shown that the same greater importance attaches to the 

earlier-to-later sense of the 8 series as there is to the 

inc luded-to-inclusive sense of the~ series, we s h~ll, 
' '• according to McTaggart, have a strong reason for arguing 

that what appears to be the fundamental sense of the § 

series lis in actual fact the fundamental sense of the~ 

series. McTaggart then proceeds to show in what way t he 

earlier-to-later sense of the ~ series is more fundamental. 
I 

The ar9ument is c ontained in ~' Sect ion 698o The earlier-

to-late~ sense of the 5eries is more important than the 

lat~r-to-earlier one because , McTaggart s~ys, it is in the 

former sense that changes seem to move. Every tern in the 

~ series is apparently continually changing in respect of 

its Ccharacteristics , passing from futurity to present

ness, and from presentness to pastness. It is an earlier 

term that appears present first than the l ater one ; i.e ., 

that earlier events appear to be present earli e r than the 

later ones . So therefore, of the two generating relations 

of the (B ) series, the relation earlier-to-l~ter i s , -
according to McTaggart , more important th an the relation 

1. l bid . 
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later-to-e rlier. The direction there f ore fro~ earlier to 
I 

later expresses the nature of the B series more adenuately 

than the direction from later to l earliero 1 The above is 
' I 

the substance of McTaggart's argumento 

2 3 
Both Broad and Geach have become critical of the 

I I 

argument, Geach regarding it as a ''complete failure'', 
4 

Why, they ask, by parity of rea~oni~g, should not the 

l a ter-to-earlier direction be considered more fundarental, 

because later eve~ts , appear~ tope p~esent later than , 

~rlier oneh. To us however McTaCJqart's ar0ument see.,s to 

be obviously true~ even thouqh I do not immedi · new 
I 

how to defend it. Broad acknowledge s that the earlier-to-

later sense is more important of the two, althounh he does 

not regard McTaggart's reason for holding this as sufficient. 

I quess that, among other things,
5 

the Second Law of 

Thermodynamics, namely, that the entropy of an isolated 

s~stem increases with tim~ (which means that each system 

tends to move towards a less differentiated state) also. 

goes to confirm that the earlier-to-later direction of a 

temporal series is more fundamental. 

6 
There is a different argument of McTaggart's which 

I think may be availed of to buttress his view on the 

1. A similar argument, McTaggart would say, could be 
deploye d to show that the direction from fu ture, 
through present, to past is more important than the 
directjon from past, throuqh present, to f uture. 

2 . Bro ad , oo. cit., II, Pt. II, p. 521. 

3 • G e a c h , 6p • c it • , p • .t 59 • 

4. Geach 's objection is the same as that of &road , but 
I have given Geach's formulation. 

5. For a detailed exposition of the problem of the 
direction of time; see J.R. Lucas, ~c~t~, 
Chapter 1, Sec . B. 

6. NE, Sec . 701. 
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auestion of the fundamental sense of the § series. 

McTaqgart feels that other things rema1ninq equal , a 

person is likely to place more interest in his future 
' than in his past. The memory of a past evil c aves us l~ss 

" pain than the ~nticipa tion of the futu re evil of th e same 

amount; and the memory of a past g ood gives us le ss h~po1-

ness than the anticipatfon of future go od of the same 
1 amount. This interest ln future ' 'outwe j nhs ' ' the much .....__, 

' 

greater fuzziness And uncertainty of our knowled9e of it 
' I as compa~ed with our knowledoe of the past. X who reflected 

back on rl yeors ' of misery and looked forward to n ye a r s 

of happiness would view his life differently from Y wh o 

reflected back on n years of happiness and looked forward to 
I 

n years df miseryo 

McTa~gart says that he can th i nk of no reason why 

we attach this greater importance t o future. There may be 

a reason not ye t d iscovered. Or it may be j u s t an ultimate 

fact. But it i s , he says, not unreas onabl e - ''tha t is , 
2 as contrary t o reason''• So this fact that we s~t our 

hearts more on the future than on the past can, I think, 

be adduced as a further argument for treatinq the earlier

to-later direction of t~e ~ series as more important and 

fundamental. The fundamental senses of the 2 series and the 

~ series having thus been decided, McTaggart conc ludes t ha t 

the relation ''included in'' appears as t he relation ''eArlier· 

1. To quot e McTaogart: ''It is an undispu t ed fact that 
anticipation of future good or evil affects our 
happ iness or unhappiness of the present fa r more 
than the memory of past good or evil.'' Ibi8o 

2o I bid ., Sec . 703. 
, 
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than'', and that the relation ''inclusive of'' appears 

as the relation ''lnter than••. 1 

Before we proceed to discuss McT~qgart's conception 

of the ''Futurity of the Whole'', some rem~rks seem to be 

in order. Firstly, the criticism may be voiced, especially 
2 

by thinkers like Bergson, that it is impossi l~ le to separate 

existence from the condition of time as duration , anrl , th~t 
I 

there fore to treat it as involving change is mistaken. 
3 Oakeley even sugges ts that the exist ent would involV~ 

time as duration even i f it remai ned devoid of change. i~ow 

we feel that McTaggart was essentially right in conceiving 

time, if it exis ted, as necessarily connected with change. 

The proposition that the notion of time would have exis ted 

even WhPrt there was mere duration and no channe, looks 

suspect. 4 Not that duration can be den i ed : only that 

duration ' too can be apprehended as tempornl only aQai ns t 

1. Ibid ., Sec. 724. 

2. Time and Free Will, trans. F.L. Podgson (London: 
George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 5th imn. 19?8; 1st 
ed. 1910); Creat ive Evolut~on trans. Arthur 
Mitchell (London: Macmillan and Co . Ltd., rep. 
1954; 1st ed. 1911), etc. 

3. Hil da D. Oakeley, ''Time and the Self in Mciaogart 's 
Sys tem'', p. 182. 

It has been suggested, e.g. by J.R. Lucas, th ~ t 
one could easily conceive of the whole univPrse 
as be1 ng st illed for a certain interval , and 
then resuming its movement, and that one could 
be conscious of this interval even if one could 
not measure it; and this according to Lucas 
s uffices to make the concept of time wi thout change 
''intelligible ''• J.k. Luc as, op. cit ., Sec. 18 , 
p. 102. Now it. would .be seen that even Luc as 
wants to retain the universe' s res umpti on of its 
motions as a prior framework within which alone -
and this he fails to notice - the interval of its 
s tillne ss could be consciously notice~. ~hich 
means, in other words, that conditions of chance 
nre essential to any awareness of the passaoe of 
time. 
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' the background of change. A 'sp e cious pres t nt' as 

endurinq for a time becomes comprehensible only wi thin, 

such f ramework in which it is seen as succeedinn to t he 

past and ~s prior to the future. The s~ rem a kr s npply , I I 

mut atis mutandis, to a view which doubts whether the idea 
' 

of a series is the true logical equivalent of the time-

process, and which instead suggests 'continuous passaqe' 

as the true picture of the temporal process. Now the 

temporal character of continuous pas sage can on l y be fully 

realized whe n there also exist s s ide by side consciousness 
' I 

' of the cha ng ing and the before-and-after. Without it , I 

am afraid, we are not l i kely to ha ve any coherent notion 

of time. 

There is one serious criticism which has been made 

by Oake ley1 of McTaggart's view of time and the postulation 

by him of t he ~ series. Oakeley rem~vks that unless logi-

cal relRtions be put on the same footing as mathematical , 

and unless loqic identified with metaphysics, neither 

of Which positions, he says, is maintained by McT8qg art, 

the logical relations ''po~ulate'' a temporal experienceo 
• 

For how can th.~ re be progress from one position to another 

where all are eternally present together. Citing the 

example of the logical relation of implication he observes: 

''Suppose it is assetted that A implies B. Unless my 

thought can rest upon A as in some sens e re~lly apart from 

B, as not already possessing B and still requiring a 

further s tep in order that the B which follows it by im

plication shall be revea led - unles s the significance of 

A standing alone asserts itself as independent of our 

abs tract i ng work, yet as something which cannot conti nue 

lo Oakeley, OQ. cit., PP• 183-184 . 
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apart, but must summon 8 to follow it, is the com~lete 
I 

siqnificance of the implication given?•• 1: He concludU 

then that no substitute for th e temporal can suppty ~his 

1 'vi tal'' fer1ture of the loqica l processo Now it 1is 1surely 

difficult to conceive how McTaggart would have looked at 

the matter ha the question of the relation of time to 

logic been put to him. But a reply on McTaggart•s'behali 

may n e~erthe less be attempted. A log ical proces s , lv'lcTasgart 

would say, is a thought-process and a thought-proc~s s , 

involves judgements. Now judgQments are in reality no th ing 
I 

but per'ceptions, and perceptions are always of s ubstances ; 

so that strictly from McTaggart's viewpoi nt, the 

whole i ~s ue of logic versus time gets dis solvedo 

Besides, there is something to be sa id on the 

inclusion relationo There would hardly be any meaning in 

the statement that ~ is included by y unl~s s there re-

mained in the background an awareness, actual or possib l e , 

of the occurrence of one after the other. Oth P. rwise how 

can the identity between the two be avoided, and how can 

the ui fference between the two be given its value? Or 

further, as Oakeley puts it, ''how are we to conce ive the 

relation of the included to the incouding unless we can 

think of the terms or events as ~ separated from each 
2 other and then coming together?'' So, without the temporal 

form the terms become identical in inclusion a nd the 

''serial.'' character of the series may seem completely 

lost. It would however be rash to conclude that McTaggart's 
\. 
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presupposi
1
tions are essentially temporalo It is perfectly 

I I 

I 
possible that he was bringing to light a new fact whPn 

he maintarned that the ''included in'' corresponds to 

' "earlier'' nnd ''inclusive of'' to ''later''o Something 

similar was talkPd of by Willi~m James ~nd Berqson even 

though they never denied time. (_see above) But evPh i~ 

it be the case that McTaggart does not always ~resuooose 

time, it does appear to be the case that he ooes not 
' I I 

suceed jn en Lirely eradicating time either. And one can 

therefore legitimately ask, ''Is a more inclusive term 1 1 

earlie r or lat ~ r than a less inclusive term?'' It is diffi-

cult to tmagine what would McTaggart's reply be, but the 
1 questron is not tautologouso 

In fairness, it seems, it must be conceded to 

McTaggart that, like his other theory of determining corrP.s-

pondence, the~ series theory that ~e has given us, remains 

one of the most ingeniously built theories on time in modern 

times. Few thinkers have made so valiant an attempt so 

''save" appearances in detail. C. D. Broad, while comparing 

McTaggart with others who have denied the reality of time, 

finds the com~arison much to McTaggart's advantaae. Philoso-

phers who do so must show us what feature of the timelessly 

realy corresponds to the main features of the ostensibly 

temporal. If we think of ''Bradley'S and Hegel's constant 

practice of evading the issue under a smoke-screen of 
\ 

'wisecracks' and epigrams'', we are impressed by the contrast 
u. 

with the ''infinitely ingenious and be~ifully interlocking 

mechanism which McTagg~rt constructed in his theory of 

C-series. ' ' 2 
Though McTaggart does not explicitly set uo 

1. I guess that McT,aggart would not have regarded 
the question as a tautology, for he would not have 
regarded the statement ''-earlier corresponds to less 
inclusive'' as tautologous. 

2 • Broad , .Q p • c it • , I I , P t • I I , p • 7 87 • 
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' I 

any specific connection between t he two theori eG , it seems 

that his view of the ~ series i s dependent upon the 
I 

determining correspondence series in the sense t hat if 
I 

I 

there were no d.c. s eries, the~ series would . need to be 

modified . So closely knit is his scheme of t hi nqs. 1 In 
1 I I " 

examining such doctrines as the ah ove , one can onlv raise 
' 

metaphysical objections - for the doctrines seem to rest 

on certain metaphysical postulates - which may. not always 
\ 

be ''logically '' conclusive, for they consist i n denyi ng 

premises. The prior quest i on, however, whethe~ McTaqga rt's 

premises are superior or otherwise, does not always admit 

of ~asy solution. 

Futurity of the Whole 

We have so far remained l imited to the temporal 

or to what appears as tempora l. It i s now time to pass to 

the eternal without which, from a cert a in viewpoint, no 

life-journey is e ver complete. By a very remark able concep-

tion McTaogart tries to bridge the aulf between the ''temporal'' 

and the eternal. This conception is the conception of t he 

''futuri ty of the whole''· This in fact is the tjtle of the 

Chapter LXI of l:!§, and is as such s igni fi cant. The ' ' whole ' ' 

in question is eternal and yet, McTaagart suggests, it can 

be spoken of as future from a certai n- i.e. temporal -

standpoint. 

It is the logical conception of the inclusion 

series from which as a fulcrum McTaggart arrives at t he 

above conception. Every inclusion (or~) se ries contains, 

lo Besides other things, McTaggart's whole theory of 
value depends upon both these series . See NE , 
Chapters LXV-LXVII. 
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as we have seen in the preceding paqes, sub specie temporis, 

one last term, the d . c. perception, which is the whole of 

the seri es - tne t erm, · that is , which includes every 

other ·term , but is included by none. 1 In this term, un l ike 

the other terms, which are ' ' unstable'' in the direction 

of this final term2 , there is perfect stability. We have 

also seen that this whole, according to McTaggart, must 

be a cor~ect perception3 • and so cannot belong to the mis-

perception series. Now a self which misperceives every 

other term in the series as being in tjme will mis oerceive l! 
as a wholle as 

however j ever 

bei1g in time .
4 (.G!H as d.c. precept ion will 

derceive itself as in t ime•) • But it will 
I rceive thJ 1/\h ole p:resent. If at all it perceives never pa as 

it as in time, it will perceive it a s future. It could 

perceive the whole as pr~sent only if it were at the same 

stage as the whole. And only the self as a whole could be 

at the same stage, and as a whole he could not perceive 

anything as in time. 

There is a sense , McTaggart says, in which it might 

be said that although '' the perception of the whole from 

its own stand~oint is never a perception of it as present, 
' • 

yet it is a perception which has an important similarly 

with the perception of anything as present.•• 5 This 
' similarity is that the perception is correct and free from 

1 . Cf. NE, Chapter XLIX, See above. 

2 . 1.!2.1.9. , Sec. 7 22. 

3. Cf. Ibid., Chapter XLVII, Sec. 543. 

4. Ibid ., Sec. 581. 

5. Ibid., Sec. 728. Italics mine. Als o c f . Sec. 729 . 
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]! IJ t ltJ I h I tl . f . t t h t e rror . u a oug gresen n~~ 1s a 1 me ap or o 

calli up an :i lmage of the wh oJ f as appearing at the fin a 1 

stage of the ~ s~r ies, McTag~art insists that it w~ul~ be 
. . 2 

wrong tp think of it under the •iempor al analogy o~ n~esent .' - I . i . 
I I ' 

On the other hand, if a t empor al analogy is to be ~se~ at 
I i all, it wou l d be more apposite t o say that the who~e ' s in 

the future - i . e. as seen from the stand point of ~h~ l ore~ 
I I" I 

maximal terms 1in \the in¢lusi~n ser ies - fOf · the wh~l~ las ~n 

usive fi~al term in the seiies wou ld be ca~led , in 

uage) of the 8 series, the ' latest ~vent' . To lput it 
I . . 

ord s oif McTaggart, ''Though not really f uture, i.. t 

the 

in 

is in the only way in which anything can be so - as 

ring as future... Sub speci~ tempo~, the whole ~ 
' 3 now future.', .. It is , in other words as much future as thin~s 

which we call future can be, i.e., it is, as McTaggart 

beautifully puts it, ''as really future as tomorrow's break

fast.••4 

At this point McTaqgart draws an i mportant dis tinction 

' between the whole and what is called the eternal. Thou0h 

the whole is neither past nor present, and is as much future 

as anything can be, this cannot be true of the eternal as 
5 such. The eternal is what exists and is time less. And 

McTaggart has tried to show that all that exist is timeless . 

lo We have seen that while a d.c. perception i s eternally 
correct, perceptions in present exper i ence have one 
restriction - namely, a temporal r estriction - on 
their self-evident correctness. What is t hen self
evident is that when e.g. I percei ve ~ as ABC, ~ must 
be~ while I perceive X. 1£1£., Sec. 514. Also 
see our discussion of the same in this part. 

2. M. F. Cleugh, OQ. cit., p.l62. 

3. NE , Sec. 730. 

4. Ibid. 

5. Ibid., Sec. 732. 
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Therefore all the other terms of the f series are as 

eternal as the whole which is the last staqe. '' We cannot 

say, th~refore, that the eternal is never present ard cast 

in the sense in which it is future.•• 1 For all the · time-
I I 

less ~ stages - with two possible exceptions, namely the 

first t~rm, if there be any, and the final term - m~st 

appear as past, present and as future, every stage ~avinq 
I 

two stages on both sides of it. The first term will a~w~ys 

appear from every standpoint but its own as past. T~~ 1oth~r 

and term,namely, the final t erm , which is the ' whole' 0f 

a~ series, will appear, according to McTaggart, only as 

future except from its own standpoint and never, unlike 

other terms, as past or present. This term, on McTaggArt's 

theory, is the determining correspondence system of selves 

and d. c. pPrceptions. It is this term, the whole - for . it 

contains all the content that falls ~t any stage in the 

series - 'hich , though it appears in the temporal framework 
I 

only as future, perceives itself 2~ eternal - all the other 

terms, if they perceive themselves, pPrceiving themselves 

as in time. 

There are two features of this eternal stage which, 

McTaqgart points out, render its position 'special and un ique '. 

The first is that this stage is, in one definite sense, ''al l 
2 

the eternalo'' The eternal contains all the content of the 

universe, for whatever content falls in the other terms 

of the~ series also all of it falls in this term. 

~--- ----~~~:------~~~----.~>~And all that content that falls 

in other terms is also eternal, since timeles s . Secondly, 

lo Ibid. 

2. Ibid., sec. 733. 
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as re arked ebdve, it appears to be the latest term of 

the series; and so , though~ 1Q2 snecie temporis, temporal, 

it does not appear to be a trans itory stage, as the other 

terms do. It only appears to beqin but does not aopear 

to end for it appears to have no successors . So althoug h 

it is not more really eternal ~han the other terms, it is 

more obviously so. 1 

Now the view that the eternal , the whole - as coMpared 

t d th pre-maxjmal eternal terms in the ~ series which can 

appear, ~.Q_£gecie temporis, both as present, past or future -

can appear, teh porally, only as future, is likely to be 

contested . Some like Paul Tillich may argue that the eternal 

is a~ every moment of the time-series manifested as present 

0~ a r I I now.' •2 There are again Idealists like Bosanquest' 

who have thought the same way. Bosanquet in fact is known 

for his famous remark th~t '' it is the death of Idealism 
3 to place its ideals in the future.'' McTaogart however 

would disagree . The d .c. parts constitute the final stage 

of the C series and of all the selves in the universe. And 

it is the final stage of the series which, McTaqqart points 
4 out, never appears to be present. Therefore the view which 

connects the eternal , or the universe as a whole, with 

presentness as opposed to pastness or fururity is essentially 

mistaken . 

1 • 1 bid • , s e c • 7 34 • 

2 . Paul Tillich, The Etern!!_Now, Chapter 11. To a uote 
one of the passages from Tillich : ''It is the eternal 
that stops the flux of time for us . It i s th e ~ternal 
'now' which provides fo:r us a t emporal 'n ow '. ~·~e live 
so long as ' it is still today' - in the words of the 
letter to the Hebrews. Not everybody, and nobody all 
the time, is aware of this 'enternal now' in the 
te~ooral 'now'. But sometimes it breaks powerfully 
into our consciousness and gives us the cert ? inty of 
the eternal, of a dimension of time which cut s into 
time and gives us our timeo'' Ibid., p.l31 . 

3 . Quoted in Broad, op.cit., II, Pt .I I , p . 548 . 

4 . NE, sec . 736. 
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I 

There are, according to McTaggart, obvious unfor-

tunat~ implications for ethics on the said view. The 

reject ed view has to suppose that all the aood that there 
- I 

is in the universe as a whole can be manifested under the 

conditions of present life and that in point of fact it is 

manifested under the conditions of present life. Such , a 

view se~erely restricts the amount and possibilities of 

goodness in the universe. Bu~ so far no ethical fa~laFY ~as 
I 

been corrpni t ted, even though the conclusion , j s ' ' deop~s~ ing ' '. 

It is however easy to pass from this to the prooosition, 
I 

namely, :that either the amount of good is less than we demand , 
I I 

or sbme of our ideals are false. 1 Accordin0 to McTaqaart, 
I 

this l is an ethical fallacy and has disastrous results for 

ethics. We may agree with McTaggart that unless we recognize 

pain, sin , hatred as truly bad and as different from v]rtue, 

happiness and love which'are truly good, ethical predicates 

become meaninaless and devoid of interest. 2 To McTaggart 

there is not available as there is ava i~able to Bosanquet 3 

and Bradley4 a transmutation by which all evil either 

ceases to be evil in the Absolute, or we simply pass beyond 

good and evil, for separate selfhood at which level, -rr.At\U.y , 

they are thought to be relevant - ceases to need any recog-

nition. Evil is never transmuted, nor is it a delusion, and 

1. l£i2., sec. 737. 

/ 

4. 

Cf. The Principle of Individuality and Value, o .377; 
also pp.372, 373. Transmutation of experience in 
consonance with 'the law of non-contradiction in its 
''positive bearing'' is, according to Bosanouet, the 
principle of daily life. And a finite life which 
affirms in it s ~hole existence the principle of the 
Absolute transforms toil into hapriness by seeing it 
as a ''pledge '' of devotion, and pain into love by 
the depth of the tenderness it evokes. (p. 377). 
Cf. Appearance and Realit~. For Bradley also all 
experience is transmuted p .432 ) and so it is not only 
pain as evil which is transmuted (Chapt er XVII, esp. 
p.l75) but also goodness which is transmuted 
(Chapter XXV, esp. p.380). 
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the appearance of being in R painful state is itself a 

painful state . And even if th Ts apperance be not painful, 

it is cert a inly evi,l. 1 · Only, 1 cT aggart be 1 i.~ved that in 

the final stage there would be : ~ore qood than evil , and 

that the evil comp~red'to the • ' f ina l rP.ward '' would look 

. . . f. t 2 1nS1q n1 · 1can • 

McTagg art next makes use of his above theory to 

show that the Chri s tian notion of heaven iS not ~l l non

senseo T
1 

e Christ Jan notion has provoked banter and criti-

cism f r . ombir irg the view that Heaven is ete rnal , with the 

view t ? atl it is future. McTaggart appears to feel that his 

philosoph alone can show why this cla im is true and meaning

ful. he critics have suggested, McTaggart sa ys , that if 

Heaven be eternal, the least ina~propriate temporal m~taohor 

that c ulij apply to it would be ''an eternal present' • . This 

metaphor, as McTaggart puts it, would mean that Heaven ''must 

be conveived --- as standing in the s ame relation t o all 

s tages in the time-process .' ' 3 So '' an eternal present '' 

would seem to mean a specious present co-ex tensive with 

the entire time-process . (We will not e that this seems 

to be Paul Til lich' s meaning too in t he passage ~e have 

quoted aboveo) Now McTaggart urges that if time is a 

delusion, Heaven must be timeless and so eternal. But, 

certain conditions permitting, it may be as much future 

as 'tomorrow's breakfast' is. ' 'The conditions in auestion 

were that nothing should be really in time, that whatever 

appeared to be later than another thing s hould really have 

1. N,g, .§ e c~. 857, p .443 . 
• 

2 . Ibid., Sec. 913. 

3. ill£.' Sec. 738 . 

. . \ . . - .. 
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to it a certain non-temporal relation, and that this 

relation should hold between the events of today and 
l l 

tomorrow ' s breakfast .'' So He~ven, accordin~ to McTa~qar t, 

has tha~ r blation to our present experience which makes 
I 

us call tomorrow's experiemces as future . And Heaven is 

a spiritual state s~nce spirits alone exist . Again as Broad 
I I 

2 I I 
point s out , the f act that we do not represent Heaven to 

ourselves as a transitory s tate, even from our own st~ntiL 

point , does not compel us to conceive of it as somehow 

·--t t • I • th th t il t\.,. • co-ex ens1ve w1 e whole me-process~ ~e can 111nk 
"---'" ' \ 

of it as non-tr a nsitory because it -appears ~t the end of 

future time , and th~refore begins but not ends . Only, the 

Christians ''know not what they do .'' 

1 We ~will now make certain remarks on McTaggart's 

theory discussed above . As it stands, the conc eption of 
I 

the '' ) ut ri t y of the Whol e '' is one of the great attempts 

in the hi s tory of metaphysics , especially Idealis tic 

me t aphysics , to combine i n one notion the me~ning of that 

which can only belong to the temporal se r ies , and the meaning 

of that which is timeless or, to use Broad ' s exoression , 

'non-temporal '. To Oakeley however this attempt seems 

riddled with logical impossibility.
3 

Seen f rom the stand-

point of the temporal experience, the whole is future. 

Seen f rom it s own standpoint, the eternal can have temporal 

predicat es only by metaphor, and presentness wou l d see~ to 

be a better metaphor for the whole at the final state of 

the~ series . What is the significance of this for the 

experience of the self? So long as th e t emporal condi tions 

lo Ibid ., Sec. 739. 

2 . ~cit., II, Ptoii, p.550o 

3 . Oakeley , op.cit., p.l90. 
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have their sway, the eternal ever remnins future nnd 

eludes our gras p . And i n so far as the final staae is 

attained , the present really vanishes aJonq with the 

past and the future. The resulting proposition seems to 

be that either we are having in time an experience of 
I 

looking forward to, though never ouite attaining to, the 
I 

''highes t value'', or we are like everythinq else in the 

universe ''eternally members of the whole.' •1 As Oakeley 

sums up : 

''It is now as present as anythina can be, and the 

neo-Hene lian paraqox that all is already eithe r good or 

neither gooa nor evil, is not escaped. Either we shall 

never attain the eternal or there is the eternal now.•• 2 

Now it will be idle to pretend that McTaqgRrt's 

conception is wholly free from difficulties. No notion 

which aims at comprehending both the t~mporal - c:~pparent 

or otherwise -·and the timeless can, I suppose, commAnd full 

assent. McTaggar t has not exactly welded together two 

disparate not~.ons that he should incur the charge of attempt-

ing the lo~ica lly impossible. He has only tried to look at 

the timeless from its own standpoint, if that be possible, 

and from the standpoint . of what is strictly or apoarently 

the temporal. It is to speculate how eternity would be 

like from within the temporal fr~mework. Oakeley recoqnizes 

this and yet alosses it over. All such attempts - like, 

again, eoq. looking at the infinite from the finite stand

point - are well-known in philosophy, and whatever be their 

intrinsic worth, cannot as such be condemned as impossible . 

Th at is why, as we remarked in the beginning , McTaggart 's 

1. Ibid., p.l91. 

2o Ib'i.Q. 
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effort is to bridge the chasm th~t seem~ to divide the 

temporal and the eternal. Just as the fin i te desires to 

hAve ~he glimpse of the infinite in an id)o~ native to it, 

the temporal wAnts to have a measure of the eternal !n 

jts ovvn jdjom. It [ is imp,ortant to note that r.: cTr>c11art 

calls ' prnsentness ' a met,aphor, but not futurity ; this 
I 

is because futurity represents the tempor1l pe rs pnct 5ve 
I 

whilP. ' rresentn~ss ' reprP.sents the eternal oers ~nct1ye nnd 

so cAnnot legitimately apply to the former exceot, At best, 

as a metaphor. 

A other mai n point of O~keley's criticism concerns 

McT ag ar 's view that ''we shall, in a finite time, reach 

an endless state which is infinitely more aood than had . ••1 

The difficulty bere, he says, is the converse of the diffi

culty that ~ristot le supposes Attaches to Plato' s doctrine 

in Tima~, name 1 y, that in an etern.al world then~ is the 

beginning of time. McTaggart's vi ew, acco~ding to him, 

seems to be that i n the course of a temporal exper:ence 

we shall enter upon eternity. Now I think that even if 

McTaggart's meaning be as Oakeley interorets it, the so

called difficQ ty that at·tach es to it, poses no lonical 

problems, nor is it in any way oaradoxicalo TherP is no 

contradiction in saying that something is future and that 

it is attainable in a finite time by which McTaggart means 

time bound by a limit or a term in each direction . 2 

The last point that we should like to deal with 

concerns Oakeley's insistence that the inclusion series 
\ 

cannot p~rform its loqical function of bein0 ~ ''trans i tional 

category'' between the temporal and the eternal '' 1mless the 

1 o N t. , S e( . 9 o 4 
2 • g b let·, S e c • 6 2 0 • 
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temporal order rsally lies l half c'onceJ·ed behind the relation 

of inclusion.•• 1 ~ At thJ final stage we know that all the pre-

final terms w~re misperceptions, and as time-les s we perceive 

them in their ltr e colour. Now it is impossible, Oakeley 

argues, to hold that ''we are not eternally perceiving these 

stages without misperception, unless a status is allowed to the 

order of time in vi~tue of which it forces its distinctions of 

now and then, present and future into reality.•• 2 And he 

condludes : 
I 

1 'Eith er we get the futurity of the whole which carri~~ 
with it the pastness of the .parts, and these distinc-i 1 

tions must be carried over into reality, or our real 
1 

I 
experience is complete and perfect, and we ct~srniss the 
order of time as something that . neilher is , nor was.'' 

Now the substance of Oakeley's argument seems to be 

that the fact that there is misperception of a series as a 

time-series, and the fact that the misperception is so 

recognized, gp t~ prove that time has a way of asserting 

itself by pervading our experience and colouring it . Now 

there is no denying that time may have a way of making its 
I 

presence felt, but there is no contradiction in also main-

taining simultaneously that it does so as an ''appearaneeJ•, ----

and McTaggart does recognize that time is an appearance. 
I 

McTaggart of course does not identify any specific cause for 

this appearance (or misperception); it may have a cause , for 

all one knows, or it may be, as he says, ultimate and hence 

unexplainable. ·Bu t, logically this is perfectly compatible 

with the view that time may be an appearance. In recogniz ing 

misperception we are not bestowing reality on time, but just 

recognizing time for what it is. If when at the last stage we 

perceive the pre-final stages as ''permeated' • by misperception, 

we have pierced through the veil, so to say, and known the 

truth for what it is. 

1 • Op • c it • , p • 191 • 

2o Ibid. 

3 . ~· 


